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Summary
In the past, the Telecommunications Division has done research on Multi-Beam Antennas
(MBAs) in order to evaluate the radiation properties of satellite groud station MBAs. From these
studies, it was concluded that the double reflector torus antenna with a shaped sub-reflector is
adequate. However, only part of the main reflector surface is used for generating multiple beams
which leads to an antenna system with a relatively large and expensive main reflector surface.
At present, an antenna system, which consists of a rotation symmetrical main reflector, with
a combination of sub-reflector and feed for each individual beam, is investigated. The main
reflector surface of this blockage free antenna system is used completely for each beam. For
strong Direct Broadcast Satellite signals, the dimensions of the receiving antenna system can
become small in terms of wavelengths, especially those ofthe sub-reflector. Therefore, we suspect
that the Geometric Optical (GO) rays are not the only important contribution to the far-field
radiation pattern, diffraction is expected to become important when the diameter of the reflector
is in order of a few wavelengths. So, the influence of the sub-reflector edge-diffracted rays are
evaluated using the Uniform geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD).
For reasons of simplicity, a Cassegrainian antenna system is evaluated for determining the
influence of the edge-diffracted rays on the main-lobe and inner side-lobes of the far-field radiation pattern. In the past, a twenty-one ray model has been developed in order to investigate
the influence of those edge-diffracted rays on the wide-angle side-lobes of the radiation pattern.
However, the GO-rays, and the sub-reflector edge-diffracted rays incident at the main reflector
surface are not considered in the twenty-one ray model.
The analysis of the Cassegrainian antenna system is divided into two parts: viz. the analysis
of the paraboloid main reflector, and the analysis of the hyperboloid sub-reflector. For the first
analysis we have chosen the induced current density method and for the second the virtual feed
concept, introduced by Hannan.
The computed results show that the influence of the sub-reflector edge-diffracted rays is
small. So, for a first analysis of a MBA these rays need not to be included. However, the analysis
performed here in combination with the twenty-one ray model, will enable us to determine the
complete far-field radiation pattern of small Cassegrainian antenna systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This graduation work has been done within the research project"Antenna Systems", at the
sub project "Multi-beam antennas (MBAs)". The Telecommunications Division has done research
on these antenna systems in the past. This research was done in order to evaluate the radiation
properties of satellite MBAs. Recently, the investigation of ground station MBAs has started,
specifically ground station MBAs for simultaneous reception of signals from more than one Direct
Broadcast Satellite. For satellite MBAs, the defocused reflector antenna systems are frequently
used. As a ground station MBA, the scan range of this type of antenna system is not sufficient.
Therefore, other antenna system configurations are being studied for this application.
Reflector antennas, in one form or another, have been in use since the discovery of electromagnetic wave propagation in 1888 by Hertz. Reflector antennas appear in many geometrical
configurations, one of the most popular is the curved reflector, especially the paraboloid. This
is because of the fact that in a geometric optical (GO) sense, a "mirror" of this form focuses
an incident electromagnetic plane wave propagating parallel to its axis to the focal point of the
paraboloid. In the same manner, if a point source is placed at the focal point, the rays reflected
by the paraboloid will emerge as a parallel beam. Since the transmitter (receiver) is placed at
the focal point of the paraboloid, the configuration is usually known as front-fed. This front-fed
arrangement has several disadvantages. For instance, the transmission line from the feed must
be large enough to reach the transmitting or receiving equipment, which is usually placed behind or below the reflector. Another arrangement that avoids placing the feed at the focal point
of the paraboloid is known as the Cassegrainian antenna system. Through geometrical optics,
Cassegrain, a famous astronomer, showed that incident parallel rays can be focused to another
point by using two reflectors. In general, the Cassegrainian antenna system provides a variety of
benefits, such as the
ability to place the feed at a convenient location;
reduction of spillover and minor lobe radiation, by reflector shaping;
capability for scanning of the beam by moving one of the reflecting surfaces.
Hannan [16], derived the geometrical shapes of the reflecting surfaces by use of geometrical
optics. He also introduced equivalence concepts of the virtual feed and the equivalent parabola
in order to be able to predict the gain function of the antenna system, readily. His analysis,
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however, does not predict fine deta.ilB. The equivalence concepts are accurate when the subreflector is several wavelengths in diameter. When this is not the case, diffraction may play
an important role. Many contributing edge-diffracted rays have been determined by Gova.erts
[20]. Another interesting contribution could be the sub-reflector edge-diffracted ray which, after
diffraction, is reflected by the paraboloid.
At present, an antenna system, which exists of a rotational symmetric main reflector with a
combination of sub-reflector and feed for each beam is investigated, as ground station MBA. The
signals, transmitted by the broadcast satellites, are powerful signals, for which the dimension
of the receiving antenna system can be small in terms of wavelengths, especially that of the
sub-reflector. This is the reason why we suspect that the Geometric Optical contribution is not
the only important contribution to the far-field radiation pattern of the antenna system. With
help of the Uniform geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD), the in:8.uence of the sub-reflector
edge-diffracted ray will be evaluated. For reasons of simplicity, a Cassegra.inian antenna system
is evaluated in order to determine the importance of the diffracted rays to the far-field radiation
pattern.
In chapter 2. the antenna system configuration is described, with the equivalence principles
as introduced by Hannan [16]. There after, the parabolic reflector is evaluated and two analysis
techniques are briefly discussed in chapter 3. The sub-reflector and therefore the rays incident at
the main reflector are evaluated in chapter 4. Subsequently, the antenna gain function is determined in chapter 5. With help of the theory as explained in the previous chapters, software has
been developed which was used to determine the radiation properties of the small Cassegra.inia.n
antenna systems. In chapter 6, this software is verified so it can be applied without raising any
doubt. In the chapter 7, the numerical results are presented, which are obtained with help of a
software simulation. This simulation is performed for two kinds of small Cassegra.inian antenna
systems. Finally, the conclusions together with some recommendations are presented in chapter

8.

Chapter 2
Analysis of a Cassegrainian antenna
system
AB mentioned in chapter [1], we are interested in the far-field radiation properties of small
Cassegra.i.nian antenna systems. A Cassegra.i.nian Antenna System is composed of two dishes
(reflectors): (1) a parabolic main dish, and (2) a hyperbolic sub dish. The center of the maindish aperture M is considered as a fixed point related to the earth surface. It functions as the
center of rotation for changes in azimuth and/or elevation direction. The focus of the paraboloid
F~ coincides one of the two foci of the hyperboloid; the feed is placed in the other focus of the
hyperboloid. The position of the feed is determined by the eccentricity of the hyperboloid. In
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Figure 2.1: Cassegrainian Antenna System
figure (2.1) we ca.n see three important angles: 60, Xo, tPo. The angle of the emerging rays of the
feed is 6. Other important parameters are:
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Fl

The real focal point,

:

F2 : The virtual. focal point,
d m : Diameter main dish,

d.: Diameter sub dish,
11: Distance between the real focal point F l and the sub dish,

12:

Distance between the virtual focal point F2 and the sub dish,

I.: Focal distance of the hyperboloid sub dish,
j*: Effective focal distance of the hyperboloid sub dish,

Po: Description parabolic main dish as seen from the virtual focal point F2'

P.1/J,o: Description hyperbolic sub dish as seen from the virtual. focal. point F2 ,
P.8,O: Description hyperbolic sub dish as seen from the real focal point

Fl.

Usually the feed is sufficiently small 80 that the wave radiated by the feed ca.n be described
by the far-field pattern of the feed before reaching the sub-dish, and the wave incident on the sub
dish appears to travel along the rays originating from the phase center at the feed. The sub dish,
which must be large enough to intercept the most useful portion of the feed radiation, reflects this
wave essentially according to ray optics. On reaching the main dish, the wave is again reflected
according to ray optics; and because of the geometry of the antenna elements, the rays emerge
parallel and the wavefront has the flat shape which is usually desired. The amplitude distribution
of the emerging wave across the aperture has a tapering which is determined by the radiation
pattern of the feed, modified by the additional tapering effect of the antenna geometry. To aid
the understanding and to predict the essential performance of a Cassegrainian antenna system,
the antenna system configuration will be discussed in the next section. For this purpose some
equations will be derived, which are useful for the determination of the radiation pattern of the
antenna system. In the following section the rays, which have a contributing effect on the far-field
radiation pattern are discussed.

2.1

Antenna System Configuration

The angle 'f/Jo can be calculated with help of:

tPo =

2 arctan

(~ )

(2.1)

where d m is the diameter of the main-dish and I is the focal distance of the paraboloid.
The paraboloid is defined in a spherical coordinate system (p, 'f/J, t/» according to equation
(C.S):

I

p( t/J)

21

= cos 2 ( t) = 1 + cos ('f/J) ,

(2.2)

2.1. Antenna System Configuration
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where 1 is the focal distance of the paraboloid. The the distance between F 2 and M cpn be
calculated as follows:
1
_ dm
(2.3)
Po = cos 2 ( ; ' ) - 2sin(tPo)'
where dm is the diameter of the main-dish.

F2 M

= '/Po 2 _ (dm)2
V'
2

= 1 _ dm

2

161

(2.4)

For a hyperboloid, the following relations are valid (see also appendix (B»:
(e + 1) tan

(~)

= (e - 1) tan ( ~ )

(1 + e)J*
P• ..,(t/J) = 1 +ecos(t/J)

(2.5)
(2.6)

For the determination of the eccentricity e, first we have to calculate the angle 80 , The distance
between M. and F2 is:
M.F2 = 2

ta:·( t/Jo)

(2.7)

This yields:
80 = arctan

(2 (21. :.M.F2 ))'

(2.8)

where d. is the diameter of the sub-dish, and 1. is the focal distance of the sub-dish. With help
of equa.tions (2.1) and (2.5) the eccentricity can be determined as follows:

~ + tan (!t)

e -

(2.9)

- !fi - tan (!t)
The distance r in equation (2.6) and figure (2.1) can be calculated in the following manner:
(1 +e)j*

d.

P• .."o

= 1 + ecos (tPo) = 2sin(t/Jo)

r -

d.(l

(2.10)

Thus:

-

r

+ ecos(tPo))
2(1 + e) sin (tPo) ,

(2.11)

where
is the effective focal distance of the sub-re:llector. One can also calculate XO. The
distance between M and the Feed can be defined as:

21. - F 2 M
> 21. (Of' Xo < 1)' then

M Feed =
When F2 M

(2.12)

M Feed is negative. So:

~eed)

Xo = arctan (2M
When Xo >

l' then the feed is outside the parabolic main-dish.

(2.13)
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2.2. Model of contributing ra.ys

2.2
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Model of contributing rays

As already mentioned in chapter (1), a Cassegrainian antenna system is evaluated in order to
determine the importance of the influence of the edge-diffracted rays. In the past, a twenty-one
ray model has been introduced in order to determine the influence of the twenty-one contributing
edge-diffracted rays. Diffraction becomes important when the diameter of the reflector is in order
of a few wavelengths. However, the GO-rays, and the sub-reflector edge-diffracted rays incident
at the main reflector are not considered in the twenty-one ray model.
The incident field at the main dish consists of three rays: (1) reflected ray, and (2,3) edgediffracted rays. See also figure (2.3).
p aboloid

Figure 2.3: Three Ray Model
The analysis of the Cassegrainian antenna system is split into two parts: viz. the analysis of
the paraboloid main reflector, and the analysis of the hyperboloid sub-reflector.
For the first analysis we are interested in developing a procedure for the determination of the
far-field properties of the parabolic main reflector as a function of the incident field at the same
parabolic main reflector. Two analysis techniques, which can be used to develop the procedure
as mentioned, will be briefly discussed in chapter (3).
For the second analysis we are interested in evaluating an expression for the incident fields
at the main reflector. From figure (2.3) it can be seen that these incident fields are a result from
reflection, and diffraction, respectively, of the fields incident at the sub-reflector. The expressions
of the incident fields on the main reflector will follow after an analysis of the hyperbolic subreflector, which is discussed in chapter (4).

Chapter 3
Analysis techniques for the
paraboloid main reflector
In chapter 2 we found three types of incident rays on the main reflector which have a contribution to the far-field radiation properties of a Cassegrainian antenna system. It was said that the
analysis of the Cassegrainian antenna system was split in two sub-analysis, namely an analysis
of the parabolic main reflector and an analysis of the hyperbolic sub-reflector. In this chapter we
will look at several techniques which ca.n be used for the analysis of the main reflector. We are
interested in finding a relationship between the far-field of the paraboloid, and the incident field
on this paraboloid.
Two commonly u.sed techniques in analyzing the radiation characteristics of reflectors are
the aperture field integration and the reflector current integration methods. These integration
methods will be evaluated in the next sections.
In the last section of this chapter we will briefly discuss the effect of sub-reflector blockage,
and the method in order to take this blockage effect into account.

3.1

Aperture integration method

For the aperture integration, the field reflected by the surface of the paraboloid is first found
over a plane which is normal to the axis of the reflector. Geometrica.l optics techniques (ray
tracing) are usua.lly employed to accomplish this, see figure (3.1). In most cases, the plane is
taken through the foca.l point, and it is designated as the aperture plane. Equivalent sources are
zero outside the projected area of the reflector on the aperture plane. The equivalent sources
on the aperture are then used to compute the radiated fields utilizing the aperture integration
techniques [3],[18]. This ray tracing must be employed for the three rays, viz. the re1lected
ray at the sub-reflector and the two rays diffracted at the sub-re1lectorj meaning that we have
to determine the points of re1lection, Rl, R 2 , and ~, on the parabolic main reflector. For the
reflected part of the incident rays at the main reflector this is easy, however for the diffracted part
of the incident rays at the main reflector it is necessary to develop a difficult ray tracing procedure.
After determining the equivalent sources, due to the re1lected and diffracted contributions, (in
many points P) in the aperture plane, the computation of the radiated fields using the aperture

8

perture integration method

9

integration techniques can be done. This procedure will take a great amount of time before it
can be completed. A great advantage of this method is the fact that the aperture plane is an
equiphase plane. This however is, in our CaBe, not accurate enough.

.... ...... Diffra<:tion at Bub·reflector edll"
---.-- Reflection at Bub-reOeclor

Figure 3.1: Definition aperture plane
The symbols in figure (3.1) represent:
P point which is an element of the defined aperture plane;

R 1 point of reflection on the main reflector where the incident field on the main reflector,
due to reflection at sub-re1lector, haB a contribution to the equivalence sources in point P
at the aperture plane;
R~

point of reflection on the main reflector where the incident field on the main reflector,
due to sub-reflector edge-diffraction, has a contribution to the equivalence sources in point
P at the aperture plane;

R3 point of reflection on the main reflector where the incident field on the main reflector,
due to sub-reflector edge-diffraction, has a contribution to the equivalence sources in point
P at the aperture plane.

Chapter 3. Analysis tedmiqUe8 for the paraboloid main reflector
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Because of the fact that the apertuN: integration method is a complex method and it takes
a lot of time to complete this method, we will evaluate the current integration method in the
following section.

3.2

Current integration method

With help of the current integration method we will be able to determine a relationship
between the far-field due to the incident field on a parabolic reflector without the necessity of a
complex and time spending ray tra.cing procedure. Utilizing the current integration method it is
possible to compute the far-field, as mentioned above, as a result of the currents induced at the
parabola, due to the incident electric fields at this parabola.

z
Observa.tion
Point

y

x

Figure 3.2: Near-field geometry
The current integration method was introduced as a technique that can be used to better
approximate, as compared to the geometrical-optics (ray tracing) method, the field scattered
from a. surface [3]. It can be shown (Appendix (A)) that the electric and magnetic fields radia.ted
by the sources J and Jl can be written as:
(3.1)

(3.2)

3.2. Current integration method
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Figure 3.3: Far-field geometry
For far-field observation points, the formulas 3.1 and 3.2 reduce to [2]:

11 ~ - j ::r e- [[1- (J. a,.) a,. + I! Xl x a,.] e+jk(r/.ci
j

kr

r)

d II'

(3.3)

(3.4)
IT the current distributions are induced by electric and magnetic fields incident on a perfectly
conducting ( (f = 00 ) surface, shown in figure 3.4, the fields created by these currents are referred
to as scattered fields. IT the conducting surface is closed, the far-zone fields are obtained from
equation (3.3) and (3.4), by setting M = 0 and reducing the volume integral to a surface integral
with the volume current density J replaced by the surface current density J •. Thus:

11. = -i:;e- Is [1. - (1•.a,.) a,.]
jkr

e+jkP.cir

dS'

(3.5)

(3.6)
The electric and magnetic fields scattered by the closed surface of the reflector of figure (3.3),
and given by (3.5) and (3.6), are valid provided the source density functions (current and charge)
satisfy the equation of continuity. This would be satisfied if the scattering object is a smooth
closed surface. For the geometry of figure (3.4), the current distribution is discontinuous across
the boundary r (being zero over the shadow area S~) which divides the illuminated (S1) and
shadow (S~) areas.

12
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Figure 3.4: EM-Fields scattered by reflector
Silver has shown [2] that the equation of continuity can be satisfied if an appropriate line
source distribution of charge is introduced along the boundary r. Therefore the total scattered
field is the sum of the contributions of three source distributions: (1) the surface currents over
the illuminated area, (2) the surface charges over the same area, and (3) the line distribution
of charge along the boundary curve r. The contributions from the surface charge density are
taken into account by the current through the equation of continuity [2, equations (3.6) and
(3.9)] . However, it can be shown [2, page 149] that in the far-zone the contribution due to linecharge distribution cancels out the longitudinal component introduced by the surface current and
charge distributions. Since in the far-zone the field components are predominantly transverse,
the contribution due to the line-charge distribution need not be included and equations (3.5) and
(3.6) can be applied to an open surface. Generally the field radiated by the currents on the shadow
region of the reflector is very small compared to the total electric field, and the currents and field
can be set equal to zero. The field scattered by the illuminated (concave) side of the parabolic
main reflector can be formulated, using the current integration method, by equations (3.5) and
(3.6) when integration is restricted to the illuminated area. The total field of the system can be
obta.ined by a superposition of the radiation from the primary source in directions larger than So
(S > So) and that scattered by the surface as obtained by using the current integration method.
The far-zone electric field of the parabolic reflector antenna, neglecting the direct radiation from
the feed, is given by equation (3.5). When expanded, equation (3.5) reduces, by referring to the
geometry of figure (3.5), to the two following components:
(3.7)

(3.8)

According to [9, pages 113 - 115]:

d S' = p(,p? sin,p sec ; d,p d </J

(3.9)

3.3. Sub-reflector blockage
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Figure 3.5: Geometrical description of reflector
We may write equation (3.7) and equation (3.8) as:

Erj
[ E~"

WIJ
= -J- e _j h"
47l'r"

.

X = I

J.e+j/cp(VJ)·ar'"

[

ar .X
-

a~"

.X

j

(3.10)

Where

is

dS' =

I

is

J.e+j/cp(VJ)·ar'"

(p(t/J»'J sint/J sec t/J dt/Jd¢

(3.11)

2

So, far-field ofthe parabolic main reflector, as a function ofthe incident field, will be calculated
using the equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12).

3.3

Sub-reflector blockage

Until now, the assumption has been that every ray, reflected by the main dish, has an effect
in the far field calculation of the antenna system.

14
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Parabolic
main dish

Figure 3.6: Sub reflector blockage

The rays reflecting at the main reflector towards the direction where the sub reflector is
positioned must be neglected in order to take the effect of sub reflector blockage into account,
this means that they must not be included in the calculation of the gain of the antenna system.
It is obvious that the effect of blockage has to be reduced to a minimum. One can look at it in
the following manner. The presence of a sub dish in the main aperture of the antenna creates a
"hole" in the illumination which causes decreased gain and increased side-lobe levels. To analyze
this effect, the resulting illumination may be resolved into two components [16], the original
illumination plus a negative center, or "hole". The resulting antenna pattern can be determined
by adding together the two pattern components, the original pattern plus a broad, low, negative
pattern radiated by the "hole". It is instructive to apply this method in order to approximate the
effect of sub reflector blockage. The illumination hole is not the only effect created by the presence
of an obstacle in the main aperture; the power which strikes the obstacle (sub reflector) must
also be accounted for. Usually this power re-radia.tes and contributes an additional component to
the side-lobes. For a particular sub dish and antenna configuration, it is often a straight forward
process to estimate the amplitude pattern of this radiation. The manner in which it combines
with the original pattern is complicated, and is likely to vary with a change of frequency, [16]. It
may sometimes be an important feature, the effect is accounted for by Gowerts [20].
The effect of the sub reflector blockage is accounted for, by integrating over the main reflector
from ,pbegin to 1/10, see figure (3.3). However, the effect of sub reflector blockage can be minimized.

3.4. Minimum blocking

3.4
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Minimum blocking

The factors which in.fluence the size of the sub reflector have to be considered in order to
determine the degree of aperture blocking to be expected in a Cassegrainian antenna system.
Essentially, the minimum size of the sub dish is determined by the directivity of the feed, and the
distance between the feed and the sub reflector. When the feed is made more directive, or it's
distance to the sub reflector is decreased, the size of the sub reflector may be reduced without
incurring a l08S caused by spillover of the feed radiation beyond the edge of the sub reflector.
However, as indicated in figure (3.4), a continuation of this process can eventually result in the
feed itself creating a shadow in the main illumina.tion which ia greater than tha.t created by the
sub reflector. It is evident that there is some intermediate condition in which neither the sub dish
nor the feed shadow predominates, and which would yield the least amount of aperture blocking;
this is ca.1led the minimum-blocking condition.

blocking by sub dish

small and distant feed,
large sub reflector

blocking by feed

large or close feed,
small sub reflector

Figure 3.7: Types of Aperture Blocking
In figure (3.4), the minimum blocking condition is shown, together with some approximate
equations describing the basic relations between certain parameters, according to Hannan [16J.
The following relation, which specifies the geometry for the minimum-blocking condition, is obtained after combination of the given equations in figure (3.4):

ft+h
1
k~
f
~ 2 (ft + h)>' ~
where

dJ
d.'

(3.13)
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Figure 3.8: Condition for minimum blocking by sub dish and feed
d,: is the physical or blocking diameter of the sub dish,
dJ: is the physical or blocking diameter of the feed,

k: is the ratio of the effective feed aperture diameter to its blocking diameter

1.

This approximate relationship assumes that the angles ¢, and ¢J are small, and that the sub
dish is much closer to the focus of the main dish than it is to the feed. According to appendix E
this yields in:

e+1

1

--1>
.
e-

(3.14)

It also assumes that ray optics can describe the feed shadow; this is a good approximation when
the feed is far from the sub reflector. Within these limitations, minimum aperture blocking is
obtained for a practical case in which the spillover of the main lobe of the feed pattern past the
edge of the sub reflector is neglected. According to Hannan [16], the diameter of the aperture
blocking for the minimum-blocking condition can be expressed as follows:

(3.15)
lOrdina.rily } is slightly 1e88 than one; however, where a cluster of many feeds is employed to obtain a
cluster of antenna beams, } can become quite small.

3.4. Minimum blocking
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where db,min is the minimum blocking diameter, and the limitations are the same as those mentioned before. With the help of equation (3.15) one can calculate the minimum blocking diameter
before determining the feed size and location, these latter dimensions finally being related by
equation (3.13).

Chapter 4
Analysis techniques for the
hyperboloid sub-reflector
In chapter (3) we derived an expression for the computation of the far-field radiation pattern
due to reflection of a wave incident on the parabolic main reflector. Therefore, the :first part
of the analysis of the Cassegrainian antenna system was completed. Furthermore, we need to
analyse the rays incident on the main reflector. This is the same as analyzing the hyperboloid
sub-reflector, see chapter (2). From the model of contributing rays, we have seen that there are
two types of these rays, namely one reflected and two diffracted rays. So, the analysis of the subreflector will take part in two separate steps. The :first step is determining the effect of reflection
at the sub-reflector, the second step is determining the effect of sub-reflection edge-diffraction.

Reflection at the hyperboloid sub-reflector

4.1

A general expression for an electric field incident on the parabolic main reflector is given in
equation (4.1).
(4.1)
where,

· E i : The field incident on the main dish,
· p(.,p): description of the parabolic main dish as a function of the angle .,p, as seen from the
virtual focal point,
ei: the polarization vector of the field incident on the main dish,

Ei: the amplitude of the field incident on the main dish,

· l(.,p): the distance which the wave travels from the real focal point to the sub-dish and from
there-on to the main dish.
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Hannan [16] introduced two equivalence principles which can be used to evaluate fields incident
on the parabolic main reflector due to reflection of the fields incident on the sub-reflector. These
principles are caJ1ed the equivalent parabola concept and the virtual feed concept. A brief discussion
of these two concepts is presented in the two following sub-sections.

4.1.1

Equivalent Parabola

AB shown in figure (4.1), the combination of main dish and sub dish is considered as being
replaced by an equivalent focusing surface, drawn with the dashed lines in the figure, at a certain
distance from the real focal point. The properties of this focusing element can be determined

0/

PRINCIPAL SURFACE AND EQUlVALENT PARABOLA

.

.......

··
dill

.....

·
·
.·

.......

....... :
~---Fm--~
~-------F.--------~

Figure 4.1: Equivalent parabola. concept
from a study of the principal surface of the Cassegrainian system. This surface is defined here [16]
as 'the locus of intersection of incoming raJls converging toward the real focal point 'as indicated
in figure (4.1). For the Cassegrainian system, the principle surface has a parabolic contour, and
the focal length of this parabola exactly equals the distance from its vertex to the real. focal. point.
So, the antenna becomes a simple single-dish design, having the same feed and a different main
dish.
In chapter (3) we have chosen the CUPTent integration method to calculate the far-field pattern
as a function of the electric field incident on the main reflector. The concept of the equivalent
parabola is useful in determining the aperture field but not a.t the determination of the electric
field incident at the main reflector.

4.1.2

Virtual Feed Concept

To aid in the understanding and in predicting the essential. performance of a Cassegrainian

Chapter 4. Analysis techniques for the hyperboloid sub-reflector
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Figure 4.2: Virtual Feed Concept
antenna, the concept of virtual feed [16] is useful. The real feed and the sub-reflector are replaced
by an equivalent system which consists of a virtual feed at the virtual focal point of the main
reflector. Thus the antenna becomes an simple single-dish design, having the same main dish
but a different feed. For the classical Cassegrainian configuration shown in figure 4.2, the virtual
feed has an effective aperture smaller than that of the real feed, and a correspondingly broader
beamwidth. The beamwidth increase is, of course, the result of the convex curvature of the sub
dish; the ratio of virtual-feed to real-feed beamwidth depends on the quantity t/Jo/80 • By using the
virtual feed concept one is able to determine the field incident at the main reflector. According
to appendix (E), the amplitude of the field incident at the main dish can written as:

E(p,t/J) =

Pt • :l() ()
1
1
2Zo4 'l1"sm 8 G 1 8 . p(t/J) sin (t/J)'

(4.2)

where

Zo: The free space impedance,
Pt : Transmitted power,
8: Angle between axis and ray incident at the sub dish, at the real focus Fl

,

t/J: Angle between axis and the ray incident at the main dish after reflection at the sub
dish, at the virtual focus F:l'
G l (8): Gain function of the real feed,

. p( t/J): The distance between the virtual focus F:l and a point on the main reflector surface
as a function of the angle

t/J.

The electric field incident on the main dish, due to reflection at the sub-reflector, can be
evaluated with help of the virtual feed principle. For the rotation symmetrical configuration,
or in other words the classical Cassegrainian configuration, the virtual feed principle is used
considering the reduction in calculation time required to determine the radiation characteristics,
with help of a software simulation.

4.1. Reflection at the hyperboloid sub-reflector
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Amplitude

Ei can be written as:

Pt
Ei (p( t/J), t/J) = ( 2Zo 411" G'J( t/J)

)2 p(1t/J)
1

(4.3)

. G'J( t/J): the gain function of the virtual feed.

With help of equation (E.7):
1

= {2Zo~Bin'J(9)Gl(9)}t. Sin(t/J~p(t/J)

Ei

(4.4)

With help of equation E.8 we can substitute the angle 9 with:

9

e - -1 tan -t/J)
= 2 arctan ( e+l
2

(4.5)

See also equation (E.7).

4.1.4

Polarization

Considering the Cassegrainian antenna system, see figure (2.1), the polarization of wave
reflected at the main reflector can be derived in the following manner [15]. eil'. is the polarization
vector of electric field incident at the sub-dish in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the
rays incident at the sub-dish P.B. eipm is the polarization vector of the electric field incident at
the main dish in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the rays incident at the main dish
p. er is the polarization vector of the at the main reflector reflected electric field in the plane
perpendicular to the direction of at the main dish emerging rays, in the (eo - ei) plane. This
yields:

(4.6)
and

(4.7)
(4.8)
This gives us:

~ ~] [:i~.:' 1= [ ~ ~1 1[::;:; 1
1

[ :::: ] = [

4.1.5

1

(4.9)

Phase

The phase is only dependent on the distance the wave travels. When we use some geometrical
relations for a hyperbolic surface appendix (B), we obtain

l(t/J)

= l+cos(t/J)
2/
+ It + h
e

(4.10)
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Resume

After substituting (4.4), (4.10), and (4.9) in (4.1) we obtain the reflected part of the electric
incident field. The first part of the analysis of hyperboloid sub-reflector is therefore completed.
After the determination of the reflected part of the electric field incident on the main reflector,
we must evaluate the diffracted part of the electric field incident on the main reflector.

4.3

Diffraction at the sub-reflector

The two remaining rays, the edge diffracted rays, can be evaluated together. The electric
diffracted field can be determined with help of the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction. In the
next section (Section (4.3.1)) this GTD will be briefly discussed. The theory of GTD, however,
doesn't cover all diffraction effects. To consider the effect of diffraction at a caustic, UTD will be
used (See section (4.3.2)). This Uniform geometrical Theory of Diffraction is a method based on
Keller's theory of diffraction.

~'

Figure 4.3: Cone of edge diffracted Rays

4.3.1

Geometrical Theory of Diffraction

The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [12] is an extension of Geometrical Optics
(GO) which accounts for diffraction. Like GO it assumes that light travels along certain straight
or curved lines called rays. But it introduces various new ones, caJled diffracted rays, in addition
to the usual rays. Diffracted rays are produced by incident rays which hit edges, corners, or
vertices of boundary surfaces, or which graze such surfaces. In terms of the new rays, diffracted
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wave fronts can be defined. All the fundamental principles of ordinary GO can be extended to
the GTD. The only difficulty in assigning a field to each di1fracted ray occurs in obtaining the
initial value of the field at the point of di1fraction. The initial value of the field on a diffracted
ray is obtained by multiplying the field of the incident ray by a diffraction coefficient, which is a
matrix for a vector field.
A different kind of diffraction effect, not covered by the theory as explained so far, occurs at
a caustic of focus of the ordinary or the diffracted rays. At such places adjacent rays intersect
and the Cfosa-sectional area of a tube of rays becomes zero. Consequently the principal of energy
conservation in a tube of rays leads to an infinite amplitude for the field there.

4.3.2

Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD)

A compact dyadic diffraction coefficient for electromagnetic waves obliquely incident on a
curved edge formed by perfectly conducting curved or plane surfaces is obtained. This diffraction
coefficient remains valid in the transition regions adjacent to shadow and reflection boundaries,
where the di1fraction coefficients of Keller's original theory fail. This method is based on Keller's
method of the problem, which in this case is the perfectly conducting wedge, illuminated by
plane, cylindrical, conical, and spherical waves. When the proper ray-fixed coordinate system is
introduced, the dyadic diffraction coefficient for the wedge is found to be the sum of only two
dyads. One dyad contains the soft (Dirichlet) di1fraction coefficient; the other dyad contains
the hard (Neumann) diffraction coefficient. The expressions for the di1fraction coefficients contain Fresnel integrals (Transition functions), which ensure that the total field is continuous at
shadow and reflection boundaries. Outside of the transition regions the transition functions are
approximately one, and Keller's expressions for the di1fraction coefficients are obtained.
and a di1fraction point a at the edge. H the
Let's consider an incident electric field
amplitude and phase of the field at origin 0 are known, we can compute the amplitude and phase
of the field at a distance s from O. Say U( 0) is the amplitude of some field quantity at the origin.
The field at a distance s from 0 is given by:

E

U(s) = U(O) A(s) e- j/a

(4.11)

The amplitude variation along the involved rays is determined by following equation:
(4.12)

Note that A( s) is not necessarily real. The phase depends on the position of s with respect
to the caustics corresponding to PI and P2: each time s passes a caustic, a phase shift ±l
occurs, depending on the direction of propagation through the caustic. We can reduce A( s) to
a more simple form if we take the origin 0 at a, which is a caustic for the di1fracted field. The
three-dimensional first-order UTD di1fracted fields from a general three-dimensional wedge can
be expressed in dyadic form as:
(4.13)

where
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. F:
1):

the electric incident field at the diffraction point,
the dyadic diffraction coefficient,

J. (.,,+p): spreading factor for the diffracted field,
p: distance from the diffracting edge to the caustic of the curved edge, the caustic distance
of the diffracted wave,
8:

the distance from the point of diffraction to the observation point,

a: edge diffraction point,
b: observation point,
k: the wavenumber (~).

Introduction of an Edge-Fixed Coordinate System
The incident and diffracted rays in general are not perpendicular to the edge. Consider a

Figure 4.4: Edge-Fixed Coordinate System
point a on an edge, where edge diffraction occurs. The unit vector that is tangential to the edge
at a is e. If an incident ray propagates in the direction defined by the unit vector s' , then the
angle subtended between the incident ray and the edge is fJb, where
sin (fJb)

= I s' x e I = I s x e I

(4.14)

The equation above (4.14) is an expression ofthe law of edge diffraction. Diffracted rays propagate
in directions along a diffraction cone, where the half angle of the cone is Po, 80 that Po = fJb.
One ray incident upon an edge will cause an infinite number of diffracted rays. The unit vector
s denotes the direction of propagation along anyone of the diffracted rays. In the case where
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I3b = i, the diffra.ction cone degenerates to a disk.
[5]: When the incident field is resolved
into components parallel and perpendicular to the edge-fixed plane of incidence; that is, the
plane containing e and s'-the diffracted field components then are parallel and perpendicular to
the edge-fixed plane of diffraction; that is, the plane containing e and 8. Note that everyone of
the diffracted rays will have its own edge-fixed plane of diffraction. The edge-fixed coordinate

Figure 4.5: Edge-Fixed Coordina.te System
system is shown in figure (4.3.2). The incident field is resolved into I3b and <Pb components and
the diffracted field into fJ' and <p', where

.,

-

- ex &-,

<P=lexS'1

(4.15)

/J~

= ~' x S'

(4.16)

~

= I e x,;1

ex';

(4.17)

fJo=~X8

(4.18)

Po

Fields that lie in the edge-fixed planes of incidence and diffraction thus will be and fJo polarized,
respectively, whereas fields perpendicular to the edge-fixed planes of incidence and diffraction
are ~' and ~ polarized, respectively. McNamara has shown tha.t /3b and /Jo polarized fields
are associated with the soft diffraction coefficient, whereas the # and ~ polarized fields are
associated with the hard diffraction coefficients. The edge-fixed coordinate system can be viewed
as a spherical coordinate system with the diffraction point at the origin and e along the z-axis
(or (- )z-axis). Note that fJb and /30 are measured from opposite sides of the z-axis; that is, if
fJo = ~ - 8, then Po = 9, because the law of edge diffraction requires that 130 = /30 . Also /30
and fJo both will lie in 8- planes of the spherical coordinate system, albeit not necessarily in the
same 8 - plane. The rays in a spherical coordinate system also need to be specified by another
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angle in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis (edge). In the edge-fixed coordinate system, these
angles are ¢/ and r/J in the case of the incident and diffracted rays, respectively. The angles r/J'
and r/J are measured with respect to the 0- face, in a pla.ne perpendicular to the edge (e). The
components of s' and s that lie in the plane perpendicular to the edge are given by
s~

=/8' -

St

= I s - (s . e)e

(8' .e)e

I

(4.19)

I

(4.20)

The angles r/J' and r/J can be determined as follows. Let the unit vector tangential to the o-face be
given by

£0

= ri{) x

e,

(4.21)

where e is the unit vector tangential to the edge. Note that the direction of e should be such
that i o points toward the o-face as shown in figure 4.3.2. With equation (4.19) and (4.20) we can
define the unit vectors
·1

=

St

S -

.,

( S., • e.) e.

I 8' -

(8' . e)e

(4.22)

I

and

St =

s-(s·e)e
Is-(s·e)el

(4.23)

to lie in a plane perpendicular to the edge. The angle r/J' is given by

¢l =

7: - [7: - arccos (-s~. £0)]

sgn(-s~.

(4.24)

ri{)),

The angle r/J can be expressed as

r/J =

o~

7: - [7: - arccos (St . £0)]

sgn (St . i o)

(4.25)

r/J and r/J' ~ n7: with n related to the wedge angle a by a = (2 - n)7: .

Three-Dimensional UTD Coefficient
The three-dimensional first-order UTD diffracted fields from a general three-dimensional
wedge now can be expressed in the edge fixed coordinate system as

E

[ E:d] = [

-D.
0

0
-Dh

E~,(a
P
][')]~
E~~(a) s(s + Pe

-j/u

(4.26)

where D.,h are 80ft and hard diffraction coefficients, p is the edge caustic distance, and s is
the distance from the point of diffraction (a) on the edge to the field point. The incident and
diffracted field components are given by

E'

= E~~ rio I +~, if>I

1f = E1 rio

+E; if>

(4.27)
(4.28)
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An arbitrary polarized incident field can be resolved into edge-fixed components as follows
.

-=,"

.

Ep~ = E . tro

~

*"/

E~I = E . ¢

(4.29)

Equation 4.26 also can be expressed in dyadic form as

1f' = "E . D

r=L.e-i Ie.

(4.30)

VS[8+jJ)

where the dyadic diffraction coefficient is given by

1J = -/J~/JoD. -~/~DA

(4.31)

The three-dimensional diffraction coefficients are given by
(4.32)
where =f 1 are the soft and hard reflection coefficients of the perfectly conducting surfaces of the
wedge at the edge, respectively. The components of the diffraction coefficients are given by
jff 4
/

D1 =

cot ['" + (</> - </>1)] F [kL i a+(¢ _
2nY'2",k sin (,80)
2n

tI/)]

(4.33)

D'J =

_e- /
cot [", - (</> - </>1)] F (kLia-(¢ _ ¢/)]
2nY'2"'k sin (,80)
2n

(4.34 )

ifl 4
_e- :
cot [",
2nY'2",k 8.11l (,80

(4.35)

Da =

D4 =

_e-

jff 4

~j~/4

2n 2",k 8.11l (,80)

+ (</> + </>1)] F [kLia+( </> + </>1)]
2n

cot ['" - (: + </>1)] F [kLia-(¢ +
n

¢]

(4.36)

where the transition function (F) and associated functions a::t:(.B) are given by

F(X)

=
~

2j..;x

eiX1CXl e-

[J",x
{

jT2

dr

~

-..IX
- 2X ti ff / 4 - 2/3X'Je- i fl/4]e j (ff/4+X), for smallX
.
3
15'
75
for greater X.
1 + 1x - iX'2' - ~ + 'i6F'

This approximation cannot be used when X E [0.1 , 10].

a±(X) =

2

COB

(2n", N; -

X)

(4.37)

where the integer values N::t: E {-I, 0, 1}, and equals the the value which gives us the best
approximation for 2n", N% - X = ±'" . The distance parameter L i associated with the incident
shadow boundaries is given by
(4.38)
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where pi is the principle radius of curvature of the incident wavefront at (a) in the plane of
incidence (containing 8' and n) , and p~ is the principle radius of curvature of the incident
wavefront in the plane transverse to the plane of incidence. The radius of curvature of the
incidence wavefront in the edge-fixed plane of incidence is p~. In the case where the incident field
has a spherical wavefront, pi ~ = p~ = 8' , where 8' is the radius of curvature of the spherical
wavefront. Li then reduces t~

,

8 8 . ~/oL
L i = --am
!"U

8

(4.39)

+ sf

In the case of plane wave incidence Li reduces to

L i = 8sin ~ {30.

(4.40)

The distance parameters associated with the reflection shadow boundaries are given by
(4.41)
where
p~o,n: radius of curvature of the reflected wavefront for ro,n taken in the plane containing
the incident ray and the edge tangent at the point of diffraction,

p~o,o:

the principal radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront from the o-face,

p;o,n: the principal radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront from the n- face, respectively,
8:

distance to the observation point from the point of diffraction.

Using Euler's law, we can calculate the principal radii of curvature
1
I
Pe
where

=

C08~ ( ,p')

,

PI

+

sin~ ( ,p')

,

P~

,

I

= i, ro, rn

(4.42)

w' equals the angle between xi and e

,p' =

arccos

(e .xi).

(4.43)

All variables needed to calculate the diffraction coefficient are known now. The transition
function equation (4.37) enforces continuity of the total calculated electric field along the incident
and reflection shadow boundaries, because the transition function approachef! zero as fast as the
cotangent terms in equations (4.33) - (4.36) approaches inJinity at the shadow boundaries. This
is the reason why a transition region is being introduced (4.44)
(4.44)
This equation defines a parabola with the incidence or reflection shadow boundary as symmetry
&Xis; and the diffraction edge as focus. The transition region decreases in width as the frequency
increases (k '" 1/),); for ). 1 0, the width reduces to zero. The correction factor (Transition
function) makes sure that UTD is uniform valid along the shadow boundaries. EventuaJly, we
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have to review the case of crazing incidence at the edge. In this case Lro,n equal zero and equations
(4.33) - (4.36) cannot be used to calculate the diffraction coefficients. When the source (incident
field) and the destination point of the diffracted ray a.re fa.r enough from the edge, we can use the
following approximation

F(X)

= 1.

(4.45)

Further more, the caustic distance of the diffracted wave has to be determined

1
P

=

1

(4.46)

p~

where:
p~ : radius of curvature of the incident field at the edge in the plane containing the incident
ray and the tangent to the edge,

ne ]

:

outwa.rd directed unit normal vector to the edge at the point of diffraction,

8': unit vector along the diffracted ray,

8 : unit vector along the incident ray,

R: radius of curvature of the edge at the point of diffraction,

Po: angle between the edge tangent and the incident ray at the point of diffraction. All the
incident and diffracted rays of the Cassegra.in.ian Antenna System will be incident normally
on the edge. Thus Po will always be lr /2.
Because of the symmetry of the Cassegrainian, the plane of incidence (the plane containing the
incident ray and the surface normal) always coincides with a principal plane of the surface at
the point of diffraction. This means that Pe will always equal PI or p'J. The use of a feed with
a spherica.I wavefront ensures that p~
p~ and the use of the hyperboloid ensures that
= pi = p~. M seen in figure (4.3.2), the caustic distance of the diffracted wave can be written
as:

= pi =

P:

d.
P = sin 80

'

where

d.: diameter sub reflector (hyperboloid),
80 : as defined in figure (4.3.2).

(4.47)
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Figure 4.6: Diffraction of source fields by the hyperbola

4.4

Resume

The analysis of the Cassegrainian antenna system is completed. With help of the equations
as derived in chapter (3), we can compute the far-field radiation pattern due to reflection of a
electric field incident on the parabolic main reflector.
This electric field, incident on the parabolic main reflector, will be determined with the theory
as explained in this chapter. For the electric field incident on the main reflector, due to reflection
of an electric field incident on the sub-reflector, we can utilize the procedure as presented in the
first part of this analysis, see section (4.2). The electric field incident on the main reflector, due
to diffraction of an electric field incident on the sub-reflector, will be evaluated according to the
theory as explained in the second part of the analysis of the sub-reflector, see section (4.3).
The remaining concern is evaluating an expression for the gain function of the Cassegrainian
antenna system, 80 we can determine the far-field radiation properties of this antenna system. In
the next chapter we will investigate the gain function of the Cassegrainian antenna system.

Chapter 5
Antenna system gain function
The analysis of the Ca.ssegra.inian antenna system is completed. With help of the equations
as derived in chapter (3) and chapter (4), we can compute the far-field radiation pattern due to
reflection of an electric field incident on the parabolic main reflector, and the far-field radiation
pattern due to sub-reflector edge-diffraction. As already mentioned, the final step in the analysis
of the Cassegrainian antenna system is an evaluation of an expression for the gain function of the
Cassegrainian antenna system.
In section (5.1), we derive the expression as mentioned above. This expression is further
evaluated in section (5.2). This evalua.tion is split into two cases, the case of reflection and the
case of diffraction respectively. In the final section of this cha.pter, section (5.3), the gain function
of the feed and the polarization of the feed are discussed.

5.1

Gain function

In chapter 3 we found an expression for the calculation of the far-field of the parabolic main
reflector. We are interested in the antenna gain pattern of the whole antenna system. The gain
of the antenna can be expressed in the following manner [18]:

G( e", ~")

= P( e", ~") = P( e", ~") ,
Pi

(5.1)

Pr /471"

where G(e", ~") is the antenna gain function, p(e", ~") is the total power, and Pr is the total
radiated power.

p(e" ~")
,

112
= r,,2 S(r""
e" ~")2
=~

I

2

" e"
E ( r"
12071"

~")

I

(5.2)

where S is the power flux density.
We suppose to have a loss free antenna system so Pr = PI, where Pt is the total delivered
power. This yields:
G(e",~")=

rl, ..,,r E2(r", e", ~") 1 471"
12071"
Pt

(5.3)
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With help of equation (3.10) we obtain:

G(e", CJ") = 1

(-j~e-j 1cr1l(aell,~11 . X)f

4'11"

~

P,

2

(5.4)

Equation (5.4) can be written as
G( e", CJ")

= w J1.o • ..!:.
16'11"

>.

(5.5)

Mter substituting equation (3.11) in equation (5.4) and referring to figure (2.1) we obtain

(5.6)
Substitution of equation (3.12) yields

(5.7)
There are several elements which have to be calculated before the gain function can be determined.
These are the following :

• nm , the normal unit

vector related to the local tangent at the surface reflection point of
the paraboloid main reflector can be determined with help of equation (C.lO).

• Si, the direction incidence at the main reflector. This direction equals the direction of p(,p),
see also figure (2.1).

• aeH, a~lI, and arH can be derived with help of appendix (F).
• Ei, electric field incident at the main reflector can be derived with help of chapter (4).

In the next section the gain function is further evaluated, separately for the case of reflection and
of diffraction. Furthermore, the polarization vector of electric field incident at the sub-dish fip.
and the gain function of the antenna feed are discussed.

5.2

Determination of the antenna system gain function

In this section the gain function of section (5.1) is further evaluated. Eventua.lly, the form
which is implemented in the software is obtained. Only the electric field incident at the main
dish will be discussed.

5.2. Determination of the antenna system gain function

5.2.1
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Case of reflection at the sub-reflector

The electrical field can be written in the following manner, see alBo section (4.1.2):
(5.8)
where I( 1/J) and fjpm represent the dista.nce pa.rameter and the polarization vector of the ray
incident at the ma.in reflector, respectively, see also section (4.1.2). Combination of equations
(5.7) and (5.8) yields:

G( 9", tP") =

1i.

(09" I." .{Is Eje-

j

lr 1(1/1)

u& lr p(1/I)oOr" p'J( 1/J) . sin (1/J) sec

(~)

d1/J dtP }

r'

(5.9)

where Ej is the residue of the formula of the electrical incident field equation (5.8) after the above
simplification. This yields for Ej :
r;::;t;;\

Ei

sine 8)

= VG1 (8) . sin( 1/J) p( 1/J)

and where

(5.10)

u can be written as
(5.11)

5.2.2

Case of sub-reflector edge-diffraction

The electric field in the case of diffraction, incident at the paraboloid main dish, can be
written in the following form, see also section (4.3) :

(5.12)
Further:

• b, the observation point which is an element of the pa.raboloid ma.in reflector.
• a, the diffraction point which is an element of the hyperboloid sub reflector.

• "Ei.(a), the field incident at the diffraction point. This can be written as :
(5.13)

- P.(fJ), the distance from the feed to a point which is an element of the hyperboloid
sub dish.

- eip., the polarization vector of the field incident at the sub-dish.

• 15, the dyadic diffraction coefficient, which can be determined with help of equations (4.32)
- (4.36).
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• p, the caustic distance of the diffracted wave. This can be determined with equation (4.46) .

• s, the distance between the observation point and the diffraction point, b and a respectively.
Substituting equation (5.13) in equation (5.12), and combination of this with equation (5.7)
yields:

G(fJI', f/I') = ~.
(liill,.;'" {Is [n~ x

(8i Xli)] ejlep(1/!)'4 ll .p2(W)sin(t/J) sec (i) dt/Jd¢ })2
r

(5.14)

where Ei can be expressed in the following manner:

£i(b) = £i.(a) .1)

~(p) e- j Ie.,

(5.15)

Vs(s+p)

with £i. (a) equals

li.(a) =

5.3

(5.16)

The feed horn

In the two following sub-sections the characteristics of the feed are briefly discussed. In
sub-section (5.3.1) we will choose for the gain function in the form of a far-field voltage radiation
pattern of the feed. The polarization vectors of the electric field incident on the sub-reflector as
a result of the illumination by the feed are given in sub-section (5.3.2).

5.3.1

Gain function of the feed

The far-field voltage radiation pattern of the feed can be written as [20]:
G

(8) - { Go(afeeel
feeel

,-

Goafeecl

+ cosmt..

per

6 if 0 ~ 6 ~ j
if j ~ 6 ~ 'I'

(5.17)
•

Note that this is not the gain function of the virtual or real feed as mentioned in chapter (4). The
backward radiation is determined by afuel, a dimensionless constant which usua.Ily equals af eecl <
1. The exponent mtaper determines the amplitude taper across the sub reflector. According to
[20]:
(5.18)
The previous relationship, equation (5.18) is a result of the following relation [3]:

Jis G~eeel(6)dn = Jis G~eeel(6)sin(6)d6d¢ =

4'1'.

(5.19)

The amplitude taper is chosen in a manner 80 20 10 log ::~~h(~J = 10 dB , because the efficiency
of the antenna system then leads to a maximum [3], [17]. The infiuence of the tapering on the
feed antenna gain is illustrated in figure (5.1).

5.3. The feed horn
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Figure 5.1: Feed Antenna Gain

Polarization vectors

5.3.2

Assuming a Huygens source feed polarization, the polarization vectors are specified in the
spherical (R, ,p, ¢J) coordinate system with the focus as its center, according to [20]:
eHpal
eypal

= sin <Pee

+ cos ¢Je~

= cos t/>ie -

(5.20)

sin ¢Je~,

where:
• eHpol is the polarization vector for horizontal polarization,
• eypal is the polarization vector for vertical polarization.

Equation (5.20) is valid in the configuration of figure (2.2) after a minor adjustment of the
coordinate system. Now, the feed is the origin, ,p is replaced by 8, and ¢J is taken in the counter
clockwise direction with respect to
in the main aperture. This yields:

eo

eiH.

= eHpal

e,v. = eypal,

(5.21)

where:
• fiB. polarization vector, for a horizontal polarization of the feed, of the field incident on

the sub-reflector,

• eaY.

polarization vector, for a vertical polarization of the feed, of the field incident on the
aub-reflector.

With the use of equation (4.9), the polarization vectors for the electric field incident at the
main reflector, eiHm and eiYm, can be obtained.
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Resume

In the previous chapters, chapter (2), (3), (4), and (5), the Cassegrainian antenna system
has been analyzed, and the end-result was presented in the form of a gam function for the whole
antenna system. With help of the theory as described in the previous chapters, one can develop
software routines in order to be able to compute the far-field radiation patterns of a Cassegrainian
antenna systems. With help of the results of these far-field radiation patterns one can determine
the the radiation properties of small Cassegrainian antenna systems. These software routines
were developed and are included in the appendix, see appendix (I) - (0). However, before the
results of the software simulations are presented in chapter (7), the software routines are verified
in chapter (6).

Chapter 6
Software verification
At first, the total performance of the program must be checked. This will be done with help
of the equivalent parabola and the virtual feed model. In the next section the equivalent para.bola
technique is applied in order to obtain the far field radiation pattern of the Cassegrainian antenna
system.
In 1980, Scheeren [21] investigated the Schwarzschild system. For comparison purposes he
examined the Cassegrainian antenna system. However, he also used another feed gain function
then the feed gain function given in section (5.3). The configuration used by Scheeren will be used
as a reference. Further a feed gain function will be used which provides a uniform illumination.

Gain of the real antenna feed

6.1

In this section the feed gain functions are described. The feed gain function which provides
a uniform illumination and the feed gain function according to Scheeren [21].

6.1.1

Uniform illumination

In order to obtain a uniform illumination, square root of the feed gain function divided by
the distance p( B) must be constant, this yields:

vG/eea(B)
= const,
p(B)

(6.1)

or

(B)

G
/ eed

f'V

{

sec 4(~) if 0:5 B :5 Bo
'
0
if B > Bo

(6.2)

p( B): the distance from the real focal point to the equivalent parabola as a function of the
angle B.
However, such a function is theoretically and practically ideal but impossible to realize.
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6.1.2

Illumination according to Scheeren

The feed ga.in function a.ccording to Scheeren can be written as: [21]:
Gain function of real feed
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Figure 6.1: Feed gain function

G feed (fJ)

={

2( fntaper
0

+ 1) cosmtClper fJ

if 0 ~ fJ ~ j
if !: < fJ < 1("
2-

-

,

(6.3)

where the exponent mtaper of the cosine shaped pattern is chosen in such a way that the antenna
efficiency is at its maximum. This results for Scheeren's configuration in fntaper = 88. The feed
taper can be determined with help of the following equation [20]:

= 101~og (p;(fJo) Gfeed(O)) ,

(6.4)

resulting in IT = 11, 07dB when mtaper
function is illustrated in figure (6.1).

88. The influence of the tapering on the feed gain

FT

P.(O) Gfeed(fJO)

6.2.

Gain function Cassegrainian antenna system, equivalent parabola technique

6.2
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Gain function Cassegrainian antenna system, equivalent parabola technique

The gain pattern of various Cassegrainian antenna systems are simulated. The diameter of
the main reflector dm equals 200 A. In the two following subsections the uniform illumination case
and Scheeren's illumination are used, respectively. The equivalent parabola technique is applied
in both cases.

6.2.1

Gain pattern for dm = 200,X, uniform illumination and no
sub-reflector blockage, equivalent parabola technique

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is horizontal;
the diameter of the main dish, dm
d./d m

= 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d.
fd

= 200Aj

= 17.97Aj

= 0.32;

f. = 19.9364Aj
where
the wavelength A

= 29.981O- 3 [m].

Using a gain function which results in a uniform illumination, according to equation (6.2), in
combination with the equivalent parabola technique, one obtains the radiation pattern, as shown
in figure (6.2). The irregularities are the result of the integration routine which is utilized in the
software.
According to Silver [2], the first zero appears at:
(J

. 1.22 A [ ad]
= arcsID~,
r

(6.5)

where

A: the wavelength in meters,

tim: the diameter of the main reflector.
This means that the first zero must appear at 0.35 degrees. It is obvious that this is the case in
figure (6.2). The 3 dB beamwidth equa.ls [2]:
A
1.02 tim ,[rad],

(6.6)

which results in a 3 dB beamwidth of 0.29 degrees. The peak of the first side-lobe is 17.6 dB less
than the peak on bore-sight.
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Figure 6.2: Antenna. gain function, with uniform illumination

6.2.2

Gain pattern for dm = 200 A, illumination according to Scheeren and no sub-reflector blockage, equivalent parabola
technique

The Cassegra.inian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarisation of the feed is horizontal;
ffltoper ::: 88;

the diameter of the main dish, dm

d,/d m

:::

::: 200~;

0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d, ::: 17.97>.;

Itl

= 0.32;

I,

= 19.9364>';

the feed taper IT ::: 11.07dBj
where
the wavelength>' ::: 29.981O- 3 [m].
Using a cosine shaped gain function for the feed, according to equa.tion (6.3), in combination
with the equivalent parabola technique, one obtains the antenna pa.ttern shown in figure (6.3):

6.2. Gain function Cassegrainian antenna system, equivalent parabola technique
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Figure 6.3: Antenna Gain, with illumination according to Scheeren
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According to figure (6.3), the gain of the antenna system Gmaz is 54.98 dBi. The 3 - dB
beamwidth equals 0.34 degrees. The level of the first side-lobe is 24.5 dB lower then the level
of the major lobe. Scheeren [21, pages 105 and 106, figure (6.6.4)] analytica.lly determined the
radiation pattern of a focused Cassegrainian antenna system. His antenna system is defined in the
same manner as mentioned a.t the beginning of this subsection. Comparing the diagram obtained
by Scheeren, figure (6.4), with the diagram shown in figure (6.3), it is obvious that there are some
important differences. In the next subsection it is made clear that these differences are due to
the fact that in the test case above the sub-reflector blockage effect is not taken into account.

6.2.3

Gain pattern for dm = 200 A, illumination according to Scheeren and with sub-reflector blockage, equivalent parabola
technique

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is horizontal;

the diameter of the main dish, dm = 200>';

d./d m

= 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d.

=

fa = 0.32;

f. = 19.9364>.;
the feed taper FI'

= 11.07dB;

where
the wavelength A

= 29.981O- 3 [m].

17.97>';

6.2. Gain function C&'3segrainian antenna system, equivalent parabola technique

Gajn [unction Cassegrainian antenna system, with sub dish blockage
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The results of the simulation where the sub-reflector blockage effect is taken into account
is presented in figure (6.5). The gain of the antenna system Gmaz = 54.98 dBi. The 3 - dB
beamwidth equals 0.34 degrees. The level of the first side-lobe is 32 dBi, 22.98 dB lower then
the level at bore-sight. According to section (3.3) the main lobe and the even side lobes should
decrease while the uneven side lobes should increase. The results match almost perfectly with
these predictions.
When this result is compared with the result of Scheeren [21, pages 105 and 106, figure
(6.6.4)], figure (6.6), it can be concluded that the results obtained with the current distribution
method in combination with the equivalent parabola principle is a good approximation for the
determination of the far field radiation pattern of a Cassegrainian antenna system.

Gain pattern Cassegrainian antenna system, virtual feed technique

6.3

It is important to be able to take the effect of sub-reflector edge diffracted rays into consideration, and to determine its net result to the total radiation pattern of the antenna system. In
order to obtain this net result it is necessary to determine the radiation pattern of the antenna
system with help of the virtual feed principle. The next subsections will describe the results
which are obtained by the software simulations. These results will be compared with the results
obtained with help of the equivalent parabola principle.

6.3.1

Gain function of the virtual antenna feed

With help of the virtual feed principle it is also possible to reduce a dual reflector antenna
system to a single dish design, see section (4.1.2). The virtual feed gain function can be written
as:

(6.7)

where

G:l(,p): the virtual feed gain function,
9 : can be written as a function of ,p, see equation (E.9).

In figure (6.7), the influence of the tapering on the virtual feed antenna gain is illustrated.
It is obvious that the virtual feed, figure (6.7), has a broader beamwidth then the real feed,
figure (6.1). This is the result of the convex curvature of the sub dish, see section (4.1.2). Further
more, the gain in the forward direction (9" = 0) is lower in the caae of the virtual feed than in
the caae of the real feed, which also results from the convex curvature of the sub dish.

6.3. Gain pattern Cassegrainian antenna system, virtual feed technique
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Figure 6.7: Gain function of virtual feed

6.3.2

Gain pattern for dm = 200 A, illumination according to
Scheeren and no sub-reflector blockage, virtual feed concept

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is horizontalj
f1l.tGper =

88 j

the diameter of the main dish, dm = 200Aj
d,d = 0.08985j

the diameter of the sub dish, d, = 17.97Aj

la =
I. =

0.32j
19.9364Aj

the feed taper IT = 11.07dBj
where
the wavelength A

= 29.9810- 3 [m].

Using a gain function which provides in a cosine-shaped radiation pattern, a.ccording to
equation (6.3), in combination with the virtual feed technique, one obtains the antenna radiation pattern shown in figure (6.8): From figure (6.8) it can be seen that the maximum gain
Gmo.z = 53.95 dBi. The beamwidth (3 dB) equals 0.34 degrees. The level of the first side lobe is
30.5 dBi, which is 23.45 dB lower than the level on bore-sight.
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Gain of Anlenna S~·stem. with no sub dish blocltage
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Figure 6.8: Antenna gain function, with illumination according to Scheeren

Gain pattern for d m = 200 A, illumination according to
Scheeren and with sub-reflector blockage, virtual feed
concept

6.3.3

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the gain is horizontal;
ffltapeT'

= 88;

the diameter of the main dish, dm
d.d

= 200).;

= 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d. = 17.97).;

!d = 0.32;
f. =

19.9364),;

the feed taper FT

= 11.07dB;

where
the wavelength), = 29.981O- 3 [m].
In figure (6.9) the result of the software simulation of the Cassegrainian antenna system after
application of the virtual feed principle in combination with the current distribution method
is presented. The sub-reflector blockage effect is accounted for. Comparing this result with

6.3. Gain pattern Cassegrainian antenna system, virtual feed technique
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Gain function Dssegrainian antenna system, with sub dish block.age
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Figure 6.9: Antenna gain function, with illumination according to Scheeren
the result of the software simulation where the sub-reflector blockage effect is not taken into
account the following can be concluded. The gain has decreased from Gma:c = 53.95 dBi to
Gma:c = 53.8 dBi. The beamwidth (3 dB) remains unchanged and equals 0.34 degrees. The level
of the first side lobe has increased from 30.5 dBi to 32 dBi, which now is 21.8 dB less then the
level on bore-sight.
Briefly, the level of the major lobe and the even side lobes decrease while the uneven side
lobes increase. These results where expected according to the theory explained in section (3.3).
When this result is compared with the result of Scheeren [21, pages 105 and 106, figure (6.6.4)J, it
can be concluded that the results obtained with the current distribution method in combination
with the virtual feed principle is also a good approximation for the determination of the far field
radiation pattern of a Cassegrainian antenna system. In the next subsection the far field radiation
pattern of the Cassegrainian antenna system given in this section, will be calculated for three
different </>-planes.
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Gain pattern Cassegrainain antenna system, three
different ¢>-planes

In this section the far field radiation pattern for three different ¢>-planes is calculated. The
Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is the same as the one used in subsection (6.3.3).
For editorial reasons this configuration is presented again. The Cassegrainian antenna system
configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the gain is horizontal;
fntoper

= 88;

the diameter of the main dish, d m

= 200A;

d.d = 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d. = 17.97 Aj

fa = 0.32;
f. =

19.9364Aj

the feed taper FT = 11.07dBj
where
the wavelength A

= 29.981O- 3 [m].

The three far-field radiation patterns will be evaluated for the following ¢>-planes: ¢J = 0 degrees, ¢J = 45 degrees, and ¢J = 90 degrees. See the figures (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12), respectively.
Comparison of these three patterns tells us that the radiation characteristics are rotationaly symmetric. There remains one effect which has to be calculated; the sub-reflector edge diffraction.
This effect is determined in the next chapter.

6.4.

Gain pattern Cassegrainain antenna system, three different 4>-planes
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Mter the verification of the software we come to the conclusion that the software can be
applied without any doubt. Nevertheless, there remain some discontinuities in the computed
patterns as a result of inaccuracies in the developed software routines. In the next chapter,
chapter (7), these routines are applied in order to determine the effect of sub-reflector edgediffraction on the radiation properties of small Cassegrainian antenna systems.

Chapter 7
Software simulation
In the previous chapter, chapter (6), we verified the reliability of the developed software.
After comparing the results as obtained by applying the software with the results as obtained
by Scheeren [21], we came to the conclusion that the developed software is reliable for the computation of the far-field of the Cassegrainian antenna system for the case of reflection at the
sub-reflector.
Until now, we only looked at rays reflected at the sub-reflector towards the main-reflector,
neglecting sub-reflector edge-diffra.cted rays. It is the question whether this effect of sub-reflector
edge-diffra.ction is an important effect. Two configurations will be examined. The expectation
is that the diffra.ction can play in important role when the diameter of the sub-reflector is just
a few wavelengths. The first configuration is a antenna system with Dm /). = 40. The second
configuration is a antenna system with D m /)' = 20. Where

• Dm is the diameter of the projection of the paraboloid main reflector on a plane perpendicular to the axis of the Cassegrainian antenna system,
• ). is the wavelength.

Both configurations are tested with an edge-illumination of approximately 10 [dBi]. The second
configuration is also simulated with an edge-illumination of approximately 5 [dBi]. Note that this
edge-illumination, of approximately 5 [dBi], is not a realistic illumination.
The remaining parameters which are necessary to describe the Cassegrainian antenna system
will remain the same. So we can determine the effect of sub-reflector edge-diffra.ction as a function
of the diameter of the paraboloid main reflector, by comparing the results of the first and second
tested configuration, both having an edge-illumination of approximately 10 [dBi].
When we compare the tests of the second configuration, with an edge-illumination of approximately 10 [dBi] and 5 [dBi], respectively, we are able to get an idea of the effect of sub-reflector
edge-diffra.ction as a function of the feed tapering.
It should be mentioned that we were not able to find any references to compare our results
with. However, an indication of the importance of the sub-reflector edge-diffra.ction is given in
[22].
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Effect of Diffraction for a Cassegrainian antenna
system with D m / A = 40

A Cassegra.in.ian antenna system with a D m / >. = 40 is tested. The Cassegra.in.ian antenna
system of Scheeren [21], was scaled We have chosen the same parameters, however with a different
Dm />.. The feed horn gain function is the same as given in equation (6.3). The Cassegra.in.ian
antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is vertical;
fntaper = 88;

the diameter of the main dish, dm = 40>.;

d./d m

= 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d.

!d =

= 3.6>.;

0.325;

f. = 3.99>.;
the feed taper FT

= 11.55dB;

where
the wavelength>'

= 14.991O-3 [m].

The results of the software simulations are given in figures (7.1) and (7.2).
The reflected pattern has been calculated with the sub-reflector blockage effect taken into
consideration. The Gain equals 41.9 [dBi], see figure (7.1). The beamwidth (3 [dB]) equals 1.4
[degrees]. The first side-lobes appear at a level of 18 [dBi], the second side-lobes appear at a level
of approximately 7.5 [dBi]. There is some cross-polarization noticeable at a level of approximately
-10 [dBi].
In figure (7.2) the computed results ofthe software simulation is given, taking the sub-reflector
edge-diffraction into consideration. This effect of sub-reflector edge-diffraction is negligible. The
Gain is not essentially effected, it is approximately 41.9 [dBi]. The first side-lobes increase to 21
[dBi], the second side-lobes increase to 11 [dBi]. The cross-polar is influenced in a bigger manner.
However, the changes in the level of the cross-polar will not lead. to any important disturbances
in the radiation properties of this Cassegra.in.ian antenna system. The irregularities which can be
noticed in some of the patterns are the result of the integration routine which has been applied.

7.1.

Effect of Diffraction for a Cassegrainian antenna 8ystem with D m /.x
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The engineering consultants of Ticra, [22, chapter 3, pages 3-45 - 3-49], analyzed an offset dual
reflector antenna system, with a diameter of the paraboloidal main reflector of Dm / >. = 40 and a
diameter of the sub-reflector of approximately D./ >. = 7.8. The results oftheir analysis is given
in figure (7.3). For the computation oftms secondary field pattern, see figure (7.3), they utilyzed:
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Figure 7.3: Secondary field offset dual reflector antenna system, D m / A

= 40, if> = 0"

main reflector PO and sub-reflector GTD. The GTD solution for the sub-reflector included the
reflected ray, obtained with PO. The sub-reflector GTD provides a calculation of the incident
field on the main reflector and the main reflector currents are integrated with PO to generate
the secondary pattern. However, it is questionable whether or not PO may be applied for the
determination of the incident field on the main reflector due to reflection at the sub-reflector, they
utilyze the CUrTent integration method for determining the reflected field from the sub-reflector,
which diameter is just a few wavelengths.
When comparing the influence of GTD on the secondary field pattern of the Ticra consultants,
figure (7.3), with the influence ofUTD on the gain function, see figures (7.1) and (7.2) respectively,
it is obvious that the influence of UTD will not lead to a drastical change in the overall radiation
properties of these antenna systems.

.2. Effect of Diffraction for a Cassegrainian antenna system with D m / A - 20

7.2
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Effect of Diffraction for a Cassegrainian antenna
system with Dm/'x = 20

A Cassegrainian antenna system with a D m / A = 20 is tested. We use the system parameters
of the Cassegrainian antenna system of Scheeren [21], see also chapter (6).We have chosen the
same parameters, however we changed the diameter of the paraboloidal main reflector. The feed
horn gain function is the same as given in equation (6.3). Two simulations of this antenna system
are presented in the two following sub-sections. The first simulation has taken place with an
edge-illumination of 11.55 [dB], the second with an edge-illumination of 5 [dB].

7.2.1

A realistic edge-illumination

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is vertical;
fntoper

= 88;

the diameter of the main dish, dm

= 2OA;

d./d m = 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d. = 1.8>.;
fd

= 0.325;

f. =

2.0A;

the feed taper IT = 11.55dB;
where
the wavelength A = 14.991O- 3 [m].
The results of the software simulations are given in figures (7.4) and (7.5). The effect of subreflector blockage is taken into consideration.
We look at the gain function of the Cassegrainian antenna system, with only the reflected
contribution from the sub-reflector, figure (7.4). The Gain equals approximately 35.5 [dBi]. The
level of the first side-lobes is approximately 12 [dBi]. There is some cross-polar visible, the level of
the first lobes of the cross-polar is about -10 [dBi], the level of the second lobes of the cross-polar
is about -18 [dBi].
Comparing this figure, figure (7.4), with figure (7.5), we can study the influence of the subreflector edge-diffraction on the gain function of the antenna system. From figure (7.5) it is
obvious that due to the sub-reflector edge-diffaction the Gain decreases to 35 [dBi]. The level of
the first side-lobes increases to 13.5 [dBi]. The level of the first lobes of the cross-polar become
-8 [dBi], the level of the second -9.5 [dBi].
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However, the level of the side-lobes, presented in this pattern range (9"), is not in1I.uenced in
any important manner. The level of the cross-polar lobes is vizually effected in a more drastic
way. The cross-polar is now vizible over the whole pattern range. However, the level of the
cross-polar lobes are not that high, so their in.fiuence on the radiation properties is minimal.
Now, we compare the influence of sub-reflector edge-diffraction on a Cassegra.i.nian antenna
system with a diameter of the main reflector of D m I>. = 40, see section (7.1), with the influence
of sub-reflector edge-diffraction on a Cassegra.i.nian antenna system with Dm / >. = 20; both
sub-reflector edges illuminated at 11.55 [dB]. The gain function of the smaller antenna system
(D m />. = 20) is a.ffected more by the sub-reflector edge-diffraction then the gain function of the
bigger antenna system. Furtermore, the influence of sub-reflector edge-diffraction is of no really
important manner.
In the next sub-section, section (7.2.2), we present the simulation of the same Cassegra.i.nian
antenna system as in this sub-section, however with a different sub-reflector edge-illumination.

7.2.2

A non-realistic edge-illumination

The Cassegrainian antenna system configuration is defined as follows:
the polarization of the feed is vertical;
ffitoper =

35;

the diameter of the main dish, dm

20>';

d./d m = 0.08985;

the diameter of the sub dish, d. = 1.8>.;

fa = 0.325;

f. = 2.0>.;
the feed taper IT = 5.17dB;
where
the wavelength>. = 14.991O- 3 [m].
The results of the software simulations are given in figures (7.6) and (7.7). The effect of subreflector blockage is included in the calculation of the gain functions.
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The gain pattern where only the sub-reflector reflected contribution is a.ccounted for is presented in figure (7.6). The Gain equals 33.5 [dBi]. The level of the first side-lobes is 15 [dBi], the
level of the second side-lobes is 7.5 [dBi]. The level of the first cross-polar lobes is approximately
-11 [dBi].
We compare these results with the results presented in figure (7.7), where the effect of subreflector edge-diffraction is included in the computation of the gain function of the antenna system.
The level of the Gain is approximately the same. The first side-lobes increase to approximately
17.5 [dBi]. The level of the cross-polar lobes increases to -9 [dBi] and the cross-polar is noticeable
over the whole pattern range, -30° ~ (J" ~ 30°.
Fina.lly, we compare the influence of the sub-reflector edge-diffaction for different sub-reflector
edge-illumination. For this comparison we look at figure (7.5) and figure (7.7). The influence of
the sub-reflector edge-diffracted contribution is bigger on the side-lobes at (J"
20°. Its influence
on the cross-polar is bigger over the whole pattern range, -30° ~ (J" ~ 30°.

=
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We compared the effect of sub-reflector edge-diffraction as function of the diameter of the
paraboloidal main reflector. As the diameter (D m / >') decreased, the contribution of the subreflector edge-diffraction increased. However, this contribution did not lead to any important
disturbances of the gain function of the Cassegra.inian antenna system.
The influence ofthe sub-reflector edge-diffraction for decreasing sub-reflector edge-illumination,
with the same Dm / A, increased. However, again without introducing any important disturbances
of the gain function of the Cassegrainian antenna system.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this report we presented a way to analyze a sma.J.l Cassegrainian antenna system. This
analysis was split into two sub-analysis, namely, an analysis of the paraboloid main reflector and
an analysis of the hyperboloid sub-reflector.
The analysis of the paraboloid main reflector could be done in two different ways, with help of
aperture integration method and with help of the CU1Tent integration method. The CU1Tent integration method was chosen so that we could determine the effect of sub-reflector edge-diffraction.
This lead to the second analysis, the analysis of the hyperboloid sub-reflector.
For this second analysis, we could utilize two equivalence principles, the equivalent parabola
principle and the virtual feed concept. Verification with the software leads to the conclusion
that both principles can be used in order to determine the GO-contribution of the sub-reflector.
However, we were interested in the sub-reflector edge-diffracted contribution to the gain function
of the Cassegrainian antenna system. Therefore, we had to use the virtual feed concept for
determining the GO-contribution of the sub-reflector to the gain function.
For the sub-reflector edge-diffracted contribution to the gain function, we used UTD. Composing the electric field, incident on the main reflector, of the GO-ray and the UTD-rays, resulted
in the total electric field incident on the main reflector. Using the CU1Tent integration method,
with this incident electric field, resulted in the far-field of the Cassegrainian antenna system,
which lead to the determination of the antenna gain function.

Comparing the computed results of software simulations for two different sizes of the paraboloid
main reflector, one with D m / >.. = 40 and another with D m / >.. = 20, both having the same subreflector edge-illumination (11.55 [dB]), leads to the following conclusion. The contribution of the
sub-reflector edge-diffraction increases when the size of the paraboloid main reflector, and therefore also the size of the hyperboloid sub-reflector, decrease. However, for a size of the sub-reflector
of D./>.. = 1.8, the diffraction at the sub-reflector edge does not result in drastic disturbances of
the gain function of the sma.J.l Cassegrainian antenna system.
A comparison of the computed results of two simulations using the same Cassegrainian antenna system (D m />.. = 20), with a different sub-reflector edge-illumination, IT = 11.55 [dB]
and IT = 5.17 [dB], respectively, leads to the next conclusion. With a decrease of the subreflector edge-illumination, from 11.55 [dB] to the non-realistic value of 5.17 [dB], the effect of
sub-reflector edge-diffraction on the gain function of the sma.J.l Cassegrainian antenna system
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increases. Although the effect of the diffra.ction increases, it does not affect the gain function,
essentia.lly.
Reviewing the previous conclusions we make the following recommendations. For the analysis
and development of Multi-Beam Antenna systems (MBAs), the sub-reflector edge-di:ffra.ction need
not to be included. This is too complicated and does not lead. to any important contributions.
For completion of the existing 21-ray model, we must combine the effect of the 21-rays with
the effect of the sub-reflector reflected and sub-reflector edge-di:ffra.cted rays. In this way we
obtain a method which is suitable to compute the complete far-field radiation pattern of (sma.ll)
Cassegrainian antenna systems, consisting of the main lobe, the inner side-lobes, and the far-out
side-lobes.
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Appendix A
Vector potentials

A.I

Vector Potential of an Electric Current Source

The vector potential A can be used to determine the EM field generated by a given harmonic
electric current 'J. The magnetic fiux is always solenoidal; that is, V ·11 = O. Therefor, it can
be represented as the curl of another vector because it obeys the vector identy

v·VxlI= 0

(A.I)

II is an arbitrary vector. Thus we define
11A = 1-'11A

=

V x II

(A.2)

This gives us
-

1

-

HA=-VxA

(A.3)

I-'

x EA

V

= -jWI-'HA

(A.4)

Substituting (A.4) in (A.3) results in

= -jwl-'"HA = -jwV x II

V

X

FA

V

X

[EA +jwlI] = 0

(A.S)
(A.6)

V x [-Vt/>eJ = 0

(A.7)

With (A.6) and (A.7) we obtain

"FA

+ jwII

= -Vt/>e

(A.8)

"FA = -Vt/>e - jwII

(A.9)

or
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<Pe is the scalar electrical potential as a function of place. When we take the curl at both sides of
equation (A.2) ,and use the relation (A.I0) we obtain equation (A.H).

v x VA

= V (V . A) - V 2 A

(A.I0)

V x (~H A) = V (V. A) - V 2 A

(A.H)

In case of a homogenuous medium, we can simplify the equation above (A.H) and obtain equation
(A.12):

(A.12)
Making use of the Maxwell Equations and equation (A.12) we can write
V

X

HA = J

+ jWEEA

(A.13)
(A.14)

Mter substituting equation (A.9) in (A.14) we obtain
(A.15)

-(jw)2~1f + vZj{ = -~J + V(V. If)

v 21f +w2~1f

= -~J + V(V. If)

+ jw~V<pe

+ jWEV<pe

v 21f + k 21f = -~J + V(V. If + jW~<Pe)

(A.16)
(A.17)
(A.18)
(A.19)

In equation (A.2) we defined the curl of A. Now we define the div of A, independent of the curl.
-

V· A =

-jw~<Pe =?

1

-

<Pe = --.-V· A
JW~

(A.20)

Equation (A.20) is known as the Lorentz-Condition. Substituting (A.20) in (A.18) gives us the
following relation

v 21f + k 21f = -~J

(A.2I )

With help of equation (A.9) this leads to

E A = -V<Pe - jwlf = -jwlf -

j

W~ V (V. If)

(A.22)

When If is known, 1lA and E A can be determined with the equations (A.3) and (A.22), respectively.

A.2. Vector Potential for a Magnetic Current Source

A.2
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Vector Potential for a Magnetic Current Source

The EM field generated by a ha.rmonic magnetic current in a homogenuous medium, with
J = 0 and M = 0, has to obey the vector identy V . D = 0 . Therefor, EF can be written a.a
the curl of the vector potential F
""f.'I'

LF

1

-

= --VxF
g

(A.23)

Substitution of (A.23) in one of Maxwell's curl equations A.24

V

x11F =

(A.24)

jWgEF

yields
V x

(H F + jwF)

= 0

(A.25)

With help of equation (A.7) we obtain

lIF = -VtPm - jwF

(A.26)

tPm is scalar magnetic potential, place dependent. The curl of equation A.23 yields
(A.27)

(A.28)
With equations (A.27) and (A.28)
[V(V.F)-V 2

p]

= -EM-jwp£HF

(A.29)

(A.30)
Substitution of equation (A.26) in (A.3D) yields

V 2F

+ kTP = -gM + V (V. F) + V (jwpetPm)

(A.31)

Now we define the div of P as:

V· F

1
= -jwpetPm ::=::} tPm = - -jwpe
-V· F

(A.32)

Substitution of equation (A.32) in (A.31) yields

v 2F + k? = -gM

(A.33)

11F = - jwF - w~ V(V .F)

(A.34)

IT F is known, we can determine E F and 1lF with the equations (A.23) and (A.28) or (A.31),
respectively, with M = D.
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A.3

Electric and Magnetic fields generated by Electric (J) and Magnetic (M) Current Sources

At now we provide a procedure which helps us at the determination of the EM fields. Summarizing:
1 Specify

J

2a

A=

and M.
~
4~

j/l

V

-jlcR

e
J_
__ dv'.
R

(A.35)

This is the solution of the inhomogenuous wave vector equation (A.21).

F =

.!-

j/'lvr M e-R

jlcR

dv'.
(A.36)
4~
This is the solution of the inhomogeuous wave vector equation (A.33). Note, equations
(A.32) and (A.33) are derived in the next section of this appendix.

2b

Sa 1lA can be calculated with equation (A.3), E A can be calculated with equation (A.22).

3b

EF

can be calculated with equation (A.23), 11F can be calculated with equation (A.34).

4 The total fields now can be determined with help of the equations (A.37), (A.38), (A.39), and

(AAO).

"E = EA

+ EF

= -jwA - j_l_V (V. A) - ~V x F
wJ1.E
c

(A.37)

or
E

1
1
= -EA+EF
= -.-VXHA--VxF
JWc
c

(A.38)

-H

1
1
(V·F
-)
= -HA=HF
= -VxA-jwF-j-V
IJ
WJ1.E

(A.39)

or

(AAO)

A.4

Solution of the Inhomogenuous Vector Wave Equation

Consider a source with current density J", a point-source, is suited in the origin of a coordinate
system (z,1I, z). See figure (A.l). Current density only in z-direction
(AA1)
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A.4. Solution of the InhomogenuouB Vector Wave Equation

Observation
Point

y

x

-'.

Figure A.I: Coordinate System with Point-Source
A point, at a distance of the source-point J z = 0, the wave-equation decomplexises (this is a new
word) to equa.tion (A.42).
(A.42)
Because the source is a point-source, it's a requirement that A z is independent of the direction
(9,<1»; in a spherical coordinate system. A z = Az(r), with r radial distance. This yields for
eqnation (A.42):

V 2 A z (r)+k 2A z (r) = :2: [r
r

20A
;;r)] +k 2 A z (r) = 0

(A.43)

(A.44)
The differential equation (A.44) has two independent solutions, namely
e-jk~

Ad =C1 -rA.l2

=C2

e+ j h
--

r

(A.45)

(A.46)

We choose the solution given by equation (A.45), a wave propagating away from the source.
(A.47)
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Stationary case (w = 0 and k = 0)
A z = C1

(A.48)

r

This is a solution for the wave equation of (A.42), (A.43), or (A.44) (k = 0). So in points at
a distance of the source, the time dependent and stationary solutions of (A.47) and (A.48) only
differ by a factor e- jkr . When a source is present (Jz of; 0) and (k = 0), equation (A.41) reduces
to

v 1 Az

= -I-'Jz

(A.49)

This equation is also known as the Poison Equation. A commonly used equation in the Poisson
form is the relation between de scalar electrical potential ¢ and the electrical charge density p
V 1¢

= _!!.e

(A.50)

The solution to this equation is

¢ =

Iv ~ dv,

4~e ff

(A.51)

with r the distance from a point at the charge density to the observation point. With help of the
solution to a equation in the Poisson Form, the solution to equation (A.49) can be written as

Jj'Jvr Jr d v'
= .!!....Jj'r J e4,..
Jv

Az =
Az

z

.!!....

(A.52)

4,..

z

jkr

r

d v'

When the current densities are directed in the x- and y-direction
for each reduces as follows

(A.53)
(J~

and JlJ ), the wave equation

+ k1 A~ = -I-'J~
1
V AlJ + k1 AlJ = -I-'JlJ
V 1 A~

(A.54)
(A.55)

The solutions to (A.54) and (A.55) are

'r
JjJv J~7 dv'
I-' Jj'r
AlJ = 4,..
Jv JlJ -e- r- d v'

A~ = ~

-jkr

(A.56)

j

kr

(A.57)

The solution to the vector wave equation (A.21) can now be written as
e
Jj'r
7 4,..
Jv
r

A = .!!....

jkr

d v'

(A. 58)

(A.2). When the source is placed out ofthe origin at a position (x', V, z'), see figure (A.2)

A(x,y,z) =

:"'ff[ J(x',y"z,)e-~R dv'

(A.59)

In a similar manner it can be proven that the solution to equation (A.33) can be written as

F(x,y,z) =

4:ff[ M(X',y"z,)e-~R dv

(A.60)

A.5. Determination of the Total EM field
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z

y

x

Figure A.2: Coordinate System with Point-Source not at the Origin

A.5

Determination of the Total EM field

With help of equation (A.37) we obtain the following equation for the electrical field:

11

= -.
1_ {k 2A + VV . A }wpe

jwpV

X

F}

(A.61)

Determination of VV . A
(A.62)

A is a. function of" this means that the V-operator has its influence on
written a.B V r 1. We define the following help function:

fj

from now on this is

e- j Ir 1'-;:'1
If' (1', -,I) = 411" ! f -

(A.63)

r I

R=!1"-l"'j

(A.64)

First, we calculate the following

V r ·7(1") If' (1", l"') = If' (1", l"') V r
\-.

IThis is only for editorial re880DJlI

• "] (r') +7 (l")
...
'

. V rlf' (." l"')

o

--------------"
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(A.65)

= IJ

JJ[ V

r •

J

('1 cP (1', r') d ,;

---IJ

VV· A(r)

= IJ JJ[:r

(J(r). V

r)cP (r, '1, d v'

'"

V r (qicP (r,'1) = qiVrcp(r,r) +cp(1',r)~(J('1 .Vr)VrCP(1',r)
o

(A.66)

This means that we can write the next
VV·

A = ::

JJ[ (J. V) V· e-~kR d

(A.67)

v'

With this result we can further expand equation (A.66) as follows

E = - .1 - { k 2 ..!!....
JWJlG

411'

ill J_
V

e -jkR
__ d v'

R

+..!!....
411'

ilf(J.

e
V)V_-jkR
_ _ d v'

R

(A.68)

-

E

1
= -.JWJlG

ill (
V

IJ 411'

IJ
411'

k -J + 2

(J.
V)

.)

JWJlG
V - -V
411'

X

-

M

e -jkR

-- dV
R

I

(A.69)

(A.70)
The magnetic field can be derived in a similar way as the electrical field. For the magnetic field
we obtain

(A.71)

Appendix B
Analitic geometrical relations for a
hyperbolic surface

B.l

Hyperbolic sub-dish with Origin in Focus PI
'<

!~

2a/e
I

i

~

~i

directrix

----/

~
,
,

,

! !

!

hyperbolic
curvature

( f1, 0 )

Figure B.1: Hyperbolic Sub Dish with Origin in Focus Fl
a= it+h
2
a
e

=

Jit+h

-2

(B.1)

2

it - h

(B.2)

2e
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Appendix B. Analitic geometrical relations for a hyperbolic surface
IOPI=eIPNI

(B.3)

I OPI=

(BA)

r

I P N I= I oF' I ION'

ION'

I

(B.5)

I= I OC I-~e

(B.6)

I oF' 1=

rcostIJ

(B.7)

IOCI=

h+12

(B.8)

ION'

1=

I PN 1=
r =

2

e(fl

+ h) -

(h - h)

(B.9)

2e

rcostIJ-

-e(h

e(fl

+ h) -

(h - h)

(B.IO)

2e

+ h) + (It -

h)

(B.ll)

2( 1 - e COB t/J )

Hyperbolic sub-dish with Origin in Focus F2

B.2

directrix

>'

10( 2fe

~
t

I

I
I
I
I

! /1
I

x

Fl =-( f 1 + f 2, 0 )

(-f2 , 0)

Figure B.2: Hyperbolic Sub Dish with Origin in Focus F2
- h+12 -f h+12

a -

2

2

2

(B.12)
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B.3. General expressions for the hyperboloid

i.
~

Figure B.3: Antenna System Configuration
a
11 +12
-=-e
2e

(B.13)

IOPI=eIPNI

(B.14)

I:::

lOP

(B.15)

r

I PN I = ION' I-lOP' I

(B.16)

IOCI= it+12

(B.17)

lOP' 1=

(B.18)

2

rcos(J

ION' I = I OC

ION'

l-~e

(B.19)

1= it + 12 _ 11 - 12
2

ION'I=

h(e-l)+h(e+l)
2e

lOP

1=

r

eh(e -1) + 12(e + 1) _ er

=

(B.20)

2e

e (ION'

2e

I-

(B.2l)
(B.22)

lOP' I)
cos(J

e(it + h) - (it - h)
2(1

+ e cos (J)

(B.23)
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B.3

General expressions for the hyperboloid

In this section, some general expressions for the description of the hyperboloid are given.
p,

(

9") = e(fl + h) - (II - h)
2 (1 + e cos (9"))

p,(8)

=

(B.24)

+ h) + (II - h)
2(1- e cos (8))

-e (II

(B.25)

The following relation exists between the angles 9" and 8:

1

tan(-9")
2

= -ee+1
tan (1)
(-8)
- 1
2

p,(8) - p,(9")

B.4

=

II

(B.26)

+ 12

(B.27)

e

Determination of the unity normal

The unity normal related to the local tangent at the surface reflection point is evaluated.

r'2(1- e cos (0')) - (-e(1I

N

= V [S] = ar , :~ + its' :' ::, = ar ,2(1

. _ N

n -

+ h) + (II -

_

-=- IN I

h))

=S =0

- e oos(O'))

ar ' (1 - e cos(O')) + its' e sin(O')
-r==================..)(1 - ecos(0'))2 + e2 sin 2(0')

+ its' 2e sin(O')

(B.28)
(B.29)

(B.30)

Appendix C
Geometrical relations for a
paraboloid
Equations of some importance for the Cassegrain Antenna System are determined in this
appendix.

C.l

Description of the Paraboloid

z

Figure C.l: Parabolic Main Dish

lOP

I + I PQ I = constant = 21

(C.l)

lOP

1=

(C.2)

p(t/J)

I PQ I = p( t/J) cos t/J

(C.3)
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p( ,p)(l + cos,p) =

p(,p) =

1

21

(CA)

+2~s,p = lsec 2 ( ; )

(C.5)

The description of the paraboloid in a plane through the z-axis, in a spherical coordinate system
The reason for this is, the paraboloid is rotation
symmetrical with the z-axis as the symmetry axis. In rectangular coordinates, the parabola can
be described as follows

(p(,p),,p, if;) is independent on the if;-coordinate.

(C.6)
or

(X')2

+ (y')2

= 41(f - I)

(C.7)
(C.8)

C.2

Determination unity normal

The unity normal related to the local tangent at the surface reflection point is evaluated.

(C.9)

N

= V [I - p(,p) cos2 (*)] = a p(1/!) 8:(~) + i&,p p(~)
= -a (1/!) cos (*) + a1/! (*) sin (*)
2

p

n•

C.3

n

COB

= I NN I = -a• (1/!) cos (,p)..
"2 + a1/! SIn (,p)
2"
p

(C.lO)

Varia

Further more, it can be proven that a = {3.

a = arccos [-a p(1/!) • ti]

(C.l!)
(C.l2)

{3 = arccos [-a z
{3

•

til

= arccos {-az'

[-a p (1/!) cos (;)

(C.l3)

+ a1/! sin (~)]}

(C.l4)

0.3. Varia
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Transformation of liz from rectangular coordinates to spherical coordinates yields

(C.l5)

So, now we can write

t/J
f3 = -2

(C.l6)

From equation (C.l2) and equation (C.l6) it can be concluded that: the angle of an incident ray,
leaving from the focus 0 see figure (C.l) with the normal at the reflection point, and the angle
of the reflecting ray with the normal, are equal. This is a verification of Snells Law.

Appendix D
Induced current density
In order to be able to determine the radiation characteristics of a parabolic reflector, it is
necessary to know the induced surface current density. The current density 7. can be determined
using the following.

(D.I)
where Hi and lIr a.re the incident and reflected magnetic field, respectively.
(D.2)
From equations (D.I) and (D.2) it is seen that

J. =

nx

(1fi +1fr )

= 2nxHi = 2nxH r

(D.3)

This approach is ca.lled the 'Physical Optics' approach. This approach can only be used when the
transverse dimensions of the reflector, radius of curvature of the reflecting object, and the radius
of curvature of the incident wave are large compared to a wavelength [3].

(DA)

(D.5)
The Physic41 Optics approach of the induced current density J., given by equation (D.3), is
formulated over the illuminated side of the reflector (St) (figure(D.I)). This current density is
then being integrated over the surface of the reflector in order to calculate the far-field radiation
pattern. The following assumptions are have been made:
(1) : The current density at the shadow side of the reflector equals zero.
(2) : The discontinious of the current density at the edge

r

of the reflector has been neglected.

(3) : The direct radiation of the feed and aperture blockage are neglected.
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Figure D.1: llIuminated side of the reflector
When every sma.ll partial area of the reflector is concidered as a hugh flat mirror, and we make
use of the optical laws, we obtain [8]

n

X

(Si - sr)

=

0

n'Si = -n· Sr
. =
$r

(D.6)

• 2('n . 8i
.).n
$i -

The electro-magnetic boundary conditions say that the tangential electric field on a perfect conducter dissappear, and that E i and E r are continuous. This means

n X (Er +E i ) = 0
n·Er = n·Ei
"Er = 2 (n. E i )
I E r I = I Ei I

(D.7)
-

Ei

.Assuming that the incident and reflected fields are TEM waves, we obtain

Hi = [ ; (Si X

1!r =

[f (Sr

X

Ei)

(D.8)

E r)

(D.9)

Substitution of (D.7), (D.B), (D.8), and (D.9) in the first part of equation (D.3) yields equation
(D.4) and equation (D.S). Eventua.lly we can rewrite equation (D.4) in the form as

= 2[f[nx (sixEi)] = 2[;[nX(Si Xei)]Ei
with E i = Eifi and J. = 2,,(fE(fl.
1.

Can also be written as follows 1I =
= n X (a r , X fi) .
1I = (n· fd li,., - (n . ar , ) h
11

11'

n X (Si

X

fi).

(D.lO)

Appendix E
Virtual feed concept

sin ( 6)

= .!!.-

(E.1)

.!!.-

(E.2)

sin (q;) =

PI

P2

F. - e+lF.
e - e -1 m

(E.3)
(E.4)

=

2Zo Pt G 2 (V) . sin (V) . ~
411"
sin (6) PI

(E.5)

· · · · · · · · · .~7~FErn
Figure E.!: Virtual Feed Concept Single Reflector
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With help of following rela.tion d

= PI

sin (9)

=

= P'l sin ('~), we can rewrite equa.tion (E.5):

(E.6)

Determination Amplitude

=

2Z0 Pt sin 'l(8) G (8) . ~
I
41(" sin 2 (W)
P'l

1
e +1
1
tan ("2~) = e _ 1 tan ("2 8 )

1 1)

e8 = 2· arctan ( e + 1 tan ("2 W)

(E.7)
(E.8)

(E.9)

Appendix F
Coordinate transformations
In this appendix the coordinate transformations from two spherical coordinate systems to one
cartesian coordinate system are summarized. These coordinate transformations are frequently
UBed and this is the reason why they are presentend below. (18).

z

y

Figure F.l: Unity Vectors in Different Coordinate Systems

• (x,lI,z)-+(P,,,p,{)

(F.l)
(F.2)
(F.3)
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• (p,1/;,{)- (X,lI,Z)
i p = izsin(1/;)cos({) + i ll sin(1/;)sin({) - iz:cos(1/;)

(F.4)

4 = izcos(1/;)cos(!) + illcos(1/;)sin(!) + ez:sin(1/;)

(F.5)

ie

(F.6)

= -ezsin({) + ellcos(O

• (x,y,z)-(R,8,¢»
i z = eRsin( 8)cos(¢» + iscos(8)cos(¢» - i.sin(¢»

(F.7)

ell = eRsin(8)sin(¢» + escos(8)sin(¢» + e.cos(¢»

(F.8)

ez: = eRcos(8) - essin(8)

(F.9)

• (x,y,z)-(R,8,¢»

= izsin(8)cos(¢»

+ illsin(8)sin(¢» + ez:cos(8)

(F.I0)

is = izcos(8)cos(¢» + illcos(8)sin(¢» - iz:sin(8)

(F.ll)

i" = -izsin(¢»+illcos(¢»

(F.12)

iR

Appendix G

Radii of curvature
In this appendix the radii of curvature and the unit vectors of the corresponding coordinate
system are determined.

Figure G.t: Radii of Curvature
(1 + e) f
p = 1 + e cos ("t)

(G.!)

The following cases can appear:

• e = 0 : circe1.
• e = 1 : parabola.
• 0

< e < 1 : ellips.

• !

<e <

• e =

00 :

00 :

hyperbola.

fiat surface.
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G.l. Coordinate system
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( (1 + e) J cos..-,
('T')
(1 + e) J Sln... ('T'))
r=
1 + e cos (q;)
1 + e cos (q;)

-

t

= ddf = (1 +(l+e)J
e cos(q;)
>Tr
1!'

The unit vector

i =

G.l

i can be

2 • (-

(G.2)

sin (q;), e + cos (q;) )

(G.3)

written as follows

1

v(e + 2 cos(q;)) e + 1

(_ sin (q;) e + cos (q;))
'

(G.4)

Coordinate system
.1::
Xl

..... •
.... •
= t· = S1DY'eo-cosY'e!:
2

xf

= cos q; /2 iI- sin q; /2 x =

1

v'1 + e2 + 2e cos q;

(G.5)

{_ sin q;( eo x e!:) + (e
2

+ cos q;)( cos <Peo + sin <Pe!:)}

(G.6)

2

(G.7)

The angle between

if and - (eo x e!:) is
2

Q.

(G.8)

Q

= a.rccos {
v'1

}
sin q;
2
+ e + 2e cos q;

(G.9)
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G.2

Radii of curvature
Calcula.tion of the ra.dii of curvature: Rf corresponds with if; Rf corresponds with if.

e») + (/(1 p+ e) ) 2] t

(G.1D)

+el [ (1- j:i~ ~ :l) +(/(/'+ e))'f

(G.ll)

E = /(1 + e) [( 1 -

R1

R~ ;
_
p=

J(1

p2 (1 j2(1 + e)

(1 + e)/sin ~

(G.12)

l+eC08~

This yields:

(G.13)

E = /(1 + e) [( 1 -

R2

e») + (/(1 p+ e) ) 2] i

p2 (1 j2(1 + e)

(G.14)

Appendix H
Unit of type and variables
declarations

UNIT TYPEDECLAR ;

.
Within this unit all type-, constant and variable declarations take place .
........................................................................ }

{

{$R+,S+,I+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
Type
= Array[1 .. 2] of Real;
Complex
Vector
= Array[1 .. 3] of Real;
CVector
• Array[1 .. 3] of Complex
Polarization • (HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL)
VIString
• String[80] ;
RFunc1R
• Function(X:Real ):Real
Array1dr
• Array[1 .. 3] of Real
Array2dr
• Array[1 .. 3,1 .. 3] of Real
Matrix
= Array[1 .. 2,1 .. 2] of Real
ResultArray = Array[1 .. 2] of Real
VectorArray • Array[1 .. 2] of Vector;
CVectorArray • Array[1 .. 2] of CVector ;
Const
Complex(0,1)
J
Cone
Complex(1,0)
CZero
Complex(O,O)
I
Complex(0,1)
Vecto.
(0,0,0)
exnul
CVectgr«O,O),(O,O),(O,O»
cxnul
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ex
ey
ez
ee
tt
I1D.

Radian
Vax
ax2
dm

zob
hm

diamh
diams
focus
fs
fm
msf
mms
meed
diamsd
fd
mtaper
afeed
e
fster
gO
s
sacc
alfOgr
psiO
Psih
chiO
alfO
thetaO
ksi1
ksi2
phip
beta
phi
phiacc
betaacc

Vectol'
Vectol'
Vectol'
Vectol'
Vectol'
Vectol'
Real •

(1,0,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,1)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,-1) j
(-1,0,0) j
180/3.1415926535
Array [1 .. 1000] of CVector
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
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rhsub

Real

labda
rsh1
rsh2
rsh3
rss1
rss2
rss3
rhr1
rhr2
rsr1
rsr2
hster
lster

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

I

Ii

IMPLEMENTATION
End.

{Distance of focus F1 to edge diffraction
point, which is an element of the sub
reflector edge }
{wavelength}

Appendix I
Unit of type and variables
declarations

UNIT TYPE1

j

{************************************************************************
Within this unit all type-, constant and variable declarations take place.

************************************************************************}
{$R+, S+, 1+, F+, 0+, A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES TYPEDECLAR j
Var SubReflDiffractField1
phiarray1
phiarray2
fail
k

element 1
ht
ctemp
xsub1
kdO
:DD
:DDS

need
xq

es
esacc
est

CVector j
ResultArray
ResultArray
Integer
Integer
Integer
text j
Complex
VectorArray {Position diffraction point }
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
{ observation point, element of
parabolic main reflector }
Vector
{ direction reflected/diffracted
ray }
Vector
{ direction incident ray }
Vector
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estacc
ephi
ephiacc
ebeta
ebetaacc
ess1
ess2
ess3
emsp
ano
eto
eeo
ann
etn
een
si
NormVector
epis

Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector

epim

Vector

aracc

Vector

ar

Vector

aThetaacc

Vector
Vector

eN
eNs

Jshelp
eRhos
eTheta
VHelpO
VHelp1
JsC
Js
Jsdiff
CompInt

IncFSRefl
IncFieldSubRefl1

{ polarisation Vector incident
on the sub dish }
{ polarisation vector incident
on the main dish }
{ direction incident ray main
dish }
{ direction ray. reflected at
main reflector (C.13) }
{ normal vector at reflection
point on the main dish }

Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
Vector
CVector ;
Vector ; { linear current density }
CVector
CVector ; { Intermediate complex result
of the calculation of the
diffract ion }
CVectorArray
CVector ;
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IncFieldSubRef12
SubReflDiffractField
SubReflDiffractField1
Polar
ReflFieldMainO
FileName
NameFile
Present
IMPLEMENTATION
End.
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CVector ;
CVectorArray
CVector ;
Polarization
CVector
Text
Text
Text

Appendix J
U nit of type and variables
declarations

UNIT TYPEREFL ;

{************************************************************************
Within this unit all type-. constant and variable declarations take place.

************************************************************************}
{$R+,S+,I+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES TYPEDECLAR
Type
D3..Array
• Array [1 .. 3] of Real;
Int..R-I
• (REALPARTI, IMAGPARTI)
KendArray
= Array [1 .. 10] of Real;
KCendArray
= Array [1 .. 10] of Complex
KendArray
EndResultO
EndResult
KendArray ;
EndResult1
KendArray ;
CEndResult
KCendArray
CEndResult1
KCendArray
Theta
Real ;
ThetaBegin
Real ;
Array [1 .. 20] of Real;
t
VTemp
Vector
Integr
Vector {Vector function of integration }
Vector
eRdacc
Vector
eThetadacc
Vector
ePhidacc
xs1
Vector
{ xs1 and xs2 position at sub reflector edge}
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xs2
Result

Vector;
CVector

CVectResult
ResultReal
ResultImag
Ei
Compi
Comp2
Comp3
cone
CHelpO
CHelp
CHelpi
CHelp2
R_I
z

CVector
D3...Array ; { Real part of Result}
D3...Array ; { Imaginair part of Result}
CVector
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
{ Complex One • 1 + jO }
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Int.JLI ;
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

1
k

teller
Kend
element
GainEdge
GainO
gmax
tempi
ThetaNil
Psibegin
IncMain
GainFeed
Thetadacc
StepThetadacc
Help
helpi
IMPLEMENTATION
End.

{ Vector function of the result
of integration }

Appendix K
Unit of type and variables
declarations

UNIT TYPEDIFF ;

{************************************************************************
Within this unit all type-, constant and variable declarations take place.

************************************************************************}
{$R+,S+,!+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES TYPEDECLAR
Type
D3Jlrray
z
Int.RJ
•
K1Endarray z
KEndarray
•
CKEndarray •
CKArray
•
K12Array
•
K12ArrCom
•
Var AmplIncField:
ResultdiffSum:
EndResultD
tD
CResultTot
CEndResult
VTemp
Integr
eRdacc
eThetadacc

Array [1 .. 3] of Real;
(REALPARTI, IMAGPARTI)
array [1 .. 10] of Real;
array [1 .. 2,1 .. 10] of Real
array [1 .. 2,1 .. 10] of CVector
array [1 .. 10] of Real;
array [1 .. 10,1 .. 2] of CVector
array [1 .. 10,1 .. 2] of Complex
CAmplArray;
K1Endarray;
KEndarray ;
KEndarray ;
Array [1 .. 2] of CVector
CKArray ;
Vector
Vector
{Vector function of integration }
Vector
Vector
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ePhidacc
miney
ResultTot
CHelpthetadacc
CHelpphidacc
CHelprdacc
CVectorHelp
CResTot
ResultD
ResultRealD
Result ImagD
Ei
CF

cone
CHelp
CHelp1
CHelp2
Cphase
R_I
kD

z
1
1k

khelp
teller
lkend
element
kend
Li
Lr

Theta
GainFunc
GainEdge

gmax
temp
temp1
ThetaNil
StepPsi
Psibegin
IncMain
GainFeed

Vector ;
Vector ; { - ey }
K12Array
K12ArrCom
K12ArrCom
K12ArrCom
CVector
CVector
CVector
{ Vector function of the result
of integration}
D3...Array ; { Real part of Result }
D3...Array ; { Imaginair part of Result }
CVector
Complex {Common factor for determination of Dsh}
Complex
{ Complex One = 1 + jO }
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Int..RJ ;
Array[1 .. 2] of LongInt
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Real
Real
Real
Real
{ Gain Function }
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
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rdacc
Help
HelpD
HelpThetadacc:
HelpPhidacc
HelpRdacc
Phil
NameFile
IMPLEMENTATION
End.

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Text

Appendix L
Unit of procedures for the
initialisation of various variables

UNIT ZEROTHING ;

{************************************************************************
Within this unit all variable declarations take place.

************************************************************************}
{$R+,S+,I+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES TYPEDECLAR, TYPE1, COMPLUNIT
Var GainEdge: Double
ant en
Text ;
Procedure ZeroEqual ;
Procedure InitialiseFiles
Procedure WriteConfiguration
IMPLEMENTATION
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Procedure ZeroEqual ;
Begin

DImS

::::::::::-

meed
diamsd
fd
mtaper
afeed

:- 0.0
:- 0.0

dm

zob
hm

diamh
diams
focus
fs
fm
msf

e

fster
gO
s

sacc
alfOgr
psiO
Psih
chiO
alfO
thetaO
ksi1
ksi2
phip
currentazi
ele
beta
phi
phiacc
betaacc
rhsub
labda
rsh1
rsh2
rsh3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
:= 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0
::::::-

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
:= 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
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rssl

:- 0.0

rss2

:- 0.0

rss3
rhrl
rhr2
rsrl
rsr2

::::-

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
:z 0.0

numberofpoints :- 0.0
hater
later
1

:- 0.0
:- 0.0
:- 0.0

Ii

:- 0.0

Ira

:z
::::z
:-

1m
testO
testh

0.0

testmm

:.

testsrr
testss
testmsrr

:::-

testsm
testssrr

::-

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O. 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Written
Wrote
FirstWalk
equal
fail

:::::-

False
False
False
False
0

k

:- 0

tests
testr
testms

:-

element 1
:- 0
MComplex(O, 0, ctemp)
MVector(O, 0, 0, minez)
MVector(O, 0, 0, kdO) j
MVector(O, 0, 0, xm) j
MVector(O, 0, 0, xms) j
MVector(O, 0, 0, xfeed)
MVector(O, 0, 0, xq) j
MVector(O, 0, 0, es) j
MVector(O, 0, 0, esacc)
MVector(O, 0, 0, est) j
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MVector(O, 0, 0, estacc) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, ephi) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, ephiacc) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, ebeta) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, ebetaacc)
MVector(O, 0, 0, ess1)
MVector(O, 0, 0, ess2)
MVector(O, 0, 0, ess3)
MVector(O, 0, 0, emsp)
MVector(O, 0, 0, eno)
MVector(O, 0, 0, eto)
MVector(O, 0, 0, eeo)
MVector(O, 0, 0, enn)
MVector(O, 0, 0, etn)
MVector(O, 0, 0, een)
MVector(O, 0, 0, si) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, NormVector)
MVector(O, 0, 0, epis) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, epim) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, aracc) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, ar) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, aThetaacc)
MVector(O, 0, 0, eN) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, eNs) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, Jshelp)
MVector(O, 0, 0, eRhos) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, eTheta)
MVector(O, 0, 0, VHelpO) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, VHelp1) ;
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, JsC) ;
MVector(O, 0, 0, Js) ;
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, Jsdiff)
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, Complnt) ;
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, IncFieldSubRef11)
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, IncFieldSubRef12)
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, SubReflDiffractField1)
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, ReflFieldMainO) ;
for k :- 1 to 2 do
begin
phiarray1[k] :- 0.0
phiarray2[k] :- 0.0
MVector(O, 0, 0, xsub1[k])
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MCVector(CZero. CZero. CZero. IncFSRefl[k]) ;
MCVector(CZero. CZero. CZero. SubReflDiffractField[k])
End;
End ; { ZeroEqual }
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Procedure InitialiseFiles ;
Begin
Assign (Present , 'refl.txt')
Rewrite (Present)
Close (Present)
End
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Procedure WriteConfiguration ;
Begin
Assign Cant en , 'Antenna.txt')
RewriteCanten) ;
if OrdCPolar) • 0 then
WritelnCanten,, HORIZONTAL POLARISATION ')
else
WritelnCanten, , VERTICAL POLARISATION ') ;
WritelnCanten,' labda·' labda :8:5)
WritelnCanten,' diamh . ' diamh :8:5)
WritelnCanten,' diams . ' diams :8:5)
WritelnCanten,' &feed . ' &feed :8:5)
WritelnCanten,' mtaper • " mtaper:8:5)
WritelnCanten,' fd • " fd :8:5) ;
WritelnCanten,' fs • " fs :8:5) ;
WritelnCanten,' phi • " phidacc:8:5)
WritelnCanten,' FT· " GainEdge:8:5,'dB')
WritelnCanten,' e · ' , e:8:5) ;
WritelnCanten,' psiO • " psiO/pi*180:8:5)
WritelnCanten,' thetaO • " alfOgr:8:5) ;
WritelnCanten,' chiO· " chiO/pi*180:8:5)
CloseCanten)
End
End.

Appendix M
Unit of integration routines

UNIT INT..ROUT ;

{************************************************************************
This unit contains the integration routines.
************************************************************************}
{$R+,S+,!+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES TYPEDECLAR. DOS ;

Var Phi: Real;
Real ;
Type Func • Function(Psi
Real)
Function QadratY(G : Func ; A. B. AE. RE : Real
Var M : Integer)
Real ;
Function QadratX(F : Func ; A. B. AE. RE : Real
Real ;
Var M : Integer)
Function QadratDY(G : Func ; A. B. AE. RE : Real
Var M : Integer)
Real ;
Function QadratDX(F : Func ; A. B. AE. RE : Real
Var M : Integer)
Real ;
IMPLEMENTATION
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Var m
Integer;
Function QadratY(G : Func j A, B, AE, RE : Real ;
Var M : Integer) : Real;
Var FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, Fi4, V, W, HMIN, HMAX : Real
Function RInt(YO, YN, FO, F5, F7, F8, F9,
Fii, Fi2, Fi4: Real) : Real; FORWARD ;
Function LInt(YO, YN, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6,
F7, F9, Fi4: Real) : Real;
Label 1 ;
Real
Var H, YM, Fi, F4, F8, Fi0, Fii, Fi2, Fi3, I, J
Begin
YM :- (YO + YN)/2 ;
H
:- (YN - YO)/32
Phi :- YM + 4*H
F8 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 4*H
F11 :- G(Phi) j
Phi :- YN - 2*H
Fi2 :- G(Phi) ;
:- O.330580i78i992*F7 + O.i73485ii57073*(F6 + F8) +
V
O.32ii054265600*(F5 + F9) + O.i3500770834i0*(F3 +Fii) +
O.i657i45i42282*(F2 + Fi2)+ O.39397i460638iE-i*(FO + Fi4)
Phi :- YO + H
Fi :- G(Phi)
Phi :- YN - H
Fi3 :- G(Phi)
W :- O.26065244i3236*F7 + O.23906328335i4*(F6 + F8) +
O.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + O.2i868i93i383i*(F3 + Fii) +
O.2757897646643E-i*(F2 + Fi2) + O.i055750i00538*(Fi + Fi3) +
O.i57ii94260595E-i*(FO + Fi4) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1
if (Abs(V - W) < Abs(W)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
LInt :- H*W ;
Goto 1
End
Phi :- YO + 6*H
F4 :- G(Phi) j
Phi :- YN - 6*H
Fi0 :- G(Phi) j
:- O.245673430i503*F7 + O.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
V
O.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + O.500557i3i5559*(F4 + Fi0) +
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O.1779464877368*(F3 + F11) + O.5840145990321E-1*(F2 + F12) +
O.8748309428713E-1*(F1 + F13) + O.1896420786481E-1*(FO + F14)
if Abs(V-W) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then LInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(YO, YM, FO, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(YM, YN, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, F14)
LInt :- I + J

End
1:

End
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Function RInt
Label 1 ;
Real
Var H, YM, F1, F2, F3, F4, F6, FlO, F13, I, J
Begin
YM :- (YO + YN)/2 ;
H
:- (YN - YO)/32
Phi :- YO + 2*H
F2 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YO + 4*H
F3 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YM - 4*H
F6 :- G(Phi) ;
:= O.3305801781992*F7 + O.1734851157073*(F6 + F8) +
V
O.32ll054265600*(F5 + F9) + O.1350077083410*(F3 + Fl1) +
O.1657145142282*(F2 + F12) + O.393971460638E-1*(FO + F14)
Phi :- YO + H
F1 :- G(Phi)
Phi :- YN - H
F13 :- G(Phi)
W :- O.2606524413236*F7 + O.23906328335l4*(F6 + F8) +
O.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + O.2186819313831*(F3 + Fl1) +
O.2757897646643E-l*(F2 + F12) + O.1055750l00538*(F1 + F13) +
O.157ll94260595E-l*(FO + F14) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then K :- K + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-W) < Abs(W)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
RInt :- H*W
Goto 1
End
Phi :- YO + 6*H
F4 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 6*H
F10 :- G(Phi) ;
V :- O.2456734301503*F7 + O.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
O.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + O.5005571315559*(F4 + F10) +
O.1779464877368*(F3 + Fl1) + O.5840145990321E-1*(F2 + F12) +
O.8748309428713E-l*(Fl+F13) + O.1896420786481E-1*(FO + F14)
if Abs(V-W) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then RInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(YO, YK, FO, Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(YM, YN, F7, F8, F9, FlO, Fl1, F12, F13, F14)
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Begin
if B - A then QadratY :- 0
else
Begin
AE :- 2*AE!Abs(B - A)
M

:- 0 ;

HMIH :- Abs(B - A)*RE
HMAX :- (B - A)!16
Phi :- A ;
FO :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + HMAX
F2 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 2*HMAX
F3 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 4*HMAX
F5 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 6*HMAX
F6 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 8*HMAX
F7 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- B - 4*HMAX
F9 :- G(Phi)
Phi :- B ;
F14 :- G(Phi)
QadratY :- LInt(A, B, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, F14) * 16
End
End ; {QadratY}
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{
Function QadratX(F : Func ; A, B, AE, RE : Real ;
Var M : Integer) : Real;
Var Psi, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, Fi4, V, W, HMIN, HMAX, I, J
Real
Function RInt(XO, IN, FO, F5, F7, F8, F9,
Fii, Fi2, Fi4: Real): Real; FORWARD ;
Function LInt(XO, IN, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6,
F7, F9, Fi4: Real) : Real;
Label 1 ;
Var Psi, H, XM, Fi, F4, F8, Fi0, Fii, Fi2, Fi3, I, J
Real
Begin
XM :- (XO + IN)/2 ;
:- (IN - XO)/32
H
Psi :- XM + 4.H
F8 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 4.H
F11 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 2.H
Fi2 :- F(Psi) ;
:- 0.330580i78i992.F7 + 0.i73485ii57073.(F6 + F8) +
V
0.32ii054265600.(F5 + F9) + 0.i3500770834i0.(F3 + Fii) +
0.i657i45i42282.(F2 + Fi2) + 0.39397i460638iE-i.(FO + Fi4)
Psi :- XO + H
Fi :- F(Psi)
Psi :- IN - H
Fi3 :- F(Psi)
W :- 0.26065244i3236.F7 + 0.23906328335i4.(F6 + F8) +
0.2630626354775.(F5 + F9) + 0.2i868i93i383i.(F3 + Fii) +
0.2757897646643E-i.(F2 + Fi2) + 0.i055750i00538.(Fi + Fi3) +
0.i57ii94260595E-i.(FO + Fi4) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-W) < Abs(W).RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
LInt :- H.W
Goto 1
End
Psi :- XO + 6.H
F4 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 6.H
Fi0 :- F(Psi) ;
V :- 0.245673430i503.F7 + 0.2557862582869.(F6 + F8) +
0.2285260636904.(F5 + F9) + 0.500557i3i5559.(F4 + Fi0) +

}
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O.1779464877368*(F3 + Fll) + O.5840145990321E-l*(F2 + F12) +
O.8748309428713E-l*(Fl + F13) + O.1896420786481E-l*(FO + F14)
if Abs(V-V) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then LInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(XO, XM, FO, Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(XM, IN, F7, F8, F9, FlO, Fll, F12, F13, F14)
LInt :- I + J
End;
1:
End ;
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Function RInt ;
Label 1 ;
Real
Var Psi, H, XM, Fi, F2, F3, F4, F6, Fi0, Fi3, I, J
Begin
XK :- (XO + XN)/2 ;
:- (IN - XO)/32
H
Psi :- XO + 2*H
F2 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- XO + 4*H
F3 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- XM - 4*H
F6 :- F(Psi) ;
:- 0.330580i78i992*F7 + 0.i73485ii57073*(F6 + F8) +
V
0.32ii054265600*(F5 + F9) + 0.i3500770834i0*(F3 + Fii) +
0.i657i45i42282*(F2 + Fi2) + 0.39397i460638E-i*(FO + Fi4)
Psi :- XO + H
Fi :- F(Psi)
Psi :- IN - H
Fi3 :- F(Psi)
V
:- 0.26065244i3236*F7 + 0.23906328335i4*(F6 + F8) +
0.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + 0.2i868i93i383i*(F3 + Fii) +
0.2757897646643E-i*(F2 + Fi2) + 0.i055750i00538*(Fi + Fi3) +
0.i57ii94260595E-i*(FO + Fi4) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-V) < Abs(V)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
RInt :- H*V
Goto 1

End
Psi
F4
Psi
Fi0
V

:::::-

XO + 6*H
F(Psi) ;
IN - 6*H
F(Psi) ;
0.245673430i503*F7 + 0.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
0.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + 0.500557i3i5559*(F4 + Fi0) +
0.i779464877368*(F3 + Fii) + 0.5840i4599032iE-i*(F2 + Fi2) +
0.87483094287i3E-i*(Fi+Fi3) + 0.i89642078648iE-i*(FO + Fi4)
if Abs(V-V) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then RInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(XO, XM, FO, Fi, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(XM, IN, F7, F8, F9, Fi0, Fii, Fi2, Fi3, Fi4)
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Begin
if B - A then QadratX :- 0
else
Begin
AE :- 2*AE/Abs(B - A)
M

:- 0 ;

8MIN :- Abs(B - A)*RE
HMAX :- (B - A)/16
Psi :- A ;
FO :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + HMAX
F2 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 2*HMAX
F3 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 4*HMAX
F5 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 6*HMAX
F6 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + a*HMAX
F7 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- B - 4*HMAX
F9 :- F(Psi)
Psi :- B ;
F14 :- F(Psi)
QadratX :- LInt(A. B. FO. F2. F3. F5. F6. F7. F9. F14) * 16
End
End ; {QadratX}
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Function QadratDY(G : Func ; A, B, AE, RE : Real ;
Var M : Integer): Real;
Var FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, F14, V, W, HMIN, HMAX : Real
Function RInt(YO, YR, FO, F5, F7, F8, F9,
F11, F12, F14: Real) : Real; FORWARD ;
Function LInt(YO, YR, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6,
F7, F9, F14: Real): Real;
Label 1 ;
Real
Var H, YM, F1, F4, F8, F10, F11, F12, F13, I, J
Begin
YM :- (YO + YN)/2 ;
H
:- (YN - YO)/32
Phi :- YM + 4*H
F8 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 4*H
F11 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 2*H
F12 :- G(Phi) ;
:- O.3305801781992*F7 + O.1734851157073*(F6 + F8) +
V
O.3211054265600*(F5 + F9) + O.1350077083410*(F3 +F11) +
O.1657145142282*(F2 + F12)+ O.3939714606381E-1*(FO + F14)
Phi :- YO + H
F1 :- G(Phi)
Phi :- YN - H
F13 :- G(Phi)
W :- O.2606524413236*F7 + O.2390632833514*(F6 + F8) +
O.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + O.2186819313831*(F3 + F11) +
O.2757897646643E-1*(F2 + F12) + O.1055750100538*(F1 + F13) +
O.1571194260595E-1*(FO + F14) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1
if (Abs(V - W) < Abs(W)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
LInt :- H*W
Goto 1
End
Phi :- YO + 6*H
F4 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 6*H
F10 :- G(Phi) ;
V :- O.2456734301503*F7 + O.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
O.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + O.5005571315559*(F4 + F10) +
O.1779464877368*(F3 + F11) + O.5840145990321E-1*(F2 + F12) +
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O.8748309428713E-1.(F1 + F13) + O.1896420786481E-1.(FO + F14)
if Abs(Y-V) < Abs(Y).RE + AE then LInt :- H.Y
else
Begin
I :- LInt(YO, YM, FO, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(YM, YN, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, F14)
LInt :- I + J
End
1:

End
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Function RInt
Label 1 j
Real
Var H, YK, F1, F2, F3, F4, F6, F10, F13, I, J
Begin
YK :- (YO + YN)/2 ;
H
:- (YN - YO)/32
Phi :- YO + 2*H
F2 :- G(Phi) j
Phi :- YO + 4*H
F3 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YK - 4*H
F6 :s G(Phi) ;
:s O.3305801781992*F7 + O.1734851157073*(F6 + F8) +
V
O.3211054265600*(F5 + F9) + O.1350077083410*(F3 + F11) +
O.1657145142282*(F2 + F12) + O.393971460638E-1*(FO + F14)
Phi :- YO + H
F1 :- G(Phi)
Phi :- YN - H
F13 :- G(Phi)
V :- O.2606524413236*F7 + O.2390632833514*(F6 + F8) +
O.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + O.2186819313831*(F3 + F11) +
O.2757897646643E-1*(F2 + F12) + O.1055750100538*(F1 + F13) +
O.1571194260595E-1*(FO + F14) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-V) < Abs(V)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
RInt :- H*V
Goto 1
End
Phi :- YO + 6*H
F4 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- YN - 6*H
F10 :- G(Phi) ;
V :- O.2456734301503*F7 + O.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
O.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + O.5005571315559*(F4 + F10) +
O.1779464877368*(F3 + F11) + O.5840145990321E-1*(F2 + F12) +
O.8748309428713E-1*(F1+F13) + O.1896420786481E-1*(FO + F14)
if Abs(V-V) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then RInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(YO, YK, FO, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(YK, YN, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, F14)
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Begin
if B - A then QadratDY :- 0
else
Begin
1£ :- 2*AE/Abs(B - A)
M

:- 0 ;

HMIN :- Abs(B - A)*RE
HMAX :- (B - A)/16
Phi :- A ;
FO :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + HMAX
F2 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 2*HMAX
F3 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 4*HMAX
F5 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 6*HMAX
F6 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- A + 8*HMAX
F7 :- G(Phi) ;
Phi :- B - 4*HMAX
F9 :- G(Phi)
Phi :- B ;
F14 :- G(Phi)
QadratDY :- LInt(A, B, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, F14) * 16
End
End ; {QadratDY}
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{
Function QadratDX(F : Func ; A, B, AE, RE : Real ;
Var M : Integer): Real;
Var Psi, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, Fi4, V, W, HMIN, HMAX, I, J
Real
Function RInt(XO, IN, FO, F5, F7, F8, F9,
Fii, Fi2, Fi4: Real): Real; FORWARD ;
Function LInt(XO, IN, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6,
F7, F9, Fi4: Real) : Real;
Label 1 ;
Var Psi, H, XM, Fi, F4, F8, Fi0, Fii, Fi2, Fi3, I, J
Real
Begin
1M :- (XO + IN)/2 ;
:- (IN - XO)/32
H
Psi :- XM + 4.H
F8 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 4.H
F11 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 2.H
Fi2 :- F(Psi) ;
:- 0.330580i78i992.F7 + 0.i73485ii57073.(F6 + F8) +
V
0.32ii054265600.(F5 + F9) + 0.i3500770834i0.(F3 + Fii) +
0.i657i45i42282.(F2 + Fi2) + 0.39397i460638iE-i.(FO + Fi4)
Psi :- XO + H
Fi :- F(Psi)
Psi :- IN - H
Fi3 :- F(Psi)
W :- 0.26065244i3236.F7 + 0.23906328335i4.(F6 + F8) +
0.2630626354775.(F5 + F9) + 0.2i868i93i383i.(F3 + Fii) +
0.2757897646643E-i.(F2 + Fi2) + 0.i055750i00538.(Fi + Fi3) +
0.i57ii94260595E-i.(FO + Fi4) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-W) < Abs(W).RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
LInt :- H.W
Goto 1
End
Psi :- XO + 6.H
F4 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- IN - 6.H
Fi0 :- F(Psi) ;
V :- 0.245673430i503.F7 + 0.2557862582869.(F6 + F8) +
0.2285260636904.(F5 + F9) + 0.500557i3i5559.(F4 + Fi0) +
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O.1779464877368*(F3 + F11) + O.5840145990321E-1*(F2 + F12) +
O.8748309428713E-1*(F1 + F13) + O.1896420786481E-1*(FO + F14)
if Abs(V-W) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then LInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(XO, XM, FO, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(XM, IN, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, F14)
LInt :- I + J
End;
1:

End

j
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Function RInt ;
Label 1 ;
Var Psi, H, 1M, Fi, F2, F3, F4, F6, Fi0, Fi3, I, J
Real
Begin
XM :- (XO + XN)/2 ;
:- (XN - XO)/32
H
Psi :- XO + 2*H
F2 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- XO + 4*H
F3 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- 1M - 4*H
F6 :- F(Psi) ;
V
:- 0.330580i78i992*F7 + 0.i73485ii57073*(F6 + F8) +
0.32ii054265600*(F5 + F9) + 0.i3500770834i0*(F3 + Fii) +
0.i657i45i42282*(F2 + Fi2) + 0.39397i460638E-i*(FO + Fi4)
Psi :- XO + H
Fi :- F(Psi)
Psi :- XN - H
Fi3 :- F(Psi)
W :- 0.26065244i3236*F7 + 0.23906328335i4*(F6 + F8) +
0.2630626354775*(F5 + F9) + 0.2i868i93i383i*(F3 + Fii) +
0.2757897646643E-i*(F2 + Fi2) + 0.i055750i00538*(Fi + Fi3) +
0.i57ii94260595E-i*(FO + Fi4) ;
if Abs(H) < HMIN then M :- M + 1 ;
if (Abs(V-W) < Abs(W)*RE + AE) OR (Abs(H) < HMIN) then
Begin
RInt :- H*W
Goto 1

End
Psi
F4
Psi
Fi0
V

:::::-

Xo + 6*H
F(Psi) ;
XN - 6*H
F(Psi) ;
0.245673430i503*F7 + 0.2557862582869*(F6 + F8) +
0.2285260636904*(F5 + F9) + 0.500557i3i5559*(F4 + Fi0) +
0.i779464877368*(F3 + Fii) + 0.5840i4599032iE-i*(F2 + Fi2) +
0.87483094287i3E-i*(Fi+Fi3) + 0.i89642078648iE-i*(FO + Fi4)
if Abs(V-W) < Abs(V)*RE + AE then RInt :- H*V
else
Begin
I :- LInt(XO, 1M, FO, Fi, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7)
J :- RInt(IM, XN, F7, F8, F9, Fi0, Fii, Fi2, Fi3, Fi4)
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Begin
if B - A then QadratDX :- 0
else
Begin
1£ :- 2*AE/Abs(B - A)
M

:- 0 ;

HMIH :- Abs(B - A)*RE
HKAX :- (B - A)/16
Psi :- A ;
FO :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + HMAX
F2 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 2*HMAX
F3 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 4*HMAX
F5 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 6*HMAX
F6 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- A + 8*HMAX
F7 :- F(Psi) ;
Psi :- B - 4*HMAX
F9 :- F(Psi)
Psi :- B ;
F14 :- F(Psi)
QadratDX :- LInt(A, B, FO, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7, F9, F14) * 16
End
End ; {QadratDX}

Appendix N
Procedures for parameters,
dependent on the antenna system
configuration

UNIT PROCFUNC ;

{$R+,S+,I+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES DOS, CRT, TYPEDECLAR, TYPE1, COKPLUNIT, TU...FUNCT
Var Psi: Real;
Procedure Init ;
Function RhoCCLi: Real): Real;
Procedure CalcUnitVectorsCazi, ele: Real; Var ey, ex, ez,
minez: Vector) ;
Procedure CalculatePsiCTheta
Real
Var Psi: Real);
Procedure CalculateThetaCPsi: Real; Var Theta
Real)
Function RhoPsiCPsi: Real): Real;
Function RhoSubPsiCPsi: Real)
Real;
Function RhoSubThetaCTheta: Real) : Real
Function LengthCPsi: Real) : Real;
Procedure GainOfFeedCTheta: Real; Var GainFeed
Real);
Procedure PolarIncSubCX : Polarization ; Theta, Phi
Real;
ex, ey, ez
Vector; Var eis: Vector)
Procedure PolarizationVectorCX : Polarization ; Theta, Phi: Real
Var
eis
Vector; ex, ey, ez: Vector;
Var eim: Vector);
Procedure IncidentFieldSubReflectorCTheta: Real; Var Phi: Real
ex, ey, ez: Vector;
Var IncFieldSubRefl: CVector;
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Var CTemp: Complex)
Procedure CUVSpCS(Thetaa, Phia: Real; exa, eya, eza: Vector
Var eRa, eThetaa, ePhia: Vector)
Procedure UnitHormal(Theta, Phi: Real; Var aracc, aThetaacc,
UH : Vector ) ;
Procedure SubUnitHormal(Theta, Phi: Real; Var erhos, eTheta : Vector ;
Var UH : Vector) ;
CVector )
Procedure LinCurComp(av, bv
CVector; pv: CVector; Var Js
Procedure LinCurDens(av, bv: Vector; pv: Vector; Var Js : Vector ) ;
IMPLEMENTATIOH
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Procedure Init ;
{*********************•••••••••••**.****.*********************************
Initialisation of variables.
Input :
Output : focus, diams, PsiO, fm, msf, EmS, alfO, e, fster, mfeed, chiO,
rss1, rss2, ksi1, ksi2, hster, lster, 1.
The calculations of the values are made with help of the formulas
mentioned between the brackets.
*••****.**************************************************************.**}
Begin
focus :- fd * diamh ;
diams :- diamsd * diamh
PsiO :- 2 * ArcTan(diamh/4/focus); {2.1}
fm
:- focus - SQR(diamh)/16/focus ; {2.4}
msf
:- diams/2/Tan(PsiO) ; {2.7}
mms
:- fm - msf ;
alfO :- ArcTan(diams/2/(2*fs-msf» ; {2.8}
alfOgr:- alfO/pi*180 ;
e
:- (0.25/fd + Tan(alfO/2»/(0.25/fd - Tan (alf0/2»
{2.9}
if Ord(CalcMode) - 1 then {EQUIVALENT PARABOLA PRINCIPLE}
Begin
focus :- (e + 1)/(e - 1)*fd * diamh j
PsiO :- 2 * ArcTan(diamh/4/focus); {2.1}
fm
:- focus - SQR(diamh)/16/focus ; {2.4}
:- diams/2/Tan(PsiO) ; {2.7}
msf
mms
:= fm - msf ;
alfO :- ArcTan(diams/2/(2*fs-msf»
{2.8}
alfOgr:- alfO/pi*180 ;
End
fster :- (e - 1) * fs/e ; {2.11}
mfeed :- 2 * fs - fm ; {2.12}
chiO :- ArcTan(diamh/2/mfeed) ; {2.13}
ksi1 :- 2 * ArcTan(diams/4/focus) ;
ksi2 :- 2 * ArcTan(diams * (e - 1)/(e + 1)/4/focus)
hster :- Sin(ksi1) * (e + 1) * fster/(1 + e * Cos(ksi1»
lster :- hster/Tan(ksi1) ;
1
:- diams/2/Tan(ksi1)
End ; { Procedure Init }
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Function RhoC(Li: Real)
Real
Var help
Real ;
Vhelp: Vector;
Begin
AddVector(esacc, es, 1, -1, Vhelp) ;
Case element1 of
1
help:- 2/diams*InProd(u, Vhelp)
2: help:- 2/diams*InProd(minex, Vhelp)
End ;
help :- 1/Li - help ;
RhoC :- 1/help ;
RhoC :- diams/2/Cos(ArcCos(InProd(ex, e8»)
End ;
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Procedure CalculatePsi(Theta:

Real; Var Psi:

Real);

{****************.************.************************.**************••••
Calculation of the angle Psi as a function of the angle Theta according
to formula (E.9).
Input: Theta.
Output: Psi.

*******.*******************•••••*.*******.********************.******••••}
Begin
Psi :- 2

End ;

* ArcTan«e

+ 1)/(. - 1)

* Tan(O.5 * Theta)) {E.9}
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Procedure CalculateTheta(Psi:

Real; Var Theta:

Real);

{*************************************************************************
Calculation of the angle Theta as a function of the angle Psi according
to formula (E.9).
Input: Psi.
Output: Theta.

*************************************************************************}
Begin
Theta :- 2
~d

;

* ArcTan«e - 1)/(e

+ 1)

* Tan(O.5 * Psi» {E.9}
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Function RhoPsi(Psi:

Real):

Real;

{•••••••••****************************************************************
Determination of the distance from focus F2 (fig 2.1) to a point which is
an element of the parabola as a function of the angle Psi.

*************************************************************************}
Begin
RhoPsi :- 2 * focus/(1 + Cos(Psi)) {2.2}
End ; {Function RhoPsi}
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Function RhoSubPsi(Psi;

Real) :

Real;

{*************************************************************************
Determination of the distance from focus F2 (fig2.2) to a point which is
an element of the hyperbola (subreflector) as a function of the angle Psi.

*************************************************************************}

Var f1, f2; Real
Begin
f2 ;- fster ;
f1 ;- 2 * fs - fster ;
RhoSubPsi :- (e * (f1 + f2) - f1 + f2)/2/(1 + e
End ; {Function RhoSubPsi}

* Cos(Psi» {2.6}
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Function RhoSubTheta(Theta:

Real) :

Real;

{*************************************************************************
Determination of the distance from focus F1 (fig2.1) to a point which is
an element of the hyperbola (subreflector) as a function of the angle
Theta.

*************************************************************************}

Vax f1, f2: Real;
HulpTheta: Real
Begin
f2 :- fster
f1 :- 2 * fs - f2 ;
RhoSubTheta :- (-e * (f1 + f2) + f1 - f2)/2/(1 - e
End ; {Function RhoSubTheta}

*

Cos(Theta»

{B.ll}
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Function Length(Psi:

{

Real):

Real

j

Calculation of the length of the propagating rays.
Input: Psi.
Output: See text above .

.

.........................................................................}
Var f1 f2: Real
Begin
f2 :- fster j
f1 :- 2 • fs - f2 j
Length :- 2 • focus /(1 + Cos(Psi)) + (f1 + f2)/e {4.10}
End j {Function Length}
J
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Procedure GainOfFeed(Theta:

{

Real; Var GainFeed:

Real);

.

Calculation of the gain of the feed as a function of the angle Theta:
Output: GainFeed. (Illumination according to Scheeren [21]) .

......................................................................... }
Var GO: Real;
Begin
Theta :- Abs(Theta)
if (0<- Theta) and (Theta <- pi/2) then
GainFeed :- 2.(mtaper+1).APoverB(Cos(Theta),mtaper)
if (pi/2 < Theta) and (Theta <- pi) then
GainFeed :- 0.0
End j {Procedure GainOfFeed}

{6.3}
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Procedure GainOfFeed1(Theta:

Real; Var GainFeed:

Real) ;

{*************************************************************************
Calculation of the gain of the feed as a function of the angle Theta:
Output: GainFeed. (Illumination according to Govaerts [20]

*************************************************************************}
Var GO: Real;
Begin
Theta :- Abs(Theta)
GO :- 1/(Sqrt(Sqr(afeed) + afeed/(mtaper + 1) + 1/(4 * mtaper + 2))) ;
if (0<- Theta) and (Theta <- pi/2) then
GainFeed :- Sqr(GO * (afeed + APowerB(Cos(Theta). mtaper))) ; {5.17}
if (pi/2 < Theta) and (Theta <- pi) then
GainFeed :- Sqr(GO * afeed)
End ; {Procedure GainOfFeed1}
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Procedure GainOfFeed2(Theta: Real i Var GainFeed: Real) i
{*************************************************************************
Calculation of the gain of the feed as a function of the angle Theta:
Output: GainFeed. (UnifoI'll illumination).
*************************************************************************}
Var GO: Real i
Begin
Theta :- Abs(Theta)
if (0<- Theta) and (Theta <- pi/2) then
GainFeed :- Sqr(focus * 1/tan(theta/2»*
APoverB(Sec(theta/2),4) i {6.2}
if (pi/2 < Theta) and (Theta <- pi) then
GainFeed :- 0.0
End i {Procedure GainOfFeed2}
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Procedure PolarIncSub(X : Polarization ; Theta, Phi: Real;
ex, ey, ez: Vector; Var eis: Vector) ;

{

.

Calculation of the polarization of the incident field at the Sub reflector.
Input: X, Theta, Phi, ex, ey, ez.
Output: eis .

......................................................................... }
Begin
CUVSpCS(Theta, Phi, ex, ey, ez, eRhos, eTheta, ePhiacc) ;
Case Ord(X) of
0: Begin { Horizontal polarization }
MultVector(eTheta, Sin(Phi), VHelpO)
MultVector(ePhiacc, Cos (Phi) , VHelp1) ;
AddVector(VHelpO, VHelp1, 1, 1, eis) ;
~d

1:

Begin { Vertical polarization }
MultVector(eTheta, Cos(Phi) , VHelpO) ;
MultVector(ePhiacc, -Sin(Phi) , VHelp1)
AddVector(VHelpO, VHelp1, 1, 1, eis) ;

~d;

~d

~d

; { Case }
Normalize(eis, eis) ; {5.20}
; { Procedure PolarIncSub }
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Procedure PolarizationVector(X : Polarization ; Theta. Phi
Real; Var
eis
Vector; ex. ey. ez: Vector;
Var ei.: Vector);

{

.

Calculation of the polarization of the incident field at the Main reflector.
after reflection on the sub reflector.
Input: X. Theta. Phi. ex. ey. ez.
Output: ea .

......................................................................... }
Var miney
Vector
minez: Vector;
Begin
MultVector(ey. -1. miney)
MUltVector(ez. -1. minez)
PolarlncSub(Polar. Theta. Phi. ex. ey. ez. eis)
SubUnitNormal(Theta. Phi. erhos. eTheta. eNs) ;
AddVector(eNs. eis. 2.InProd(eNs.eis). -1. eim)
Normalize(eim. eim) ;
End ; { Procedure PolarizationVector }

{D.S}
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Procedure IncidentFieldSubReflector(Theta: Real; Var Phi: Real;
8%, ey, ez:
Vector;
Var IncFieldSubRefl: CVector;
Var CTemp: Complex);

{

Calculation of the incident field at the subreflector.
Realisation of formula (4.1) from the theory.
Input: Theta, ex, ey, ez.
Output: IncFieldSubRefl, Phi .

.

.........................................................................}

Var GainFeed
Real
Help
Real ;
ZO
Real ; { Transfer Impedance equals 120 • pi }
CHelp
Complex
CHelp1
Complex
CHelp2
Complex
CHelp3
Complex
eis
Vector ; { Polarization Vector incident at the sub-dish }
ceis
CVector ; { Complex version of eis ( imag.part • 0 ) }
Begin
GainOfFeed (Theta , GainFeed) ;
PolarIncSub(Polar, Theta, Phi, ex, ey, ez, eis)
Help :- RhoSubTheta(Theta) ;
MComplex(O, -2.pi/labda. Help, CTemp) ;
CExp(CTemp, CTemp) ;
MComplex(Help, 0, CHelp) ;
CDivide(CTemp, CHelp, CTemp)
MComplex(Sqrt(GainFeed), 0, CHelp)
CCMult (CHelp , CTemp, CTemp)
MComplex(eis[l] , 0, CHelp1)
MComplex(eis[2] , 0, CHelp2)
MComplex(eis[3] , 0, CHelp3)
MCVector(CHelp1, CHelp2, CHelp3, ceis) ;
CCMultVector(ceis, CTemp, IncFieldSubRefl)
{4.1}
End ; { Procedure IncidentFieldSubReflector }
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Procedure CUVSpCS(Thetaa, Phia: Real; exa, eya, eza: Vector;
Var eRa, eThetaa, ePhia: Vector);
{*************************************************************************
Calculation of the Unity Vectors of a Spherical Coordinate System, related
through a cartesian coordinate system. This transformation takes place
according to the coordinate systea and transformation defined by
J. Dijk, E.J. Maanders, and M.H.A.J. Herben; in "Ante:nnes en Propagatie",
edition august 1987, pp xii., see appendix (F).
Input: Thetaa, Phia, exa, eya, eza.
Output: eRa, eThetaa, ePhia.
*************************************************************************}
Var VHelp
Vector
coth
Real
sith
Real
coph
Real
siph
Real
Begin
coth :- Cos(Thetaa)
if Abs(coth) < 1e-10 then
coth :- 0.0 ;
sith :- Sin(Thetaa) ;
if Abs(sith) < 1e-10 then
sith :- 0.0 ;
coph :- Cos(Phia) ;
if Abs(coph) < 1e-10 then
coph :- 0.0 ;
siph :- Sin(Phia) ;
if Abs(siph) < 1e-10 then
siph :- 0.0 ;
AddVector(exa, eya, sith*coph, sith*siph, eRa)
AddVector(eRa, eza, 1, coth, VHelp) ;
Normalize (VHelp, eRa) ;
AddVector(exa, eya, coth*coph, coth*siph, eThetaa)
AddVector(eThetaa, eza, 1, -sith, VHelp) ;
Normal ize(Vhelp, eThetaa) ;
AddVector(exa, eya, -siph, coph, VHelp) ;
Normalize(VHelp, ePhia) ;
End ; { Procedure C(alculation) of U(nity) V(ectors) of a Sp(herical)
C(oordinate) S(ystem) (CUVSpCS) }
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Procedure UnitNormal (Theta t Phi: Real; Var aracc J aThetaacc:
Var UN : Vector ) ;

Vector;

{

Determination Unity Normal of the parabola (appendix C.2) according to
equation (C.10).
Input; Theta J Phi.
Output; UN (Unity Normal) .

.

......................................................................... }
Var aPhiacc
Vector
minez
Vector
miney
Vector
Begin
MultVector(ez t -1 t minez)
MultVector(eYt -1 t miney)
CUVSpCS(Theta J PhiJ eXJ eyt minez t aracc J aThetaacc t aPhiacc)
AddVector(aracc t aThetaacc t - Cos(Theta/2)t Sin(Theta/2)t UN)
Normalize (UN t UN) ;
End ; { Procedure UnitNormal }
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Procedure SubUnitNormal (Theta, Phi: Real; Var erhos, eTheta: Vector;
Var UN : Vector) ;
{*************************************************************************
Determination Unity Normal of the hyperbola (appendix B.4) according to
equation (B.30).
Input: Theta, Phi.
Output: UN (Unity Normal).
*************************************************************************}
Var ePhi: Vector;
Begin
CUVSpCS(Theta, Phi, ex, ey, ez, &Rhos, eTheta, ePhi) ;
AddVector(erhos, eTheta, 1 - e*Cos(Theta), e*Sin(Theta), UN)
Normalize (UN , UN) ;

End
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Procedure LinCurComp(av, bv:

CVector; pv:

CVector; Var Js:

CVector)

{*************************************************************************
Determination linear current density J8 (Chapter 3), equation (3.12).
Input: av· Unity Kormal, bv • unity direction incident ray, and
pv • Polarisation Vector Incident Field Main Reflector.
Output: Js.

*************************************************************************}
Var CVHelp: CVector;
Begin
COutProd(bv, pv, CVHelp)
COutProd(av, CVHelp, J8)
End ; { Procedure LinCurComp }
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Procedure LinCurDens(av, bv:

{

Vector; pv:

Vector; Var Js:

Vector);

Determination linear current density Js (Chapter 3), equation (3.12).
Input: av· Unity Normal, bv • unity direction incident ray, and
pv • Polarisation Vector Incident Field Main Reflector.
Output: Js .

.

......................................................................... }
Var VHelp: Vector;
Begin
DutProd(bv, pv, VHelp)
DutProd(av, VHelp, Js)
End
{Procedure LinCurDens }
End
{UNIT}

Appendix 0
Procedures for writing data

UNIT GRAFICINFO ;

{$R+,S+,!+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USES DOS, CRT, TYPEDECLAR, TYPE1 , TYPEREFL, TYPED IFF , COMPLUNIT

Procedure WriteMesage
IMPLEMENTATION

Procedure WriteMesage
Begin
Writeln('
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,
Writeln( ,

.........
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.........

')
')

••••••••• Determination of diffraction in combination

•••••••••
•••••••••
•••••••••
••••••••• is not possible.
•••••••••
••••••••• Choose the virtual feed method .
•••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.........
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.........

')

with the equivalent parabola principle

End
End .
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Appendix P
Unit of procedures of various
complex routines

UNIT COMPLUNIT ;
INTERFACE
USES DOS, CRT, TYPEDECLAR
Procedure CAdd(a, b: Complex; Vax c: Complex);
Procedure CSubtract(a, b: Complex; Vax c
Complex)
Procedure CMult(a: Double; b: Complex; Vax c: Complex)
Procedure CCMult(a, b
Complex; Var c: Complex)
Function InProd(a, b: Vector): Double;
Complex)
Procedure ClnProd(a: Vector; b: CVector; Vax c
Vector);
Procedure OutProd(a, b: Vector; Vax c
Procedure COutProd(a, b: CVector; Vax c
CVector)
Function CAbs(a
Complex): Double;
Function CArg(a: Complex): Double;
Function Norm(a: Vector): Double;
Function CNorm(a: CVector): Double;
Procedure AddVector(a, b: Vector; c, d
Double; Vax e : Vector) ;
Procedure CAddVector(a, b: CVector; c, d
Double; Vax e
CVector)
Procedure CCAddVector(a, b: CVector; c, d: Complex; Vax e
CVector)
Procedure MVector(a, b, c: Double; Vax d: Vector);
Procedure MCVector(a, b, c: Complex; Vax d: CVector)
Procedure MComplex(a, b: Double; Var c: Complex);
Procedure MultVector(b: Vector; a
Double; Var c: Vector)
Procedure CMultvector( b: Vector; a
Complex; Vax c
CVector)
Complex; Vax c: CVector)
Procedure CCMultVector( b: CVector a
Procedure CWriteCa: Complex);
Procedure CWritelnCa: Complex);
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Procedure CRead(a: Complex);
Procedure CReadLn(a
Complex)
Procedure CExp(a: Complex; Var b
Complex);
Procedure CLn(a: Complex; Var b
Complex)
Function RealPart(a: Complex) : Double;
Function ImagPart(a: Complex): Double;
Procedure CSqrt(a: Complex; Var b: Complex)
Procedure CSqr(a: Complex; Var b: Complex);
Procedure Conj(a: Complex; Var b: Complex);
Procedure CDivide(a, b: Complex; Var c: Complex)
Function Sgn(x: Double): integer;
Procedure CAPoverB(a: Complex; b: Double; Var c
Complex)
Procedure Fresnel(x: Double; Var z: Complex)
Function APoverB(a, b
Double)
Double;
Function Pover10(x: Double): Double;
Procedure Normalize(a: Vector; Var b: Vector)
Procedure CNormalize(a: CVector; Var b: CVector)
Function Log10(x: Double): Double;
Function VecComp(a, b: Vector) : Boolean
Function Cot (x: Double)
Double
Function Tan(x: Double)
Double
Procedure WriteVector(a: Vector);
Procedure WriteCVector(a: CVector)
Function Det(a: matrix)
Double
Procedure Trafo(qi, p, qs: matrix; p33
Double; Var qr
matrix)
Procedure WriteVecFile(Var q: Text; vec
vector) ;
CVector) ;
Procedure CWriteVecFile(Var q: Text; cvec
Procedure WritelnVector(a: Vector);
Procedure WritelnCVector(a: CVector);
Function Minimum2(a, b: Double): Double
Function Minimum3(a, b, c
Double)
Double
Function Maximum2(a, b: Double): Double;
Function Maximum3(a, b, c
Double)
Double
IMPLEMENTATION
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Procedure CAdd(a. b:

Coaplex; Var c:

Complex);

.
Addition of two complex numbers .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
c[1] :- a[1] + b[1]
c[2] :- a[2] + b[2]

End

Procedure CSubtract(a. b:

Complex; Var c:

Complex);

.
Subtraction of two complex numbers .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
c[1] :- a[1] - b[1]
c[2] :- a[2] - b[2]
End

Procedure CKult(a:

Double; b:

Complex; Var c:

Complex);

.
......................................................................... }

{

Multiplication of a real and a complex number .
Var x
Double
Double;
y
Begin
x :- CAbs(b) ;
y :- CArg(b) ;
if x- 0.0 then
MComplex(O. O. c)
else
MComplex(a.x.cos(y). a.x.sin(y). c)
End
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Procedure CCMult(a, b:

Comple%; Var c:

Comple%);

.
Multiplication of tvo complex numbers .
......................................................................... }

{

Var u
Double
v
Double
v
Double
%
Double
Begin
u :- CAbs(a)
v :- CAbs(b)
v :- CArg(a)
% :- CArg(b)
if (u - 0.0) or (v - 0.0) then
MComple%(O, 0, c)
else
MComple%(u.v.Cos(v+%), u.v.Sin(v+%), c)
End

Function InProd(a, b:

Vector):

Double;

.
Inproduct of tvo real vectors .
.........................................................................}

{

Var norma: Double;
normb: Double;
temp: Double;
Begin
norma :- Horm(a)
normb :- Horm(b)
if (norma - 0.0) or (normb - 0.0) then
temp :- 0.0
else
temp :- a[l].b[l] + a[2].b[2] + a[3].b[3] ;
if (norma-l) and (normb-l) then InProd :- Sgn(temp).Abs(temp)
else InProd :- temp ;
End
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Procedure ClnProd(a
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Vector; b:

CVector; Var c:

Complex);

{....................................................•....................
Inproduct of a real vector with a complex vector .

......................................................................... }
Var templ
Complex
temp2
Complex
temp3
Complex
Begin
CMult(a[l] , b[l], templ)
CMult(a[2] , b[2], temp2)
CMult(a[3] , b[3] , temp3)
c[l] :- templ[l] + temp2[1] + temp3[1]
c[2] :- templ[2] + temp2[2] + temp3[2]
End

Procedure OutProd(a, b:

Vector; Var c:

Vector);

.
Outproduct of two real vectors .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
c[l] :- a[2].b[3] - a[3].b[2] ;
c[2] :- -a[1].b[3] + a[3].b[1] ;
c[3] :- a[1].b[2] - a[2].b[1] ;
End
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Procedure COutProd(a, b:

CVector; Var c:

CVector);

.
Outproduct of two complex vectors .
.........................................................................}

{

Var CTemp1
Complex
CTemp2: Complex;
Begin
CCMult(a[2] , b[3] , CTemp1)
CCMult(a[3] , b[2], CTemp2)
CSubtract(CTemp1, CTemp2, c[1])
CCMult(a[1] , b[3]. CTemp1) ;
CCMult(a[3] , b[1], CTemp2) ;
CSubtract(CTemp2, CTemp1, c[2])
CCMult(a[1]. b[2], CTemp1) ;
CCMult(a[2] , b[1], CTemp2) ;
CSubtract(CTemp1, CTemp2, c[3])
End

Function CAbs(a:

Complex):

Double;

.
Absolute value of a complex number .
.........................................................................}

{

Begin
CAbs :- Sqrt(a[1].a[1] + a[2].a[2])
End ;

Function CArg(a:

Complex):

Double;

.
Argument of a complex number .
.........................................................................}

{

Var c: Double
Begin
if a[1] > 0 then CArg :- arctan(a[2]/a[1])
if a[1] < 0 then CArg :- arctan(a[2]/a[1]) + Sgn(a[2]).pi ;
if a[1] - 0 then
if a[2] <> 0 then CArg:-Sgn(a[2] ).pi/2 else CArg :- 0
End
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Function Nora(a:
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Vector):

Double;

.
Nora (length) of a real vector .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
Norm :- Sqrt(a[1].a[1] + a[2].a[2] + a[3].a[3])
End ;

Function CNorm(a:

CVector):

Double;

.
Norm (length) of a complex vector .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
CNorm :- Sqrt(Sqr(CAbs(a[1]»
End ;

Procedure AddVector(a, b:

+

Sqr(CAbs(a[2]»

Vector; c, d:

+

Sqr(CAbs(a[3]»)

Double; Var e:

Vector);

.
Addition of two real vectors .
•........................................................................ }

{

Begin
e[1] :- a[1].c + b[1].d
e[2] :- a[2].c + b[2].d
e[3] :- a[3].c + b[3].d
End
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Procedure CAddVector(a, b:

CVector; c, d:

Double; Var e:

CVector);

.
Addition of two complex vectors .
.........................................................................}

{

Var temp1
CVector
temp2
CVector
newc
Complex
newd
Complex
Begin
MComplex(c, 0, newc)
MComplex(d, 0, newd)
CCMultVector(a, newc, temp1)
CCMultVector(b, newd, temp2)
CAdd(temp1[1] , temp2[1] , e[1])
CAdd(temp1[2] , temp2[2] , e[2])
CAdd(temp1[3] , temp2[3] , e[3])
End

Procedure CCAddVector(a, b:

{

CVector; c, d:

Complex; Var e:

CVector)

Addition of two complex vectors, which have been mUltiplied with two
complex numbers .

.

.........................................................................}
Var temp1
CVector
temp2
CVector
newc
Complex
newd
Complex
Begin
CCMultVector(a, c, temp1) ;
CCMultVector(b, d, temp2) ;
CAdd(temp1[1] , temp2[1] , e[1])
CAdd(temp1[2] , temp2[2] , e[2])
CAdd(temp1[3] , temp2[3] , e[3])
End
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Procedure MVector(a, b, c:

Double; Var d:

Vector);

.
Creation of a real vector .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
d[l] :- a
d[2] :- b
d[3] :- c
End

Procedure MCVector(a, b, c:

Complex; Var d:

CVector);

.
Creation of a complex vector .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
d[l] :- a
d[2] :- b
d[3] :- c
End

Procedure MComplex(a, b:

Double; Var c:

Complex);

.
Creation of a complex number .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
c[l] :- a
c[2] :- b

End
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Procedure MultVector(b:

Vector; a:

Double; Var c:

Vector);

.
Multiplication of a real vector with a real number .
.........................................................................}

{

Var k: Integer j
Begin
if a - 0.0 then
Begin
for k :- 1 to 3 do
Begin
c[t] :- 0.0

End
End
else
Begin
c[1] :- a.b[1]
c[2] :- a.b[2]
c[3] :- a.b [3]
End
End

Procedure CMultVector(b:

Vector

j

a:

Complex

j

Var c:

CVector)

j

.
Multiplication of a real vector with a complex number .
.........................................................................}

{

Var norma
Double;
k
Integer
Begin
norma :- CAbs(a)
if norma - 0.0 then
MCVector(CZero, CZero, CZero, c)
else
Begin
CMult(b[1], a, c[1])
CMult(b[2], a, c[2])
CMult(b[3]t at c[3])
End
End
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Procedure CCMultVector(b:

CVector; a:

Complex; Var c:

CVector);

.
Multiplication of a complex vector with a complex number .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
CCMult(a, b[1], c[1])
CCMult(a, b[2], c[2])
CCMul t (a, b [3], c [3] )

End

Procedure CWrite(a:

Complex);

.
Write a complex number to screen .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
if a[2] >= 0 then
vrite(a[1] :6:4, I +
else
vrite(a[1] :6:4, I -

I

,abs(a[2]) :6:4, 'i')

I

,abs(a[2]) :6:4, 'i')

End

Procedure CWriteln(a:

Complex);

.
Write a complex number to screen .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
CWrite(a)
Writeln

End
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Procedure CLn(a:

Complex; Var b:

Complex);

.
Natural logarithm of a complex number .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
b[1] :- Ln(CAbs(a))
b[2] :- CArg(a)
End

Function RealPart(a:

Complex):

Double;

Complex):

Double;

.
Real part of a complex number .
.........................................................................}

{

Begin
RealPa.rl :- a[1]
End ;

Function ImagPart(a:

.
Imaginary part of a complex number .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
ImagPart : = a [2]
End ;
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Procedure CSqrt(a: Complex; Var b: Complex);
{*************************************************************************
Square root of a complex number.
*************************************************************************}
Begin
Conj(a,a);}
{
CAPoverB(a, 0.5, b)
End

Procedure CSqr(a: Complex; Var b: Complex);
{*************************************************************************
Square of a complex number.
*************************************************************************}
Begin
CAPoverB(a, 2, b)
End ;

Procedure Conj(a: Complex; Var b: Complex);
{*************************************************************************
Conjugated of a complex number.
*************************************************************************}
Var modu
Double
Double
argu
x
Double
Double
y
Begin
x :- CAbs(a) ;
CArg(a) ;
:- x*cos(-y)
:- x*sin(-y)
End
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Procedure CDivide(a, b:
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Complex; Var c:

Complex);

{.............•...........................................................
Division of tvo complex numbers .

.........................................................................}

ar absa
Double
absb
Double
arga
Double
argb
Double
x
Double
y
Double
Begin
absb :- CAbs(b) ;
if absb <> 0 then
Begin
absa : - CAbs (a)
arga :- CArg(a)
argb :- CArg(b)
x
:- absa/absb
y
:- arga - ugb
c[l] :- x.cos(y)
c[2] :- x.sin(y)
End
else
Begin
Writeln('denominator zero, error in CDivide; system halted.')
halt (1)
End
End
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Function Sgn(x: Double): integer;
{*************************************************************************
Sign of a real number.
*************************************************************************}
Begin
if x >- 0 then Sgn :- +1
else Sgn :- -1
End

Procedure CAPoverB(a: Complex; b: Double; Var c: Complex);
{*************************************************************************
To raise a complex number a to the pover of a real number b.
*************************************************************************}
Var absa
Double
arga
Double
x
Double
y
Double
z
Double
Begin
absa :- CAbs(a) ;
arga :- CArg(a) ;
if absa - 0 then
Begin
Writeln('Trying to take pover of 0')
c[1] :- 0
c [2] :- 0

End
else
Begin
:::z
c[1] :c[2] :x

y

End
End

b*Ln(absa)
b*arga ;
Exp(x) ;
z*cos(y)
z*sin(y)
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Procedure Fresnel(x

Double; Var z:

Complex)

j

.
......................................................................... }

{

Const a:

b

Array[O .. 11] of Complex((+1.595769140,-0.000000033),
(-6.808668864,-0.000092810),
(+6.920691902,-0.009520895),
(-3.050485660,-0.138341947),
(+0.850663781,-0.403349276),
(-0.150230960,-0.216195929),
Array[O .. 11] of Complex((+0.000000000,+0.199471140),
(+0.000003936,-0.009351341),
(+0.000689892,+0.004851466),
(+0.011948809,-0.017122914),
(+0.000246420,-0.027928955),
(-0.001217930,-0.005598515),
Array [0 .. 11] of Complex
Array[O .. 11] of Complex;
Complex ;
Complex ;
Double
Double
integer;

(-0.000001702,+4.255387524),
(-0.000576361,-7.780020400),
(-0.016898657,+5.075161298),
(-0.075752419,-1.363729124),
(-0.025639041,+0.702222016),
(+0.034404779,+0.019547031))
(-0.024933975,+0.000000023),
(+0.005770956,+0.000023006),
(-0.009497136,+0.001903218),
(-0.006748873,+0.029064067),
(+0.002102967,+0.016497308),
(+0.000233939,+0.000838386))

Var suba
subb
resa
resb
sub1
sub2
i:
Begin
if x - 0 then z :- czero ;
if (x <= 4) and (x <> 0) then
Begin
for i :- 0 to 11 do
CMult(APowerB(x/4,i), a[i], suba[i])
resa :- czero ;
for i ;- 0 to 11 do
CAdd(resa, suba[i], resa) j
CMult(sqrt(x/4), resa, resa)
KComplex(O, -x, resb)
CExp(resb, resb) ;
CCMult(resa, resb, z)
End j {x <= 4}
if (x > 4) and (x <> 0) then
Begin
for i :- 0 to 11 do
CMult(APowerB(4/x,i), b[i], subb[i])
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resb :- czero ;
for i :- 0 to 11 do
CAdd(resb, subb[i], resb) ;
CMult(sqrt(4/%), resb, resb)
MComplex(O, -x, resa) ;
CE%p(resa, resa) ;
CCMult(resa, resb, resb)
z[1] :- 0.5 + resb[1] j
z[2] :- -0.5 + resb[2]
End ; {for % > 4}
End j { Function refresnel }
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Function APowerB(a, b:

Double) :

Double;

.
To raise a real number a to the power of a real number b .
......................................................................... }

{

Var x: Double;
Begin
if b • 0 then APowerB :- 1
else
Begin
if a <= 0 then Writeln ( I error in APowerB I)
else
Begin
x :- b.Ln(a) ;
if x < -200 then APowerB :- 0
else
APowerB :- Exp(x) ;

End
End
End

Function Power10(x:

Double) :

Double;

.
To raise a real number to the power of 10 .
.........................................................................}

{

Begin
Power10 :- APowerB(10, x)

End ;
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Procedure Moraalize(a:

Vector; Var b:

Vector);

.
Unity vector of a real vector .
.........................................................................}

{

Var %
Double;
Begin
% :- Mora(a) ;
if % - 0 then b :- a
else
MultVector(a, 1/%, b)
End

Procedure CNormalize(a:

CVector; Var b:

CVector);

.
Unity vector of a complex vector .
......................................................................... }

{

Var c: Comple%;
Begin
MComple%(1/CNorm(a), 0, c)
CCMultVector(a, c, b)
End

Function Log10(%:

Double):

Double;

.
.........................................................................}

{

The 10-logarithm of a real number .

Begin
if % > 0 then Log10 :- In(%)/ln(10)
else
Begin
Writeln('error in Function Log10()')
Writeln('system halted.')
halt(1)
End
End
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Function VecComp(a, b:

Vector) :

Boolean;

.
Compares tvo real vectors .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
VecComp :- (a[1] • b[1]) and (a[2] • b[2]) and (a[3] • b[3]) ;
End ;

Function Cot (x:

Double) :

Double;

.
The cotangent of a real number .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
Cot :- cos(x)/sin(x)
End ;

Function Tan(x:

Double):

Double;

.
The tangent of a real number .
......................................................................•.. }

{

Begin
Tan :- sin(x)/cos(x)
End ;

Procedure WriteVector(a:

Vector) ;

.
Write a real vector to screen .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
vrite(' [I,a[1] :5:3,',' ,a[2] :5:3,',' ,a[3] :5:3, ,] ,)
End ; { WriteVector }
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Procedure WriteCVector(a:

CVector);

.
Write a complex vector to screen .
.........................................................................}

{

Begin
write('[') ;
CWrite(a[l])
write(',') ;
CWrite(a[2] )
write ( , , ') ;
CWrite (a [3])
write(']')
End ; { WriteCVector }

Function Minimum2(a, b:

Double) :

Double;

.
Minimum of two real numbers .
.........................................................................}

{

Begin
if a <= b then Minimum2 :- a
else
Minimum2 :- b ;
End

Function Minimum3(a, b, c:

Double):

Double;

.
Minimum of three real numbers .
......................................................................... }

{

Var help
Double;
Begin
help :- Minimum2(a, b)
Minimum3 :- Minimum2(c, help)
End
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Function Maxiaua2(a, b:
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Double) :

Double;

.
MaxillWl of tvo real nWllbers .
......................................................................... }

{

Begin
if a >= b then MaximWll2 : - a
else
MaximWll2 :- b j
End

Function MaximWll3(a, b, c:

Double):

Double

j

.
MaxillWll of three real nWllbers .
.........................................................................}

{

Var help
Double;
Begin
help :- MaxiIlUll2(a, b) ;
MaxillUll3 :- KaximWll2(help. c)
End

Append]x Q
Unit of procedures of various
routines

UNIT TU..FONCT ;

.
This unit contains vaxious routines .
........................................................................ }

{

{$R+,S+, I+,F+, 0+, A+, V+, B+, N+}
INTERFACE
USES DOS, CRT, TYPEDECLAR, COMPLONIT
Function MyRandom(Vax r: Double): Double
Procedure CWordta(n1, n2: Integer; Vax a, c
Array2Dr);
Procedure Sol(n1, n2
Integer; Vax a: Array2Dr; Var b%: Array1Dr;
Vax ca: Double; Vax FRand
Double Var fail
Integer)
Function Machconf (j: Integer): Double
Procedure ZerolnAb(Func: Rfunc1R; Vax %
Double
a, b, ae, re: Double
Vax fail: Integer);
Procedure Aborted(message: VlString)
Function ArcCos(x: Double)
Double
Function Sec (x: Double): Double;
Function Tan(%: Double): Double;
Function FileExists(filename: String)
Boolean
Function 31(x: Double): Double;
IMPLEMENTATION
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Function MyRando.(Var r
Double)
Double
Double j
Var iO
r1
Double j
i1
Integer j
Begin
iO :- .axint + 1.0
r1 :- r - Trunc(r)
if r1 - 0 then
Begin
i1 :- Trunc(Abs(r»
if i1 .od 2 - 0 then i1 :- i1 + 1
r :- i1/iO
End;
r :- 50g*r ;
r :- r - Trunc(r)
MyRandoll :- r
End

Procedure CWordta(n1. n2
Integer
Var i
Integer
j
Integer j
Begin
for i :- n1 to n2 do
for j :- n1 to n2 do
c[i.j] :- a[i.j]
End
{CWordta}

Var a. c

Array2Dr)
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Procedure Sol(n1,
Var
NormR
SumRow!
Pivot
1
NormT
MaxIm
h
s
i

n2: Integer; Var a: Array2Dr; Var bx: Array1Dr;
ca: Double; Var FRand; Double; Var fail ;Integer) ;
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Integer
j
Integer
k
Integer
IndexPivot
Integer
SINGULAR
Boolean
SumRow
Array1Dr
t
Array1Dr ;
Alu
Array2Dr ;
{FOR THE CALCULATION OF CA THE FUNCTION RANDOM(FRand) IS USED.
THE USER HAS TO GIVE THE FUNCTION FRand A RANDOM VALUE. fail
HAS THE
VALUE 1 WHEN THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR.
AFTER A SUCCESFULL CALCULATION THE VALUE fail WILL BE O.}
{Begin
CWordta(n1, n2, a, Alu)
NormR :- 0 ;
SINGULAR :- false;
i ;- n1 - 1 ;
While (i < n2) and (not SINGULAR) do
Begin
SumRowI :- 0 ;
i

:- i + 1 ;
for j :- n1 to n2 do

SumRowI :- SumRowI + Abs(Alu[i, j])
SumRow[i] :- SumRowI ;
h :- 2*MyRandom(FRand) - 1 ;
t[i] ;- SumRowI*h ;
h :- Abs(h) ;
if NormR < h then NormR :- h ;
if SumRowI - 0 then SINGULAR :- true
End

k :- n1 - 1 ;
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While (k < n2) and (not SINGULAR) do
Begin
k :- k + 1

MaxIm :- 0
IndexPivot :- k
for i :- k to n2 do
Begin
h :- Abs(Alu[i, k])/SumRow[i]
if MaxI. < h then
Begin
MaxIm :- h
IndexPivot :- i
End
End
if MaxIm - 0 then SINGULAR :- true
else
Begin
if IndexPivot <> k then
Begin
for j :- nl to n2 do
Begin
h :- Alu[IndexPivot, j] ;
Alu[IndexPivot, j] :- Alu[k, j]
Alu[k. j] :- h
End;
h :- t[IndexPivot]
t[IndexPivot] :- t[k]
t [k] :- h ;

h :- bx[IndexPivot] ;
bx[IndexPivot] :- bx[k]
bx[k] :- h ;
SumRow[IndexPivot] :- SumRow[k]
End
Pivot :- Alu[k, k] ;
for i :- k + 1 to n2 do
Begin
1 :- Alu[i. k]/Pivot
if 1 <> 0 then
Begin
for j :- k + 1 to n2 do
Alu[i, j] :- Alu[i, j] - l*Alu[k, j]
if not SINGULAR then
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Begin
t[i] :- t[i] - l*t[k] ;
bx[i] :- bx[i] - l*bx[k]
End
End
End
End
End;
if not SINGULAR then
Begin
Norm! :- 0 ;
for i :- n2 dovnto n1 do
Begin
s :- 0 ;
for j :- i + 1 to n2 do
8 : - 8 + t[j]*Alu[i. j] ;
t[i] :- (t[i] - s)/Alu[i. i] ;
8

:-

0 ;

for j :- i + 1 to n2 do
8 : - 8 + bx[j]*Alu[i. j] ;
bx[i] :- (bx[i] - s)/Alu[i. i]
h :- Abs(t [i]) ;
if Norm! < h then Norm! :.. h
End ;
ca :- Norm!/NormR
End ;
if SINGULAR then fail :- 1
else
fail :- 0
End ; {Sol}
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Function Hachconf (j:

Integer):

Double;

{***********************************************************************
This routine is only valid for Turbo-Pascal.

(**********************************************************************
This routine provides in the aachineconstants which are important
for the deteraination of several numerical algorithms.
The following constants are deterained:
1: EPS,
defined as follows: If P is the smallest machine figure
greater then 1; then EPS • P - 1.
Also: EPS· b- (1-H).
Where b is the radix of the "tal stelsel" and H is the
number of figuree in the manisse.
The greatest machine figure.
2: UMAX,
The smallest positive machine figure.
3: UMIH,
4: TOL,
defined as UMIH/EPs.
The radix of the "getalstelsel". (This is an Integer;
5: b,
and is added here so the machine-dependences are not
devided over several routines.)
6: DLIHPR, defined as b- «H+1) div 2).
7: MAXERF, smallest % for which ERFC(%) • O.
In order to delete rounding errors the constants are given in
machine format.
The values of the constants depend upon the type of Real being
used; The routine is written for the double type real (8bytes).
The pascal statements for the other types are also given as comment.
H.B. It seems to make a difference wheter a coprocessor is used or
not. This routine chooses for conservative values, so in none of the
cases there will be no problems.

***********************************************************************)
Const

.0 ;
h • .127 ;
f • .255 ;
Type janus • Record
Case Boolean of
false
(c
true
(s :
End
Var store: janus
Begin
Case j of
0 •

Char ; r : Double)
String [10] )

(***************************************************************************
The next rules are valid for Real (6 bytes) Type.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

store.s:store.s:store.s:store.s:store.s:store.s:store.s:-

A

.90+0+0+0+0+0 ; { Macheps - 2 (-39) }
f+f+f+f+f+h ; { Grootste getal - 2 127 - 2 87 }
.1+0+0+0+0+0 ; { Kleinste pos. getal - 2 (-128) }
140+0+0+0+0+0 ; { TOL - 2 (-89) }
.130+0+0+0+0+0 ; { Radix - 2 }
.149+0+0+0+0+0 ; { DLINPR - 2 20 }
.132.1841250.9.182.19 ; { MAXERF - 9.232 }
A

A

A

A

A

(
(

.

)

The next rules are valid for SINGLE (4 bytes) Type.
1
store.s:- 0+0+0+.52 ; { Macheps - 2 (-23) }
2
store.s:- f+f+h+h ; { Grootste getal - 2 128 - 2 104 }
3
store.s:- 0+0+.128+0 ; { Kleinste pos. getal - 2 (-126) }
4
store.s:- 0+0+0+.12 ; { TOL - 2 (-103) }
5
store.s:- 0+0+0+.64 ; { Radix - 2 }
6
store.s:- 0+0+.128.69 ; { DLINPR - 2 12 }
7
store.s:- .11.131.18.65 { MAXERF - 9.157 }
A

A

A

A

A

A

(
(

.

)

De volgende regels gelden voor DOUBLE (8 bytes) Type. .)
1
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+.176.60 ;{ Macheps - 2 (-52) }
2
store.s:- f+f+f+f+f+f+'239+h ; { Grootste getal - 2 1024 - 2 971 }
3
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+.16+0
{Kleinste pos. getal - 2 (-1022) }
4
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+.80.3 ; { TOL - 2 (-970) }
5
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.64 ; { Radix - 2 }
6
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+.160.65 ;{ DLINPR - 2 27 }
7
store.s:- .136.245.81.1741187.135.58.64 ; { MAXERF - 26.530 }
A

A

A

A

A

A

(
(

.

)

De volgende regels gelden voor Real (10 bytes) Type.
1
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.128.192.63 ; { Macheps - 2 (-63) }
2
store.s:- f+f+f+f+f+f+f+f+'254+h
{Grootste getal - 2 163842 16320 }
3
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.128.1+0
{Kleinste pos. getal2 (-16382)}
4
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.128.64+0 ; { TOL - 2 (-16319) }
5
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.128+0+.64 ;{ Radix - 2 }
6
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.128131.64 ;{ DLINPR - 2 32 }
7
store.s:- 0+0+0+0+0+0+0+.148.4.64 ; { MAXERF - 37 }
A

A

A

A

A

A

(

)
End Case
Machconf :- store.r
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Procedure ZeroInAb(Func
Rfunc1R; Var x
Var fail: Integer);
Const
f - 0.99 ;
Type punt • Record
x, y
Double
End ;
aa
punt
bb
punt
cc
punt
t
Double
tol
Double
width
Double
Integer ;
k
goon
Boolean ;
Function Sign (x: Double)
Integer
Begin
if x< o. 0 then
Sign :- -1
else
it x> 0.0 then
Sign :- +1
else
Sign :- 0
End ;

Function Max(x, y
Begin
if x> y then
Max :- x
else
Max :- y
End

Double) :Double

Double

a, b, ae, re

Double
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{INCLUDE TUEPLIB Machconf}
Begin
u.:z: :- a ;
u.y :- Func(a)
bb.:z: :- b ;
bb.y :- Func(b)
if Sign(aa.y)*Sign(bb.y) > 0 then
fail :- 1
else
Begin
if Abs(aa.y) >= Abs(bb.y) then
cc :- bb
else
Begin
cc :- u
u :- bb
bb :- cc
End
if (bb.y - 0.0) then
goon :- false
else
Begin
k

:- 0 ;

ae
:re
:tol :width:goon :bb.:z: :-

Ma:z:(ae, 100*Machconf(3» ;
Ma:z:(re, 10*Machconf(1»
ae + re*Abs(bb.:z:) ;
Abs(aa.:z: - bb.:z:) ;
(width> tol) ;
bb.:z: + bb.y/(bb.y - aa.y)*(aa.:z: - bb.:z:)

End
While goon do
Begin
bb.y :- Func(bb.:z:)
if (bb.y - 0.0) then
goon :- false
else
Begin
if Sign(bb.y) - Sign(aa.y) then
Begin
k :- 0 ;

if Abs(bb.y) <= Abs(cc.y) then
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aa :- cc
else
Begin
aa :- bb
bb :- cc
cc :- aa
End
End
else
Begin
k :- k + 1 ;

if Abs(bb.y)
Begin
cc :- bb
bb :- aa
aa :- cc
End
else
if Abs(bb.y)
cc :- aa

> Abs(aa.y) then

>= Abs(cc.y) then

End
tol :- ae + re.Abs(bb.x)
width :- Abs(aa.x - bb.x)
if (width <= tol) then
Begin
goon :- false
k :- 0
tol :- 0.0
End ;
if k >= 2 then
t :- 0.5 {Bisection}
else
Begin { Secant Method }
t:- bb.y/(bb.y - cc.y)
if aa.x <> cc.x then
t :- t.(cc.x - bb.x)/(aa.x - bb.x)
if t.width <= tol then
t :- f.tol/width
if t > 0.5 then
t :- 0.5
End
cc :- bb ;
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bb.% :- bb.% + t*{aa.% - bb.%)

End
End {While} j
% :- bb.%

fail :- 0
End

End
j {ZerolnAb}
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Procedure Aborted(.essage
V1String);
Begin
Writeln ;
Writeln ;
Writeln(.essage)
Writeln ;
Writeln( 'PROGRAM EXECUTION TERMINATES ... ')
Writeln ;
Halt(1) ;

End ; {Aborted}
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Function ArcCos (x: Double) : Double
Const
pi4 - 0.78539816339744830962
pi2 - 1.57079632679489661923
p1 - -0.27368494524164255994e+2
p2 - 0.57208227877891731407e+2 ;
p3 - -0.3968886299760487733ge+2 ;
p4 - 0.10162622233806463646e+2 ;
p5 - -0.69674673447350646411e+0 ;
qO - -0.16421096714498560796e+3 ;
q1 - 0.41714430248260412566e+3 ;
q2 - -0.38186303361750149284e+3 ;
q3 - 0.1509527084103060471ge+3 ;
q4 - -0.23823859153670238830e+2
eps - 1. Oe-9 ;
y
Double
g
Double
teller
Double
noemer
Double
result
Double
small
Boolean
Begin
y :- Abs(x) ;
if y> 1.000001 then
Aborted('ArcCos: INVALID ARGUMENT')
small :- (y < 0.5)
if Y < eps then
result :- y
else
Begin
if small then
g :- Sqr(y)
else
Begin
g :- 0.5 - Y ;
g :- (0.5 + g)/2.0
y :- -2.Sqrt(Abs(g)) {modified to cope with
calculation noise }

End ;
teller :- g.(p1 + g.(p2 + g.(p3 + g.(p4 + g.p5))))
noemer :- qO + g.(q1 + g.(q2 + g.(q3 + g.(q4 + g))))
result :- teller/noemer ;
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result :- y + y*result

End
if x< 0 then
if s.all then
Begin
result :ArcCos :End
else
Begin
result :ArcCos :End
else
if sma.ll then
Begin
result :ArcCos :End
else
ArcCos :End { ARC COS }

pi4 + result
pi4 + result

pi2 + result
pi2 + result

pi4 - result
pi4 + result

-result
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Function Sec(%: Double)
Begin
Sec :- 1/Cos(%)
End ; {Function Sec}

Double

Function Tan(%: Double)
Double
Begin
if %- pi/2 then
Tan :- 1e35
if % - -pi/2 then
Tan :- -1e35 ;
if Abs (%) <> pi/2 then
Tan :- Sin(%)/Cos(%)
End

Function FileE%ists(filename
String)
Boolean
Var f: Te%t
Begin
{$I-}
Assign(f. filename)
Reset (f)
Close(f) ;
{$I+}
FileE%ists ;- (ioresult - 0) and (filename <> II)
End
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Function Sign(x
Begin

Double)

if x< 0 then

Sign :- -1
else
if x- 0 then

Sign :- 0
else
Sign :- 1
End

{Sign}

Integer;
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Function 31(x: Double)
Double
Var SignX
Integer;
t
Double
P1
Double
Q1
Double
PI34
Double ;
{INCLUDE TUEPLIB : Sign}
Begin
SignX :- Sign (x)
x :- Abs(x) ;
if x <= 4 then
Begin
t :- Sqr(x/4)
if x< 4£-5 then
31 :- SignX*x/2
else
31 :- SignX*x*0.25*(1.9999999998 + t*-3.9999999710 +
t*t*2.6666660544 + t*t*t*-0.8888839649 +
t*t*t*t*0.1777582922 + t*t*t*t*t*-0.0236616773 +
t*t*t*t*t*t*0.0022069155 +
t*t*t*t*t*t*t*-0.0001289769)
End
else
Begin
t :- Sqr(4/x) ;
PI34 :- 2.356194490192345
if x> 4£3 then
P1 :- 0.797884560802865
else
P1 :- 2*(0.3989422819 + t*0.0029218256 + t*t*-0.0002232030 +
t*t*t*0.0000580759 + t*t*t*t*-0.0000200920 +
t*t*t*t*t*0.0000042414) ;
if x > 2£3 then
Q1 :- 0.797884560802865*3/(8*x)
else
Q1 :- 8/x*(0.0374008364 + t*-0.0006390400 + t*t*0.0001064741
+ t*t*t*-0.0000398708 + t*t*t*t*0.0000162200 +
t*t*t*t*t*-0.0000036594) ;
31 :- SignX*(P1*Cos(x - PI34) - Q1*Sin(x - PI34»/Sqrt(x)
End
End
{31}
End. {unit}

Appendix R
Procedures for the calculation of the
reflected far-field

UNIT REFLECT ;

{$R+, S+, 1+, F +,0+, A+, V +, B+, N +}
INTERFACE
USESDOS, CRT, TYPEDECLAR, TYPE1, TYPEDIFF, TYPEREFL, PROCFUNC, COMPLUNIT,
111.FUNCT, INT..1WUT, ZEROTHING, GRAFICINFO ;

Procedure CalcPointSub(phi: Real; Var YX : Vector) ;
Procedure CalculationIntegrand ;
IMPLEMENTATION
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Procedure IncFieldMain(Psi. Phi:

Real; Var IncMain:

Real) ;

.
Calculation of the field incident on the paraboloidal main reflector .
............................................................................ }

{

Var Help
Real;
Begin
Help :- GainFeed
if Ord(CalcMode) - 0 then
Begin
if Psi - 0 then
Help :- GainFeed
else
Help :- GainFeed • Sqr(Sin(Theta)/Sin(Psi»
~d

Help :- Sqrt(Help) ;
IncMain :- Help/rhopsi(psi)
~d
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Procedure CalcPointSub(phi:

Real

j

Var YI : Vector)

j

{••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*.*••*••••*••*.**.***.**.***.******.**
Determination of the points of reflection on the hyperboloid sub-reflector.

***.*.*••*.*••*.*••*.*.*••**.******.**************************.***.******.**}
Var X : Vector ;
Begin
AddVector(ex. ey. diams/2 * Cos(Phi). diams/2
AddVector(X. %mB. 1. 1. YX)

End

* Sin(Phi).

X)
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Procedure CalculateComaon(Psi:

Real);

.
Deteraination of some common parameters .
............................................................................}

{

V&r si1
Vector
si2: Vector;
Begin
Case Ord(CalcMode) of
0: Begin
CalculateTheta(Psi, Theta) ;
Pol&rizationVector(Polar, Theta, Phi, epis, ex, ey, ez, epim)
UnitNormal(Psi, Phi, aracc, aThetaacc, eN) ;
LinCurDens(eN, &racc, epim, Js) ;
GainOfFeed(Theta, GainFeed)
End
1: Begin
PolarlncSub(Polar, Psi, Phi, ex, ey, ez, epis)
UnitNormal(Psi, Phi, &racc, aThetaacc, eN) ;
LinCurDens(eN, &racc, epis, Js) ;
GainOfFeed(Psi, GainFeed)
End;
End ; {Case of Ord(CalcMode)}
IncFieldMain(Psi, Phi, IncMain)
AddVector(aracc, aThetaacc, -Cos(Psi), Sin(Psi), ar)
MultVector(ar, 1/Norm(ar), ar)
MultVector(aracc, RhoPsi(Psi) , VTemp) ;
End
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Procedure IntReal(Psi: Real; Var Integr: Vector);
{************************************••*.******.******.**********************
Realisation of the Real part of the co.plex integration function
*******************.********************************************************}
Var rhpsps
Real
Ips
Real
temp
Real
phase
Real
Begin
rhpsps :- RhoPsi(Psi)
Case Drd(CalCKode) of
o
Ips:- Length(Psi)
1: Ips:- rhpsps ;
End ;
phase :- 2*pi/labda*(rhpsps*InProd(aracc,eRdacc) - Ips) ;
temp :- Cos (phase) ;
temp :- InCKain*temp * sqr(rhpsps) * Sin (Psi) * Sec(Psi/2)
MultVector(Js, temp, Integr) ;
End
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Procedure Intlaag(Psi: Real; Var Integr: Vector);
{***************************************************************************.
Realisation of the iaaginair part of the complex integration function
*******.*************************************.******************************}
Var rhpsps
Real
Ips
Real
temp
Real
phase
Real
Begin
rhpsps :- RhoPsi(Psi)
Case Ord(CalcMode) of
o Ips:- Length(Psi)
1: Ips:- rhpsps ;
End;
phase :- 2*pi/labda*(rhpsps*InProd(aracc,eRdacc) - Ips) ;
temp :- Sin (phase) ;
temp :- IncMain*temp * sqr(rhpsps) * Sin (Psi) * Sec(Psi/2)
MultVector(Js, temp, Integr) ;
End
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Function DUllayl (Psi:

Real)

Real;

.
Part of the integration function .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
CalculateComaon(Psi) ;
Case Ord (R.l) of
o IntReal(Psi. Integr)
1: Intlaag(Psi. Integr)
End ; { Case of RJ }
Dummy1 :- Integr[element]
End ; { Function Dummy1 }
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Function DwDmy2(Psi:

Real):

Real;

.
Part of the integration function .
............................................................................}

{

Var Z : Integer ;
Begin
DwDmy2 :- QadratX(Du.ay1, psibegin, PsiO, 1e-4, 1e-4, Z)
End ; { Function Du.llmy2 }
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Procedure Calculationlntegrand ;

.
The integration function .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
Thetadacc :- ThetaBegin
teller :- 0 ;
Repeat
for k :- 1 to Kend do
Begin
Teller :- Teller + 1 ;
Writeln(teller) ;
CUVSpCS(Thetadacc. phidacc. ex. ey. ez. eRdacc. eThetadacc. ePhidac
for element :- 1 to 3 do
Begin
R_I :- REALPARTI ;
ResultReal[element] :- QadratY(Dummy2. O. 2.pi.
1e-3. 1e-3. z) ;
R_I :- lMAGPARTI ;
Resultlmag[element] :- QadratY(Dummy2. O. 2.pi,
1e-3. 1e-3, z) ;
MComplex(ResultReal[element]. Resultlmag[element],
Result[element]) ;
End;
ClnProd(eThetadacc. Result. CEndResult[k]) ;
CMult(1/1abda. CEndResult[k]. CEndResult[k])
ClnProd(ePhidacc. Result, CEndResult1[k]) ;
CMult(1/labda. CEndResult1[k], CEndResult1[k])
t[k] :- Thetadacc/PI.180 ;
Thetadacc :- Thetadacc + StepThetadacc
End
Assign(Present. 'refl.txt ' )
Append(Present) ;
for k :- 1 to Kend do
Writeln(Present. t[k] :8:4. ' '.Phidacc:8:4,' I
RealPart (CEndResult [k] ) :8 :4,' '.
ImagPart(CEndResult[k]):8:4.· '.
ReaIPart(CEndResult1[k]):8:4,' .,
ImagPart(CEndResult1[k]):8:4)
Close(Present) ;
Until Thetadacc > ThetaEnd ;
End

Appendix S
Procedures for the calculation of the
edge-diffracted far-field

UNIT DIFFRACT ;

{$R+,S+,I+,F+,O+,A+, V+,B+,N+}
INTERFACE
USESDOS, CRT. TYPEDECLAR, TYPE1, TYPEDIFF. TYPEREFL. PROCFUBC. COMPLUBIT, TU..FUl
INT..ROUT, GRAFICINFO

Procedure InitFiles ;
Procedure Common(Var Li, lr: Real);
Procedure CalculationDiffractionIntegrant ;
IMPLEMENTATION
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Procedure TransFunc(x
Real
Var z
Complex)
Vart emp1
Complex
temp2
Complex
temp3
Complex
temp4
Complex
integ
Complex
Real ;
absx
Begin
absx :- Abs(x)
if absx > 1e6
then
x :- Sgn(x)*1e6
if absx < 0.1 then
Begin
MComplex(Sqrt(pi*absx), 0, temp1)
MComplex(O, pi/4, temp2)
CExp(temp2, temp2) ;
Conj(temp2, temp3) ;
CMult(-2*absx, temp2, temp2) ;
CMult(-2*Sqr(x)/3, temp3, temp3)
MComplex(O,absx + pi/4, temp4)
CExp(temp4, temp4)
CAdd(temp1, temp2, temp1)
CAdd(temp1, temp3, temp1)
CCMult(temp1, temp4, z) ;
End
if absx > 8
then
MComplex(1 - 0.75/Sqr(x) + 75/16/APowerB(absx, 4),
0.5/absx - 15/8/APowerB(absx, 3), z) ;
if (absx <- 8) and (absx >- 0.1) then
Begin
MComplex(0.5, -0.5, temp1) ;
Fresnel (absx , temp2) ;
CSubtract(temp1, temp2, integ)
{integ is integraal deel v.d.
transitiefunctie }
MComplex(O, absx, temp1) ;
CExp(temp1, temp1) ; {temp1 - Exp(jX) }
MComplex(O, 2*Sqrt(pi*absx/2),temp2) ; {temp2 - 2j(piX/2)O.5 }
CCMult (temp2, temp1, temp2)
CCMult (temp2 , integ, z) ;
End
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Function Cot (x: Real) :
Begin
Cot :- Cos(x)/Sin(x)
End ;

Real
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Procedure InitFiles ;
Begin
Assign (RameFile , 'diff1.txt')
Revrite(RameFile) ;
Close (RameFile) ;
Assign (RameFile, 'diff2.txt')
Revrite(RameFile)
Close (RameFile)

End;
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Procedure VTiaeTeller i
Begin
Writeln(teller.' '.Thetadacc*180/pi:6:4)
End i

Appendix S. Procedures for the calculation of the edge-diffracted far-field
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Procedure CalcComDiff(Psi:

Real; es:

Vector; CVectorlnc:

CVector);

.
Determination of some common parameters .
...............................•............................................ }

{

Var cl
c2
c3

Complex
Complu
Complex
CVector
CVector

eKc
esc
Begin
CalculateTheta(Psi, Theta) ;
UnitNormal(Psi, Phi, es, aThetaacc. eN)
MComplex(eN[l]. O. cl)
MComplex(eN[2]. O. c2) ;
MComplex(eN[3]. O. c3) ;
MCVector(cl. c2. c3. eNc)
MComplex(es[l]. O. cl)
MComplex(es[2]. O. c2) ;
MComplex(es[3]. O. c3) ;
MCVector(cl. c2. c3. esc)
LinCurComp(eNc. esc. CVectorInc. Jsdiff) ;
help :- 2.pi/labda.s.lnProd(es. erdacc) ;
MComplex(O. help. CHelp) ;
CExp(CHelp. CHelp) ;
CMult(Sqr(s). CHelp. CHelp)
CCMultVector(Jsdiff. CHelp. CompInt)

End

W9

Procedure IntRealDiff(Psi:

Real; Var Integr:

Vector);

{****************************************************************************
Realisation of the Real part of the complex integration function

****************************************************************************}

Begin
Integr[eleaent] :- Sin (Psi) * Sec(Psi/2) *
RealPart(Co.plnt[element])
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Procedure IntlaagDiff(Psi:

Real; Var Integr:

Vector) ;

{*************************•••****••••••*.*.*••*******************************
Realisa.tion of the iaagina.ir part of the complex integra.tion function

.*.*•••••••••••*••••••**•••*•••••••*•••••••*••******************************}
Begin
Integr[eleaent] :- Sin(Psi) * Sec(Psi!2) *
IaagPart(Complnt[element])
End
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Procedure Phasediff(Psi: Real; Var CPhase: Complex;
Var SubReflDifF : CVector)
Begin
if element 1 • 2 then
Begin
MComplex(O, pi/2, Chelp) ;
CExp(Chelp, Chelp) ;
OCMultVector(SubReflDifF, Chelp, SubReflDifF)
End
End
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Procedure MainPoint(Psi
Real);
{****************************************************************************
Determination of the observation point which is an element of the paraboloid
main reflector.
****************************************************************************}
Var rhopsps
Real;
Begin
rhopsps :- RhoPsi(Psi)
AddVector(ex, e" rhopsps*Sin(Psi) *Cos (Phi) , rhopsps*Sin(Psi)*Sin(Phi), xq)
AddVector(xq, .inez, 1, rhopsps * Cos(Psi) , xq) ;
AddVector(xq, xsub1[element1] , 1, -1, es) ;
s :- Horm(es)
Hormalize(es, es) ;
End
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Procedure DiffPoint ;
{****************************************************************************
Determination of the diffraction point which is an element of the edge
of the hyperboloid sub-reflector.
****************************************************************************}
Begin
if element1 - 1 then
Begin
PhiArray2[element1] :- phi ;
AddVector(ex, ey, diams/2 * Cos(PhiArray2[element1]),
diams/2 * Sin(PhiArray2[element1]), xsub1[element1])
AddVector(xsub1[element1] , xms, 1, 1, xsub1[element1]) ;
~d

if element1 - 2 then
Begin
PhiArray2[element1] :- phi + pi ;
AddVector(ex, ey, diams/2 * Cos(PhiArray2[element1]),
diams/2 * Sin(PhiArray2[element1]), xsub1[element1])
AddVector(xsub1[element1] , xms, 1, 1, xsub1[element1]) ;
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Procedure GeneralCoaplPhi

j

{

.

Deteraination of the field incident on the diffraction point which is an
element of the edge of the hyperboloid sub-reflector .

............................................................................ }
Begin
Case eluent1 of
1: Begin
PhiArray2[eleaent1] :- Phi j
IncidentFieldSubReflector(-AlfO, PhiArray2[element1] , ex, ey,
ez, IncFSRefl[element1] , AmpllncField[element1])
End
2
Begin
PhiArray2[element1] :- Phi + pi j
IncidentFieldSubReflector(AlfO, PhiArray2[element1] , ex, ey,
ez, IncFSRefl[element1] , AmpllncField[element1])
End
End j {End of Case}
DiffPoint
End
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Procedure CoaaonFactor(Var CF : Complex) ;

.
Deteraination of the coaaon factor .
............................................................................}

{

Var Chelp1
Complex
Chelp
Complex ;
Begin
MComplex(O, -pi/4, Chelp)
CExp(Chelp, Chelp) ;
CMult(-1, Chelp, Chelp) ;
MComplex(2.Sqrt(2.pi.2.pi/labda), 0, Chelp1)
CDivide(Chelp, Chelp1, CF) ;

End
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Procedure Co_on(Var Li, lr:

Real);

.
Deteraination of a common factor .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
Li :- diams/2/Sin(AlfO) ;
Lr :- diams/2/Sin(PsiO) ;
MultVector(.inez, f., %m)
MultVector(.inez, .sf, %ms)
MultVector(.inez, 2.fs. xieed)
ThetaBil :- ArcCos (- InProd (EX. .inez»
MVector(diams, O. 0, VTemp) ;
CommonFactor(CF)
End
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Function ApluB: Real;
Begin
ApluB :- 2 • Sqr(CoB«Phi1 + Phiacc)/2))
End;
Function Amin
Real;
Begin
Amin :- 2 • Sqr(CoB«Phi1 - Phiacc)/2))
End;
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Procedure DSoftHard(Var Ds, Dh:

Comple%);

.
Deteraination of the diffraction coefficients .
............................................................................ }

{

Var %
Real ;
z
Comple%
Chelp
Complex
Dsh1
Complex
Dsh2
Complex
Begin
% :- 2.pi/labda.Li.Amin
TransFunc(%, z) ;
KComple%(Cos«Phi1 - Phiacc)/2), 0, Chelp)
CDivide(z, Chelp, Dsh1) ;
% :- 2.pi/labda.Lr.Aplus ;
TransFunc(%, z) ;
KComple%(Cos«Phi1 + Phiacc)/2), 0, Chelp)
CDivide(z, Chelp, Dsh2) ;
CSubtract(Dsh1, Dsh2, Ds)
CAdd(Dsh1, Dsh2, Dh) ;
End
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Procedure IncPlaneVectors(Var ePhiacc, eBetaacc:

Vector);

{****************************************************************************
Deteraination of the unity vectors which describe the plane of incidence.

****************************************************************************}

Var minehelp
Vector
ehelp
Vector
Rsub
Vector
Tsub
Vector
stacc
Vector
Begin
AddVector(ez, ey, Sin(PhiArray2[element1]), -Cos(PhiArray2[element1]), ehelp)
MultVector(ehelp, -1, minehelp) ;
AddVector(xsub1[element1], xfeed, 1, -1, esacc) ;
Rormalize(esacc, esacc) ;
OutProd(minehelp, esacc, ePhiacc)
Rormalize(ePhiacc, ePhiacc) ;
OutProd(ePhiacc, esacc, eBetaacc)
Case element1 of
1
SubUnitRormal(alfO, PhiArray2[element1], erhos, eTheta, Rsub)
2: SubUnitRormal(alfO, PhiArray2[element1], erhos, eTheta, Rsub)
~d

;

Rormalize(Rsub, Rsub) ;
OutProd(Rsub, ehelp, Tsub)
Rormalize(Tsub, Tsub) ;
AddVector(esacc, ehelp, 1, -InProd(esacc,ehelp), stacc)
Rormalize(stacc, stacc) ;
Phiacc :- pi/2 - ArcCos(-Inprod(Rsub, esacc)) ;
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Procedure DiffPlaneVectors(Psi:

Real; Var ePhi1, eBeta1:

Vector)

j

.
Deteraination of the unity vectors which describe the plane of diffraction .
............................................................................}

{

Var ainehelp
Vector
ehelp
Vector
Nsub
Vector
rhopsps
Real
help1
Real
help2
Real
Begin
AddVector(ex, ey, Sin(PhiArray2[element1]), -Cos(PhiArray2[element1]), ehel]
OutProd(ehelp, es, ePhi1) j
Normalize(ePhi1, ePhi1) ;
OutProd (ePhi1 , es, eBeta1)
if element1 - 1 then
Begin
SubUnitNormal(alfO, PhiArray2[element1] , erhos, eTheta, Nsub)
help1 :- ArcCos(InProd(ainez, es» j
help2 :- ArcCos(InProd(ainez, Raub» ;
if helpl < help2 then
Phi1 :- pi/2 - ArcCos(Inprod(Nsub, es»
else
Phi1 :- pi/2 + ArcCos(InProd(Rsub, es»
End
else
Begin
SubUnitNormal(alfO, PhiArray2[element1] , erhos, eTheta, Rsub)
help1 :- ArcCos(InProd(minez, es» ;
help2 :- ArcCos(InProd(minez, Nsub» ;
if help1 > help2 then
Phi1 :- pi/2 - ArcCos(Inprod(Nsub, es»
else
Phil :- pi/2 + ArcCos(InProd(Rsub, es»
End
End
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Procedure CausticDivergenceFactor(Psi:

Real; Var CDF : Complex) ;

.
Deteraination of the caustic divergence factor .
............................................................................}

{

Var helpRhoC
Real
helpCDF
Real ;
Begin
helpRhoC :- RhoC(Li)
if ((helpRhoC+s»O) and (helpRhoC < 0) then
Begin
helpCDF :- Sqrt(Abs(helpRhoC/s/(helpRhoC + s)))
MComplex(O, pi/2, Chelp) ;
CExp(Chelp, Chelp) ;
CMult(helpCDF, Chelp, CDF)
End
else
MComplex(Sqrt(Abs(helpRhoC/s/(helpRhoC + s))), 0, CDF)
End
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Procedure SRED(Psi:

Real; IncSubRefl:

CVector; Var SubReflDifF : CVector)

.
Deteraination of the sub-reflector edge-diffracted field .
............................................................................ }

{

Var CDF
Complex
IncPhiacc
Complex
IncBetaacc
Complex
CE%pPhase
Complex
Ds
Complex
Dh
Complex
minDs
Complex
minDh
Complex
DiffBeta1
Complex
DiffPhi1
Complex
CeBeta1x
Complex
CeBeta1y
Complex
CeBeta1z
Complex
CePhi1x
Complex
CePhi1y
Complex
CePhi1z
Complex
CeBeta1
CVector
CePhi1
CVector
Vector
ePhi1
eBeta1
Vector ;
Begin
IncPlaneVectors(ePhiacc, eBetaacc) ;
DiffPlaneVectors(Psi, ePhi1, eBeta1)
CausticDivergenceFactor(Psi, CDF) ;
MComplex(O, -2.pi/labda.s, CExpPhase)
CExp(CExpPhase, CExpPhase) ;
CCMult(CExpPhase, CF, CExpPhase) ;
Clnprod(eBetaacc, IncSubRefl, IncBetaacc)
Clnprod(ePhiacc, IncSubRefl, IncPhiacc) ;
DSoftHard(Ds, Dh) ;
CMult(-1, Ds, minDs) ;
CCMult(minDs, IncBetaacc, DiffBeta1) ;
CCMult(DiffBeta1, CDF, DiffBeta1) ;
CCMult(DiffBeta1, CExpPhase, DiffBeta1)
CMult(-1, Dh, minDh) ;
CCMult(minDh, IncPhiacc, DiffPhi1) ;
CCMult(DiffPhi1, CDF, DiffPhi1) ;
CCMult(DiffPhi1, CExpPhase, DiffPhi1)

~3

MCoaplez (ePhi 1[1] , 0, CePhi1x)
MCoaplez(ePhi1[2], 0, CePhi1y)
MCoaplez(ePhi1[3], 0, CePhi1z)
MCVector(CePhi1x, CePhi1y, CePhi1z, CePhi1)
MCoaplez(eBeta1[1] , 0, CeBeta1x)
MCoaplez(eBeta1[2] , 0, CeBeta1y) ;
MCoaplez(eBeta1[3] , 0, CeBeta1z) ;
MCVector(CeBeta1x, CeBeta1y, CeBeta1z, CeBeta1) ;
CCAddVector(CeBeta1, CePhi1, DiffBeta1, DiffPhi1, SubReflDifF)
bd;
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Procedure Coap...calc(Psi
Real; IncSubRefl:
Var SubReflDifF : CVector)
Var to : Array [1. .2] of Longlnt ;
Begin
SRED(Psi, IncSubRefl, SubReflDifF)
End ;

CVector
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Function DiffD1(Pai:

Real):

Real;

.
Part of the integration function .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
MainPoint(Pai) ;
CoapJCalc(Pai, IncFSRefl[el..ent1], SubReflDiffractField[element1])
CalcCoaDiff(Pai, ea, SubReflDiffractField[element1])
Case Ord(R.l) of
o IntRealDiff(Pai, Integr)
1: IntlaagDiff(Pai, Integr)
End ; { Case of R.l }
DiffD1 :- Integr[element]
End ; { Function Dummy1 }
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Function DiffD2(Psi: Real) : Real;
{
Part of the integration function .

.
............................................................................ }

Var Z : Integer ;
Function MaxInt2(x, y: Integer): Integer;
Begin
if x > y then
MaxInt2 :- x
else
MaxInt2 :- y
End
Begin
GeneralComplPhi
DiffD2 :- QadratDX(DiffD1, 1e-10, PsiO, 1e-3, 1e-3, Z)
End ; { Function Dummy2 }
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Procedure CDI ;

.
Complex Diffraction Integration function .
............................................................................}

{

Begin
for eleaent1 :- 1 to 2 do
Begin
for eleaent :- 1 to 3 do
Begin
ILl :- REALPARTI
Case eleaent1 of
1: Begin
ResultRealD[element] :- QadratDY(DiffD2. 0. 2.pi.
1e-2. 1e-2. z) ;
RJ :- lMAGPARTI ;
ResultlmagD[element] :- QadratDY(DiffD2. 0. 2.pi.
1e-2. 1e-2. z) ;
End ;
2
Begin
ResultRealD[element] :- QadratDY(DiffD2. 0. 2.pi.
1e-2. 1e-2. z) ;
RJ :- lMAGPARTI ;
ResultlmagD[element] :- QadratDY(DiffD2. 0. 2.pi.
1e-2. 1e-2. z) ;
End
End ; {Case of element1}
MComplex(ResultRealD[element]. ResultlmagD[element].
ResultD[element]) ;
End
ResultTot[khelp.element1] :- ResultD ;
ClnProd(eThetadacc. ResultD. CHelpThetadacc[khelp. element1])
CMult(Sqrt(120.pi). CHelpThetadacc[khelp. element1].
CHelpThetadacc[khelp. element1]) ;
ClnProd(ePhidacc. ResultD. CHelpPhidacc[khelp. element1])
CMult(Sqrt(120.pi). CHelpPhidacc[khelp. element1].
CHelpPhidacc[khelp. eleaent1]) ;
tD[element1. khelp] :- Thetadacc.180/PI
End ind ;
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Procedure Vritedifftera8 ;

.
Procedure for writing the data .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
for khelp :- 1 to Kend do
Vriteln(laaeFile, tD[eleaent1, khelp]:8:4,' ',Phidacc:8:4,' ,
RealPart (CHelpThetadacc[khelp, element1]) :8:4,' "
IaagPart(CHelpThetadacc[khelp, element1]) :8:4,' "
RealPart(CHelpPhidacc[khelp, element1]):8:4,' "
IaagPart(CHelpPhidacc[khelp, element1]):8:4) ;
End
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Procedure VriteDiffData ;

.
Procedure for writing the data .
............................................................................ }

{

Begin
for eleaent1 :- 1 to 2 do
Begin
Cue eluent 1 of
1: Begin
Assign (lameFile, 'diff1.txt')
Append (lameFile)
Vritediffteras ;
Close (HameFile)
End
2
Begin
Assign (HameFile, 'diff2.txt')
Append (HameFile)
Writediffteras ;
Close(HameFile) ;
End
End {End of Case of element1}
End
End

Appendix S. Procedures for the calculation of the edge-diffracted far-field
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Procedure CalculationDiffractionlntegrant ;

{

.

Main procedure for the deteraination of the sub-reflector edge-diffracted
far-field radiation pattern .

............................................................................ }

Begin
Teller :- 0 ;
Thetadacc : - ThetaBegin
Repeat
for khelp :- 1 to kend do
Begin
Teller :- Teller + 1 ;
VfimeTeller ;
CUVSpCS(Thetadacc, phidacc, ex, ey, ez, eRdacc, eThetadacc, ePhidacc

CDl ;
Thetadacc :- Thetadacc + StepThetadacc ;
End
WriteDiffData
Until Thetadacc > ThetaEnd
End
End

Appendix T
Main program

PROGRAM MAIN ;

{$R+, S+, 1+, F+, 0+, A+, V+, B+, N+}
USESDOS, CRT, REFLECT, DIFFRACT, TYPE1, TYPEDECLAR, TYPEDIFF , TYPEREFL,
PROCFUNC, COMPLUNIT, ZEROTHING, GRAFICINFO ;

Procedure Parueters ;

.

{

The input parueters for the description of the Cassegrainian antenna system
configuration .

............................................................................}

Begin
labda
CalcMode
Polar
diamh
diusd
&feed
mtaper
z
fd
fs
Thetadacc
phidacc
ThetaBegin
ThetaEnd
StepThetadacc
ThetaEnd
Kend
End

:- 29.98e-3/2 ;
:- VIRTUAL EQUIVALENT
:- VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

:- 20.labda ;
:- 0.08985
:- 0.00316 ;

:- 35 ;
:- Ord(Polar)
:- 0.32 ;

:- 19.9364.labda/10
:- 0 ;
:- pi/4 ;
:- 0.0 ;

::::-

pi/36 ;
(ThetaEnd - ThetaBegin)/20
ThetaEnd - StepThetadacc ;
10 ;
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Appendix. T. Main program.

Begin
ClrScr
ZeroEqua.1
Initia.1iseFiles
Parueters ;
Init ;
Ca.1culatePsi(kai2. P8ibegin)
GainOfFeed(a.1fO.GainEdge) ;
GainOfFeed(O.O.help) ;
GainEdge :- 10*log10(Sqr(rho8ubtheta(a.1fO))*
help/Sqr(rhoBubtheta(O.O»/GainEdge)
WriteConfiguration(Gainedge)
MultVector(ez. fa. xm) ;
MultVector(ez. asf. xms)
Ca.1cPointSub(O.O. %s1) ;
Ca.1cPointSub(PI. %B2) ;
Ca.1culationlntegrand ;
if Ord(Ca.1cMode) - 1 then {EQUIVALENT PARABOLA PRINCIPLE}
Begin
WriteMesage
InitFiles
End
Else
Begin
Init
InitFiles
Teller :- 0
Common (Li. Lr)
Ca.1culationDiffractionlntegrant
End
End .

